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PREPARATION OF THIS CIRCULAR

This preliminary version of the Directory of fisheries and aquaculture information resources in Africa has been prepared by staff of the Fisheries Library, FAO, in collaboration with the staff of the Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI) and the RECOSCIX-WIO Project in Mombasa, Kenya. James Macharia, KMFRI, and Armand Gribling, FAO Fisheries Library, did much of the work involved in the design and preparation of questionnaires and data input to the Directory.

The data is available in a CDS/ISIS database, the structure for which was kindly supplied by the European Association of Aquatic Sciences Libraries and Information Centres (EURASLIC). The formats, including print formats, are based on the Directory of European Aquatic Sciences Libraries and Information Centres, 2nd edition, which was published jointly by EURASLIC and Instituto Español de Oceanografía in 1994.

Establishing contacts and collecting the data has, as an exercise in itself, given an indication of the extreme difficulties faced by many institutions with regard to communications, even at the level of postal services. Fortunately, the availability of electronic mail services in Africa is improving, which has a very positive impact on the work of libraries, information producers and information services. However, there is no doubt that the majority of libraries listed do not yet have the advantages of modern information technology. For this reason it was decided to publish the preliminary version of the Directory as an FAO Fisheries Circular.

The Directory is being distributed to the institutions listed, as well as to a number of resource people who have already contributed ideas and information as most welcome input to the Directory. This second round of information gathering is intended to enable us to publish a more complete Directory in printed and digital format.

The following people have provided useful contacts and information to assist in the compilation of the Directory: Martha Pretorius, Coordinator of the Africa Regional Group of IAMSLIC; Wariboko West, FAO Regional Office for Africa; Hilary Cochrane, FAO Fisheries Information, Data and Statistics Unit, (Project for the distribution of the Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts (ASFA) CD ROM to African institutions); George Hanek, Project Coordinator Lake Tanganyika Research; Margaret Crampton, NISC South Africa.

Comments on omissions and suggestions for improvement of the Directory would be welcome. Please send to the FAO Fisheries Library, Viale delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100 Rome, Italy.
fi-library@fao.org

Collins, J.; Mwobobia, J. (comps.)
Directory of fisheries and aquaculture information resources in Africa (preliminary version).

ABSTRACT

An overview of the fisheries and aquaculture information resources available in Africa has been compiled using the CDS/ISIS software and the database structure and formats designed by the European Association of Aquatic Sciences Libraries and Information Centres. The Directory includes details of the information resources and services of international organizations, regional bodies and networks; and national institutions and organizations in Africa. Fisheries and aquaculture periodicals and newsletters published in Africa are listed. Relevant Internet sites are listed with their URL and a brief description. The Directory will be used to facilitate effective dissemination of FAO fisheries information and in efforts to promote collaboration and information resource sharing activities between fisheries institutions in Africa. Data gathered as a result of the distribution of this preliminary version will be incorporated in the database, which will also be published on the FAO Homepage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The dissemination of fisheries information is one of the primary tasks of the Fisheries Information, Data and Statistics Unit (FIDI) of FAO. This Directory is intended to provide an overview of the status of fisheries libraries and information centres in Africa in order to enhance the following activities:

- To facilitate a more effective dissemination and distribution of the published work of the FAO Fisheries Department;
- To ensure widest possible access to the information products and services of FAO's Fisheries Department, including the Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts database;
- To make the most effective use of information technology in the production and dissemination of fisheries information in appropriate formats for the target audiences.

Libraries have traditionally co-operated within information networks, usually of an informal character, in order to provide the most cost-effective services to their clients. This cooperation has been based on arrangements for the exchange of publications, inter-library lending, supply of photocopies etc. Whereas the resources of information relevant to the fisheries sector are growing and diversifying at an ever increasing pace, it is unfortunately rare that the financial resources needed to acquire or access them are growing at the same rate. Maintaining an information resource in support of research and management activities has always been costly. The recent adoption of information as a commodity in a so-called "information society" will probably not render it less expensive.

The need for even greater co-operation between libraries, for providing access to and sharing the available resources, is essential in regions where institutions do not have a strong information base or adequate funding to obtain the wealth of information available. The second purpose of this Directory is therefore:

- To enhance information resource sharing activities between fisheries institutions in Africa;
- To provide an overview of the status of fisheries libraries and information centres in Africa, particularly for those agencies and organizations which can provide assistance or support to their activities.

The organisation of libraries and information centres into more formalised networks at national, regional and even international level provides a more effective means of sharing not only the information resources but also the available expertise. Details of the information programmes and products of some international and regional organizations and networks are also included.

The content of the Directory and some of the terminology used are further clarified as follows:

**Information Resources**: Includes external information in the form of publications (printed or digital); Publications and databases produced in Africa; Facilities for the storage and retrieval of information; Information communications and technology resources; Information networks and other regional initiatives; and perhaps the most important of all - Human resources and the available skills and qualifications.
The Organizations: The decision on which organizations to include in the Directory has been arbitrary to the extent that they have been included if they have been identified as holding or producing fisheries or aquaculture information. The inclusion of only fisheries institutions and organizations would have been an easier task but would have omitted the important resources of universities and training centres. In some countries the only significant information resources are held by the universities. In others the fisheries community depends upon them for providing access to the scientific and technical literature as well as for the expertise of their staff. Omissions are unintentional and will be corrected as soon as the information is supplied.

The Data: As was pointed out in the Preface, the collection of data has been a time-consuming activity. There are many gaps, which are easily identified in the list of institutions, and which it is hoped can be filled for the updated version of the Directory. Data was collected on facilities, equipment and budgets which has not been published but which has been useful in identifying those institutions with the greatest difficulties in accessing information. The data on the library collections is not intended to be an absolute record of the number of items, but rather an indication of the volume and types of information resources available.

Analysis and Indexes: For this preliminary version of the Directory no attempt has been made to analyse the data or to produce indexes. This will be done for the updated version, in particular to identify participation in networks, the availability of software, databases and Internet access in addition to broad subject categories.
2. ORGANIZATIONS

2.1 INTERNATIONAL

1  Banque Africaine de Développement (African Development Bank) (AfDB)
   B.P. 1387
   Rue Joseph Anoma
   Abidjan, 01
   Côte d'Ivoire

   Telephone: 225 20 44 44
   Fax: 225 20 49 30
   Homepage: http://www.afdb.org
   Contact person: Mr. Jacques Deru, Principal Fisheries & Aquaculture Officer

   Date of Creation: 1964

   DEPARTMENT:

   SUBJECTS COVERED:

   COLLECTIONS:

   SERVICES:

   PUBLICATIONS:

   NOTES: The African Development Bank Group is a multinational development bank supported by 77 nations.

2  American Association for the Advancement of Science. Africa Program (AAAS)
   1200 New York Avenue NW
   Washington,
   DC, 20005,
   USA

   Telephone: 202-326-6730
   Fax: 202-289-4958
   Electronic Mail: africa@aaas.org
   Homepage: http://www.aaas.org/international/ssa/index.shtml

   Affiliation: AAAS Directorate for International Programs
   Date of Creation: 1987

   DEPARTMENT:

   SUBJECTS COVERED: information resources

   COLLECTIONS:

   SERVICES:

   PUBLICATIONS: SCIENCE IN AFRICA Series:
INTERNATIONAL

NOTES: From 1994 to 1997, the AAAS Africa Program ran a CD-ROM pilot project in seven African universities, coupling the provision of CD-ROM bibliographic databases in the sciences and social sciences with document delivery assistance. Current efforts are exploring the extent to which online journals can meet African information needs.

3

FAO Regional Office for Africa (FAO RAF)
P.O Box 1628
Accra,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-21-666851
Telex: 2139 GAO GH
Fax: 233-21-668427
Electronic Mail: fao-raf@fao.org
Homepage: http://www.fao.org/Regional/Africa/

Affiliation: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

LIBRARY

Contact person: Mr. Emmanuel Nyamadi
Electronic Mail: emmanuel.nyamadi@fao.org

SUBJECTS COVERED: agriculture ; fisheries ; forestry ; nutrition ; rural development

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): 45; Books: 25 000 vols.; Reports: yes; Conferences: yes; Microfiches: yes; Electronic/Digital: yes

SERVICES:
Open: Monday - Friday: 9-17; Access: External Users
Catalogues: FAO Library Catalogue; Loans (Individual): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: CDS/ISIS ; Windows
Databases: ASFA ; AGRIS ; Current Contents ; ABAFR
Network participation: FAO Library

PUBLICATIONS: FAO Newsletter on Fisheries for the Sahel ; FAO Bulletin du Peches du Sahel ; CIFA Technical Papers ; CIFA Occasional Papers:

NOTES: In addition to the RAF Library, there is a fairly substantial fisheries and aquaculture collection in the Fisheries Unit. The collection occupies over 60 shelf metres and includes the FAO fisheries project reports from the Region as well as other grey literature on fisheries.
INTERNATIONAL

4

FAO Regional Office for the Near East (FAO RNE)
PO Box 2223
11 El Eslah El Zerai Str.
Cairo,
Egypt

Telephone: 20 2 337 2229
Fax: 20 2 349 5981
Electronic Mail: FAO-RNE@field.FAO.org

Affiliation: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

LIBRARY

Contact person: Ms. Omnia Moussa
Electronic Mail: omnia.moussa@fao.org

SUBJECTS COVERED: agriculture ; fisheries ; forestry ; nutrition ; rural development

COLLECTIONS:
Books: yes; Reports: yes; Microfiches: yes;

SERVICES:
Open: Mon-Fri 9-17; Access: FAO Staff and General Public
Catalogues: FAO Library Catalogue; Loans (Individual): yes;
Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: CDS/ISIS ; Windows
Databases: ASFA ; AGRIS ; Current Contents ; ABAFR

PUBLICATIONS:

5

FAO Subregional Office for Southern and East Africa (FAO SAFR)
Harare,
Zimbabwe

Telephone: 263-4-791407
Telex: 26040 FAO ZW
Electronic Mail: FAO-SAFR-Registry@field.fao.org ; fspzim@harare.iafrica.com
Homepage: http://www.fao.org/Regional/Africa

LIBRARY

Contact person: Phillip Majombo
Electronic Mail: phillip.majombo@fao.org

SUBJECTS COVERED: agriculture ; fisheries ; forestry ; nutrition ; rural development
INTERNATIONAL

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): 40;    Books: 6,000 vols. (13 percent fisheries / aquaculture);    Microfiches: yes;

SERVICES:
Open: Mon-Fri;    Access: FAO staff; General Public
Catalogues: FAO Library catalogue;    Loans (Individual): yes;
Photocopies: yes;    Manual Searches: yes;    Automatic Searches (internal): yes;
Software: CDS/ISIS;    Windows
Databases: ASFA;    AGRIS;    Current Contents;    ABAFR

PUBLICATIONS:

6
International Association of Aquatic and Marine Science Libraries and Information Centres (IAMSLIC)
c/- Water Research Commission
PO Box 824
Pretoria, 0001
South Africa

Homepage: http://siolibrary.ucsd.edu/iamslic/
Affiliation: International Non Governmental Organisation
Date of Creation: 1975

AFRICA REGIONAL GROUP

Contact person: Martha Pretorius, Co-ordinator
Electronic Mail: mpretorius@wrc.org.za
Associations: IAMSLIC

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquatic science; information resources

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: IAMSLIC Proceedings; IAMSLIC Newsletter

NOTES: 1998 membership list shows 38 members in 16 African countries

7
International Centre for Living Aquatic Resources Management / Malawi (ICLARM)
P.O.Box 229
Zomba,
Malawi

Telephone: 265-531216
Fax: 265-522733
Electronic Mail: ICLARM@chambo.sdnp.undp.org; ICLARM-Malawi@cgiar.org

Affiliation: Consultative Group for International Agriculture Research (CGIAR)
Date of Creation: 1986
INTERNATIONAL

AQUACULTURE LIBRARY AND INFORMATION CENTER

Date of Creation: 1989
Contact person: Francis Kachala
Electronic Mail: D.Jamu@cgiar.org

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; agropisciculture; pond culture; animal nutrition

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 147; Serial Titles (Current): 28; Books: 509; Reports: 60; Reprints: 2,540; Conferences: 190;
Others: 22 Bibliographies; 3 Directories; 4 Abstracts; 2
Inventories; Theses: 37; Atlases: 3; Maps & Charts: 13;
Microfiches: 7; Electronic/Digital: 17;

SERVICES:
Access: SADC trainees
Catalogues: 5; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): no
Software: CDS/ISIS; DBASE
Databases: AISAF (for the Library); NDC; AGRIS; CARIS; ALCOM
Network participation: NDC (National Documentation Center Information Systems); Bunda/ICLARM/SADC IFIC Network

PUBLICATIONS:
Annual Reports; Directories; ICLARM Conference Proceedings; ICLARM Technical Reports; Research Bulletin; Library/Information Unit: Bibliographies; Catalogues; Acquisition lists

NOTES: The project serves as an ICLARM centre for Africa

8

International Centre for Living Aquatic Resources Management.
Regional Research Center for Africa and West Asia (ICLARM)
P.O. Box 2416
15 G Radwan Ibn El Tabib Str
Cairo, 11511
Egypt

Telephone: 202 568-2660
Fax: 202 572-8099
Electronic Mail: ICLARM-Egypt@cgiar.org
Homepage: http://www.cgiar.org/iclarm/abbassa/index.htm
Contact person: Mr. R. Brummet Research Director

Affiliation: Consultative Group for International Agriculture Research (CGIAR)

LIBRARY

Contact person: Tharwat Ismael Dawood
Electronic Mail: brummett@gega.net

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; agropisciculture; Great Lakes of Africa; fish genetics; coral reefs
INTERNATIONAL

COLLECTIONS:
Books: yes; Reports: yes;

SERVICES:
Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes;
Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes;
Databases: Via ICLARM, Penang

PUBLICATIONS: Annual Reports; Abbassa Update; ICLARM Conference Proceedings; ICLARM Technical Reports; ICLARM Research Bulletin

NOTES: The research site is located at Abbassa, Abou-Hammad, Sharkia Governate. The research facilities include 150 earthen ponds; administrative, research and training buildings

9

International Development Research Centre. Regional Office for West and Central Africa (IDRC)
BP 11007, CD Annexe
Avenue Cheikh Anta Diop, Angle Boulevard de l'Est
Dakar,
Sénégal

Telephone: 221 864.0000
Fax: 221 825.3255
Electronic Mail: kndiaye@idrc.org.sn
Homepage: http://www.idrc.ca/braco/resources/index_e.html

Affiliation: Canadian Government

DOCUMENTATION AND REFERENCE COLLECTION

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Echobraco : Newsletter; Integration of Environmental, Social, and Economic Policies (INTESEP); Research Impact

10

International Development Research Centre. Regional Office for Eastern and Southern Africa (IDRC)
P.O.Box 62084
Nairobi,
Kenya

Telephone: 2542 713160
Fax: 2542 711063
Electronic Mail: chunja@idrc.or.ke
Homepage: http://www.idrc.ca/earo

Affiliation: Canadian Government
SUBJECTS COVERED: information resources

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

11

International Development Research Centre. Regional Office for Middle East and North Africa (IDRC)
P.O.Box 14 Orman
Giza
Cairo, Egypt

Telephone: 20 2 336 7051
Fax: 20 2 336 7056
Electronic Mail: skamel@idrc.org.eg
Homepage: http://www.idrc.ca/cairo

Affiliation: Canadian Government

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: environmental management; aquatic sciences; information resources

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

12

International Development Research Centre. Regional Office for Southern Africa (IDRC)
P.O.Box 477
WITS, 2050
South Africa

Telephone: 27 11 403 3952
Fax: 27 11 403 1417
Electronic Mail: hpapaconstantinos@idrc.org.za
Homepage: http://www.idrc.org.za

Affiliation: Canadian Government

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: environmental management; aquatic sciences; information resources
INTERNATIONAL

13

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
P.O.Box 30552
Gigiri
Nairobi,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-2-623105
Fax: 254-2 623927
Homepage: http://www.unep.org

Affiliation: United Nations (UN)

LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTATION CENTRE

Date of Creation: 1973
Contact person: Ms. S. Tavares-Walsh
Electronic Mail: uneplib@unep.org
Library Homepage: http://www.unep.org/unep/library/general.htm

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquatic pollution; environmental management; fisheries; Law of the Sea

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): 900 +;  Books: 17 000;  Reports: UN Documents;

SERVICES:
Open: Monday - Friday;  Access: UN staff; General Public
Automatic Searches (internal): Yes;  Automatic Searches (external): Yes
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: EPLIB

PUBLICATIONS: East African Regional Seas Technical Report Series;
Pachamama: Our Earth, Our Future; Our Planet; Environmental Economics Series; Regional Seas Reports and Studies

14

WWF : Bureau du Programme régional pour l'Afrique centrale
(World Wildlife Fund : Central Africa Regional Program) (WWF)
B.P.9144
Libreville,
Gabon

Telephone: 241 73 00 28
Fax: 241 73 80 56
Electronic Mail: wwfcarpo@internetgabon.com

Affiliation: International Non Governmental Organisation

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: biodiversité aquatique; eaux douce
INTERNATIONAL

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: FISHBASE
Network participation: EU/ACP Fishbase

PUBLICATIONS:
2.2 REGIONAL

15
African Academy of Sciences (AAS)
P.O.Box 14798
Miotoni Ln, Karen
Nairobi,
Kenya
Telephone: 254-2-884401-5
Fax: 254-2-884406
Electronic Mail: aas@fricaonline.co.keaas@fricaonline.co.ke
Homepage: http://www.oneworld.org/aas/

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: research ; capacity building ; publishing

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

16
African Regional Aquaculture Centre (ARAC)
P.M.B 5122, Aluu
Port Harcourt,
Rivers State,
Nigeria
Affiliation: Nigerian Institute for Oceanography and Marine Research (NIOMR)
Date of Creation: 1980

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: ARAC Technical Papers

17
Aquatic Resource Management Programme for Local Communities (ALCOM)
P.O Box 1730
Fisheries Unit, National Parks Complex
Harare,
Zimbabwe
Telephone: 263 4 724985
Telex: 26040 FAO ZW
REGIONAL

Fax: 263 4 736847  
Electronic Mail: alcom@harare.iafrica.com  
Homepage: http://www.fao.org/fi/alcom/alcom.htm;  
http://www.zamnet.zm/zamnet/alcom/alcom.htm;  
http://users.harare.iafrica.com/~alcom/alcom.htm  
Contact person: Unity Nyakudya   Administrative Assistant

Affiliation: Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN (FAO)  
Date of Creation: 1987

INFORMATION SERVICE

Date of Creation: 1992  
Library Homepage: http://www.zamnet.zm/zamnet/alcom/info.htm  
Associations: Former librarian was: IAMLIC; Zimbabwe Library  
Association; ACP

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries ; aquaculture ; small water bodies ;  
socio-economic aspects ; farming systems ; environment ; rural  
development ; nutrition

COLLECTIONS:  
Serial Titles (Total): 200;  Serial Titles (Current): 16;  Books:  
ca.1 000;  Reports: ca. 500;  Reprints: 3 000;  Conferences:  
yes;  Theses: few;  Atlases: 125;  Maps & Charts: 4;  Special  
collections: 1 500 photographs all catalogued

SERVICES:  
Open: Mon-Fri 7:45 to 16:45;  Access: Students ; NGOs ; Goverment ;  
Researchers  
Catalogues: 200;  Loans (Individual): yes;  Loans (Interlibrary):  
yes;  Photocopies: yes;  Manual Searches: yes;  Automatic  
Searches (internal): yes;  Automatic Searches (external): yes  
Software: CDS/ISIS ; Reference Manager ; MS Word 6.0 ; Procite  
Databases: AGRIS ; CARIS ; FISHBASE ; FOOD TECHNOLOGY ; FISHLIT ;  
SADC Water Resources Database  
Network participation: ZIMAGRINET ; SAAINET (South African  
Agricultural Information Network)

PUBLICATIONS: Field documents ; ALCOM Reports ; Extension Bulletin ; ALCOM  
Newsletter : Library/Information Unit: Catalogues

NOTES: Formerly an FAO Project: Aquaculture for Local Community  

Association Africaine des Importateurs et Exportateurs de  
Produits Halieutiques (AFIEX)  
c/- Immeuble des Affaires Maritimes  
Agadir,  
Maroc

Telephone: 212 41 50 21  
Fax: 212 41 16 31

DEPARTMENT:
REGIONAL

SUBJECTS COVERED: produits de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Network participation: AFIEX membres aux: Cameroun, Mauritanie, Sénégal, Guinée

PUBLICATIONS:

19
Association des Universités Africaines (Association of African Universities) (AAU)
P. O. Box 5744
Accra-North
Accra,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-21-774495
Fax: 233-21-774821
Electronic Mail: secgen@aau.org
Homepage: http://www.aau.org/english/welcome.htm

Affiliation: International non-governmental organisation
Date of Creation: 1967

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: education

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Report of the Meeting on Collection and Dissemination of Science and Technology Results from African Tertiary Institutions ; Membership List
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Coral Reef Degradation in the Indian Ocean (CORDIO)
P.O. Box 10135
No. 10 Kibaki Flats
Mombasa,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-11-486473
Fax: 254-11-486292
Electronic Mail: dobura@africaonline.co.ke
Homepage: http://www.cordio.org

Affiliation: Western Indian Ocean Marine Science Association (WIOMSA)
Date of Creation: 1999
REGIONAL

DEPARTMENT: CORDIO-East Africa
Date of Creation: 1999

SUBJECTS COVERED: Aspects relating to coral reefs

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 2;   Serial Titles (Current): 2;   Books: 20;
Reports: 40;   Reprints: 1 000;   Conferences: 4;   Theses: 10;
Maps & Charts: various;

SERVICES:
Access: yes
Loans (Individual): yes;   Loans (Interlibrary): no;   Photocopies:
no;   Manual Searches: yes;   Automatic Searches (internal): yes;

Software: Endnote
Network participation: No

PUBLICATIONS: CORDIO Status Reports
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East African Communities Organisation for Management of Lake
Victoria Resources (ECOVIC)
P.O.Box 4580
Kisumu,
Kenya

Telephone: -35-23487
Fax: -35-43294
Electronic Mail: osienala@form-net.com

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: freshwater environment ; Lake Victoria ; community
management

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Network participation: OSIENALA

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: Regional community-based forum.
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Commission des Thons de l'Océan Indien (Indian Ocean Tuna
Commission) (IOTC)
PO Box 1011
Fishing Port
Victoria,
Seychelles
REGIONAL

Telephone: 248 225494
Fax: 248 224364
Electronic Mail: iotcsecr@seychelles.net
Homepage: http://www.seychelles.net/iotc/
Contact person: Mr. David Ardill   Secretary

Affiliation: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
Date of Creation: 1996

LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1997
Contact person: Ms Laurain Zialor

SUBJECTS COVERED: tuna fisheries; fishery management; fishery regulations

COLLECTIONS:
Special collections: Indo Pacific Tuna Programme document repository

SERVICES:
Software: FoxPro
Databases: ASFA; IOTC Nominal Catch (NC); IOTC Discards (DS); IOTC Catch and effort (CE); EU Fisheries Statistics CD-ROM; IOTC Vessel Registry (VR)

PUBLICATIONS: Data Summary; IOTC Commission Session Reports; IOTC Scientific Committee reports; IOTC Working Party Reports; IOTC Technical reports; IOTC Data Summary; Tuna Atlas; Bibliography on tuna and tuna-like species; IOTC Newsletter

Infopêche
P.O. Box 1747
19eme Etage, Cit, Administrative
Abidjan,
Côte d'Ivoire

Telephone: (225) 22 89 80
Fax: (225) 21 80 54
Electronic Mail: tall@africaonline.co.ci; infopeche@africaonline.co.ci
Homepage: http://www.fao.org/fi/globe/globfish/fishery/Peche/doc/PECHE.HTM
Contact person: Mr. Amadou Tall

Affiliation: Intergovernmental Organization
Date of Creation: 1985

DOCUMENTATION CENTRE

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery products; marketing; trade

COLLECTIONS:
REGIONAL

SERVICES:
Network participation: 17 member countries. COMESA has applied for membership.

PUBLICATIONS: Infopêche Trade News ; Directories of Importers and Exporters

NOTES: Intergovernmental Organization for Marketing Information and Cooperation Service for Fishery Products in Africa. Infopêche was an FAO Project 1985-1990
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Institut du Sahel (INSAH)
B.P. 1530
Bamako,
Mali

Telephone: 223 22 23 37
Fax: 223 22 23 37
Homepage: http://www.uia.org/uidemo/org/e6031f.htm

Affiliation: Comité permanent inter-Etats de lutte contre la sècheresse dans le Sahel (CILSS)
Date of Creation: 1976

BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Contact person: Diarra, M.L.

SUBJECTS COVERED: recherche collaboration ; demographie ; socio-economie ; sécurité alimentaire ; diffusion des informations ; pêcheries ; pisciculture

COLLECTIONS:
Books: oui; Reports: oui;

SERVICES:
Open: lun.-ven.; Access: chercheurs ; ONGs
Loans (Individual): oui; Photocopies: oui;
Software: CDS/ISIS ; MINISIS (converting to CDS/ISIS)
Databases: RESADOC
Network participation: Reseau de sécurité alimentaire durable en Afrique de l'Ouest centrale (Réseau SADAOC) ; SADOC

PUBLICATIONS: INSAH - Echo ; POP-Sahel ; RESINDEX ; Sahel PV-Info :

NOTES: Membres: Burkina Faso, Cap-Vert, Gambie, Guinée-Bissau, Mali, Mauritanie, Niger, Sénégal, Tchad
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Lake Basin Development Authority (LBDA)
P.O. Box 1516
Kisumu,
Kenya
REGIONAL

Telephone: 254-35-45203
Telex: LABDA 31011
Fax: 254-35-45204

Date of Creation: 1979

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; biology; fisheries; fish marketing; riverine fisheries; socioeconomic aspects

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Lake Tanganyika Fisheries Monitoring Programme (LTFMP)
B.P.1250
Chaussée d’Uvira
Bujumbura,
Bujumbura Mairie,
Burundi

Telephone: 257-22 97 60
Fax: 257-22 97 61
Electronic Mail: ltrbdi@cbinf.com
Homepage: http://www.fao.org/fi/ltr/index.htm
Contact person: Mr. Saidi Badende, LTR Officer-in-Charge

Date of Creation: 1992

LTFMP DOCUMENTATION CENTRE

Date of Creation: 1992
Contact person: Mme. Ndahigeze Spes

SUBJECTS COVERED: limnologie; hydrologie; ecologie; autecologie; dynamiques trophiques; environnement; pêches; économie; technologie; traitement

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 86;    Books: 10 918;    Theses: 6;    Maps & Charts: 72;    Archives: Documents du LTR Projêt;

SERVICES:
Access: Chercheurs, Étudiants des Universités, Instituts de recherche
Catalogues: 32;    Loans (Individual): oui;    Loans (Interlibrary): oui;    Photocopies: oui;    Manual Searches: oui;    Automatic Searches (internal): oui;    Automatic Searches (external): non
Software: PROCITE
Databases: 14
REGIONAL

PUBLICATIONS: Le Projet a deja publie 138 documents: 91 Documents Techniques ; 20 Manuels de Terrains ; 27 Bulletins ; aussi sur CD ROM : Library/Information Unit: 6 Catalogues

NOTES: From 1992 to 1999 was funded by FINNIDA, executed by FAO as FAO/FINNIDA Research for the Management of the Fisheries on Lake Tanganyika (FAO/FINNIDA Recherche pour l'Amenagement des Peches au Lac Tanganyika). La Bibliotheque est tres appreee par ses utilisateurs. Elle est riche, bien organisee et est des outils modernes de travail.
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Lake Victoria Fisheries Organization (LVFO)
P.O.Box 1625
Jinja,
Uganda

Telephone: 256-43-120205/6
Fax: 256-43-130123
Electronic Mail: lvfo@imul.com
Homepage: http://www.inweh.unu.edu/lvfo

Affiliation: Inter-Governmental Organization (Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda)
Date of Creation: 1998

INFORMATION AND DATABASE UNIT

Contact person: Jacob Meme Ikilenya

SUBJECTS COVERED: inland fisheries ; freshwater fisheries ; fishery management ; Lake Victoria

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: African Journal of Tropical Hydrobiology and Fisheries ; LVFO Conference Proceedings ; Mputa : LVFO Newsletter

NOTES: CIDA funding project (1999) at University of Waterloo, Canada, to scan documents and provide full text on CD ROM
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Lake Victoria Fisheries Research Project (LVFRP)
P.O.Box 2145
Jinja,
Uganda

Telephone: 256 43 130 133
Fax: 256 43 120 868
Electronic Mail: lvfrp@starcom.co.ug
Contact person: Mr. Martin van der Knaap Project Co-ordinator
REGIONAL

DEPARTMENT: Library of FIRI

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery resources; fishery management; lake fisheries; Lake Victoria

COLLECTIONS:
Books: See FIRI;

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: LVFRP Technical Documents

NOTES: Countries involved: Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda. Project supplies publications to the libraries of the Fisheries Departments in these countries.
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Secretariat Permanent de la Conference Ministerielle sur la Coopération Halieutique entre les Etats Africains riverains de l'Océan Atlantique (Permanent Secretariat of the Ministerial Conference)
B.P. 476 Agdal
Rue Mohammed Bel Hassan El Ouazzani
Rabat, Maroc

Telephone: 212-7-688330
Fax: 212-7-688329
Electronic Mail: ?@mp3m.gov.ma
Homepage: http://www.mp3m.gov.ma/

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery management; legislation

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Actes de la Conference

NOTES: Situé au Ministère des Pêches Maritimes, Rabat
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Programme Regional Afrique de l'Ouest. Valorisation des Captures de la Pêche Artisanale (PPAO)
17 BP 56
Abidjan, 17
Côte d'Ivoire

Telephone: 225-22 75 88
Fax: 225-22 75 92
Electronic Mail: ppaoc@africaonline.co.ci
REGIONAL

Affiliation: Association Ouest Africaine pour le Développement de la Pêche Artisanale (ADEPA)

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Bonga. Bulletin bimestriel du PPAO
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Regional Cooperation in Scientific Information Exchange - Western Indian Ocean (RECOSCIX - WIO)
P.O Box 95832
Mkomani Road
Mombasa,
Coast Province,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-11-472527
Fax: 254-11-475257
Electronic Mail: rdc@recoscix.com
Homepage: http://www.recoscix.com
Contact person: Mr. Melchizedeck Osore, Project Co-ordinator

Affiliation: Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute
Date of Creation: 1989

DEPARTMENT: RECOSCIX - WIO
Contact person: James Macharia
Electronic Mail: rdc@recoscix.com ; m.osore@recoscix.com
Associations: IAMSLIC
IAMSLIC Member: M. Osore

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture ; fisheries ; limnology ; oceanography ; environment ; fishery products

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): see KMFR1; Serial Titles (Current): 9 foreign; Books: see KMFR1; Microfiches: yes (not used);

SERVICES:
Open: 0800 to 1630hrs on working days; Access: Restricted to staff and authorised persons
Catalogues: yes; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: CDS/ISIS ; ASFISIS ; Word perfect ; Windows 95 ; MS Word
Databases: WIO LIB ; WIODIR ; ASFA ; MASDEA
Network participation: RECOSCIX collaborates/provide services to 9 countries ; ASFA

PUBLICATIONS: Window ; RECOSCIX Annual Report
REGIONAL

NOTES: Networks in close collaboration with KMFRI and other specialised institutions in the WIO region. Uses KMFRI Library.
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Regional Maritime Academy (RMA)
P.O.Box 1115
Accra,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-21-712775
Telex: 2087 REMA (GH)
Fax: 233-21-712047

Date of Creation: 1983

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Réseau Régional d'Echange en Information Marine pour la Région Atlantique Centre-Est (Regional Network for Marine Information Exchange in the Central Eastern Atlantic)(RECOSCIX - CEA)
29 Rue des Pêcheurs
BPV 18
Abidjan,
Côte d'Ivoire

Telephone: 225-35 50 14
Fax: 225-35 11 55
Electronic Mail: sankare@cro.ird.ci
Contact person: Mr. Yacouba Sankare, Regional Project Coordinator

Affiliation: Centre de Recherches Océanologiques (CRO)
Date of Creation: 1999

DEPARTMENT: RECOSCIX - CEA
Associations: IAMSLIC
IAMSLIC Member: Y. Sankare

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:
Books: Bibliothèque du CRO

SERVICES:
Network participation: RECOSCIX - CEA
REGIONAL
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SADC Inland Fisheries Technical Coordination Unit (IFSTCU)
P.O. Box 1636
Lilongwe,
Malawi

Telephone: 265-753141
Fax: 265-750854
Electronic Mail: sadcfish@malawi.net
Homepage: http://www.sadcfish.org/

Affiliation: Southern African Development Community (SADC)

INFORMATION CENTRE

Contact person: Drifa H. Kristjansdottir
Electronic Mail: drifa@malawi.net

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

Databases: Fishbase (EU/ACP)
Network participation: Fishbase (EU/ACP) Training Program on Fisheries and Biodiversity Management

PUBLICATIONS: Annual Reports ; SADCFISH ; SADC Inland Fisheries News ; SADC Inland Fisheries Sector Progress Report

NOTES: Located in the Fisheries Department
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SADC Marine Fisheries and Resources Sector Coordinating Unit (MFRSCU)
Private Bag 13355
Windhoek,
Namibia

Telephone: 264 61 2053911
Fax: 264 61 235269
Electronic Mail: sadc@mfmr.gov.na
Homepage: http://www.sadc.int/

Affiliation: Southern African Development Community (SADC)
Date of Creation: 1990

INFORMATION CENTRE

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery management ; fishery policy and planning ; fishery biology ; fishery technology ; sociological aspects ; environmental impact assessment ; legislation
REGIONAL

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): none;   Serial Titles (Current): occasional journals but no subscriptions;   Books: 900;   Conferences: yes;   Maps & Charts: 4;

SERVICES:
Loans (Individual): yes;   Loans (Interlibrary): no;   Photocopies: no;   Manual Searches: no;   Automatic Searches (internal): no;   Automatic Searches (external): no

Databases: none

PUBLICATIONS: SADC Marine Fisheries and Resources Newsletter

NOTES: Information Centre is situated in, and provides services to, the Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources in Windhoek with staff of approx.100
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Secretariat for Eastern African Coastal Area Management (SEACAM)
C.P. 4220
874, Av. Amilcar Cabral
Maputo,
Mozambique

Telephone: 258-1-300641/2
Fax: 258-1-300638
Electronic Mail: seacam@virconn.com
Homepage: http://www.seacam.mz

Affiliation: Ministry for Coordination of Environmental Affairs (Host, Maputo) (MICOA)

DEPARTMENT:
Contact person: Jorge M.Banze
Associations: IAMSLIC

SUBJECTS COVERED: integrated coastal zone management

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: Eastern African Coastal Area Management Database

PUBLICATIONS: SEACAM Update

NOTES: Covers East Africa Region: Comoros, Eritrea, Madagascar, Kenya, Mauritius, Mozambique, R'union, Seychelles, South Africa, Tanzania
REGIONAL
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Southern African Society of Aquatic Scientists
P.O.Box 13053
Cascades, 3202
South Africa

Telephone: 0331 3411140
Fax: 0331 3411349
Electronic Mail: mcoke@kznncs.org.za
Contact person: Mike Coke, Editor

DEPARTMENT: 

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquatic sciences

COLLECTIONS: 

SERVICES: 

PUBLICATIONS: Southern African Journal of Aquatic Sciences

NOTES: Members from South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi and Kenya
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Commission Sous-Regionale des Pêches (Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission) (CSRP)
B.P 20505
Km 10.5, Boulevard du Centenaire de la Commune de Dakar
Dakar, Sénégal

Telephone: 221-834 5580
Fax: 221-834 4413
Electronic Mail: sp_crsp@metissacana.sn
Contact person: Mr. Germain DaSylva, CTR

Date of Creation: 1985

DEPARTMENT: 

SUBJECTS COVERED: 

COLLECTIONS: 

SERVICES: Software: Wordperfect 6.0 ; Word 7 sous Windows 95

PUBLICATIONS: Bulletin d'Information

NOTES: FAO Project GCP/INT/722/LUX. La mise en place de la bibliotheque du CSRF est en Projêt.
REGIONAL
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Programme des Moyens d'Existence durables dans la Pêche (Sustainable Fishery Livelihoods Programme) (SFLP)
01 BP 1369
Cotonou,
Bénin

Telephone: 229 33 06 24/25
Fax: 229 33 05 19
Electronic Mail: dipafao@intnet.bj
Contact person: Benoit Horemans, Programme Co-ordinator

Affiliation: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations ; Department for International Development (FAO ; DFID)
Date of Creation: 1999

BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Date of Creation: 1999
Contact person: Mr. Philippe Tohouegnon

SUBJECTS COVERED: artisanal fisheries ; sociological aspects ; rural development

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): oui; Books: oui; Reports: oui; Reprints: oui;

SERVICES:
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: de la Bibliothèque

PUBLICATIONS: Former IDAF / DIPA Technical Reports ; IDAF / DIPA Working Papers

NOTES: Continuing after the FAO/DANIDA Project: Integrated Development of Artisanal Fisheries in West Africa
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Western Indian Ocean Marine Science Association (WIOMSA)
P.O. Box 3298
Dar es Salaam,
Zanzibar,
Tanzania

Fax: 255 33050
Electronic Mail: wiomsa@zims.udsm.ac.tz
Homepage: http://pages.intnet.mu/ams/wiomsa.htm

Affiliation: Non Governmental Organization
Date of Creation: 1991

DEPARTMENT: See: Institute of Marine Sciences Library

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine sciences
2.3 NATIONAL

ALGERIA

41  Institut de Technologie des Pêches et de l'Aquaculture (ITPA)
    3 Rue d'Angkor, Alger Port
    Alger, Algerie

Telephone: -2-710831

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Agriculture, chargé de la pêche
Date of Creation: 1983

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture ; oc,anographie ; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

42  Institut des Sciences de la Mer et de l'Aménagement du
    Littoral (National Institute of Marine Sciences and Coastal
    Management) (ISMAL)
    B.P. 54
    Villa No. 4 Plage Ouest Sidi Fredj
    Sidi-Fredj, 42321
    Gouvernorat du Grand Alger, 42321, Algerie

Telephone: 213-2-391914
Fax: 213-2-393538
Homepage: http://www.ciesm.org/resources/inst/Inst1.html

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Enseignement Superieure et de la
Recherche Scientifique
Date of Creation: 1982

BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Contact person: Melitti Saidi
Associations: n.a.

SUBJECTS COVERED: sciences de la mer

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 18 528 vol.;  Serial Titles (Current): 532 vol.;  Books: 6 795;  Reports: ca. 800;  Reprints: 6 218;
Conferences: 123;  Theses: 473;  Atlases: 56;  Maps & Charts: 1 259;  Microfiches: 225;  Microfilms: n.a.;  Electronic/Digital: n.a.
ALGERIA

SERVICES:
Access: Étudiants, enseignants, chercheurs, secteur utilisateur
Catalogues: 758; Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): oui; Photocopies: oui; Manual Searches: oui; Automatic Searches (internal): non; Automatic Searches (external): non
Software: BIBLIO 2.0 (logiciel du CERIST); ACCESS 97
Databases: n.a.
Network participation: n.a.

PUBLICATIONS: PELAGOS (parution irreguliere): Library/Information Unit: Publication semestrielle sur les acquisitions de la Bibliothèque

NOTES: 70 pour-cent du fond documentaire est costitu, de documents sur l'océanographie biologique
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Université de Bab Ezzouar des Sciences de la Nature
Algerie

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
ANGOLA
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Instituto de Investigacao Pesqueira (Institute of Fishery Investigations) (IIP)
CP 2601
Ilha de Luanda
Luanda,
Angola

Telephone: 244-2395049
Fax: 244-2394684
Electronic Mail: vbarros@netangola.com
Contact person: Mr. P. De Barros

Affiliation: Ministerio das Pescas e Ambiente de Angola

SECCAO DE DOCUMENTACAO E INFORMACAO

Date of Creation: 1978
Contact person: Domingas Paim
Electronic Mail: vbarros@netangola.com

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine fisheries; freshwater fisheries; aquaculture; fish biology; stock assessment; legal aspects; fishery management; fishery statistics; socioeconomic aspects; fishery technology

COLLECTIONS:
SERVICES:
Software: MS Access; SPIRS
Databases: ASFA (FIDI)
Network participation: RECOSEIX - CEA

PUBLICATIONS: none
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Ministerio das Pescas e Ambiente (Ministry of Fisheries and the Environment)
C. Postal 83
Avenida 4 de Fevereiro, 266
Luanda,
Angola

Telephone: 244-337838
Fax: 244-337838

CENTRO DE DOCUMENTACAO E INFORMACAO

Contact person: Dr. Santos Virgilio
Electronic Mail: santos.virgilio@ebonet.net

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:
ANGOLA

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Golfinho: Revista Trimestral do Ministerio das Pescas e Ambiente, 2000-
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Universite Agostinho Neto
B.P. 815
Avenida 4 de Fevereiro 7, 2 andar
Luanda,
Angola

Telephone: 244-2-30517
Fax: 244-2-330520

Date of Creation: 1963

DEPARTMENT: Departement de la Biologie
Associations: Association of African Universities

SUBJECTS COVERED: science marine; ecologie aquatique

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Direction des Pêches (Fisheries Directorate)
01 B.P 383
Cotonou,
Bénin

Telephone: 33 15 51
Fax: 33 59 96
Electronic Mail: dipafao@intnet.bj
Contact person: Joseph Ouake

Affiliation: Ministère du Développement Rural

CENTRE DE DOCUMENTATION

Date of Creation: 1963
Contact person: A. Rahim H. IDRIZ

SUBJECTS COVERED: eaux douces ; milieu marin ; eaux interieurs ;
aquaculture ; gestion des pêches ; biologie des poissons ;
statistiques ; valuation des stocks ; aspects socio-économiques ;
aspects juridiques ; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 80; Serial Titles (Current): 50; Books:
2 130; Reports: 6 500; Reprints: 60; Conferences: 1 200;
Theses: 50; Microfiches: 132

SERVICES:
Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): oui;
Photocopies: oui; Manual Searches: oui; Automatic Searches
(internal): oui; Automatic Searches (external): non
Software: CDS/ISIS ; Windows95 ; Excel ; Access ; PAO ; Wordperfect
Databases: PECHE ; RUKE ; ASFA (FIDI)
Network participation: RNIST/RESAGRIS ; RESADOC ; REOSCIX - CEA ;
RENDABE (Réseau National de Documentation Agricole du Bénin)

PUBLICATIONS: Organization: Annuaire Statistiques des Pêches ; Plan
de gestion des plans d'eau continentaux du Sud-Benin ; Plan
d'aménagement pour la gestion des pêches maritimes en République du
Benin ; Rapports d'activités ; Enquete-cadre : Library/Information
Unit: Recueils des textes legislatifs et reglementaire sur la pêche ;
Bibliographie thèmes repertoire

NOTES: Former FAO Project: IDAF/DIPA located here
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Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD)
BP 390
Cotonou,
Bénin

Affiliation: France. Ministres chargés de la Recherche et de la Coopération.

BIBLIOTHÈQUE
BÉNIN
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Université Nationale du Bénin
B.P. 526
Cotonou,
Bénin

Telephone: 229 35 21 61
Fax: 229 30 30 84
Electronic Mail: bolory@syfed.bj.refer.org

DEPARTMENT:
Associations: Association of African Universities

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
50

**Fisheries Section**
Private Bag 0032
Gaborone,
Botswana

**Telephone:** 267-350502  
**Telex:** 2543 VET BD  
**Fax:** 267-303744

**Affiliation:** Ministry of Agriculture  
**Date of Creation:** 1967

**DEPARTMENT:**

**SUBJECTS COVERED:** aquaculture; fisheries biology; wildlife; food technology; agriculture; fisheries technology and management

**COLLECTIONS:**

**SERVICES:**

**PUBLICATIONS:**

---
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**Maun Vocational Training Centre**
Private Bag 005
Gaborone,
Botswana

**Affiliation:** Ministry of Education  
**Date of Creation:** 1989

**DEPARTMENT:**

**SUBJECTS COVERED:** fisheries biology; boatbuilding; fishery technology

**COLLECTIONS:**

**SERVICES:**

**PUBLICATIONS:**
University of Botswana
Private Bag 0022
Gaborone,
Botswana

Telephone: 267-3552597
Fax: 267-3552784
Electronic Mail: Raseroka@noka.ub.bw ; Lumandee@noka.ub.bw
Homepage: http://www.ub.bw

Date of Creation: 1971

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES. LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1971
Contact person: Mrs. H.K. Raseroka
Associations: Botswana Library Association (BLA) ; IFLA

SUBJECTS COVERED: biology ; chemistry ; computer science ; geology ; environmental science ; mathematics; physics

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 1 145 in all subjects; Serial Titles (Current): 2 Fisheries; Books: 256 436 (of which 82 fisheries);
Others: Legal Deposit Library; Microfiches: Yes; Special COLLECTIONS:: Botswana Documentation and Special Collections Unit

SERVICES:
Access: External also
Loans (Individual): Yes; Loans (Interlibrary): Yes;
Photocopies: Yes; Manual Searches: Yes; Automatic Searches (internal): Yes;
Software: INNOPAC; WinNT; Novell server
Databases: Fishbase (EU/ACP) ; Biological Abstracts ; Science Citation Index ; Print versions: Ecological Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts
Network participation: SABINET ; Fishbase (EU/ACP) Training Program on Fisheries and Biodiversity Management

PUBLICATIONS: University of Botswana Newsletter : Library/Information Unit: Monthly Newsletters ; Library Updates

NOTES: Fishbase contact Professor Getachew Teferra. Email: Teferrag@noka.ub.bw
BURKINA FASO
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Direction des Pêches
03 B.P 7044
Ouagadougou, 03
Burkina Faso

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Environnement et de l'Eau

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Institut de I'Environnement et de Recherches Agricoles (INERA)
03 BP 7047
Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso

Telephone: 226 34 02 70
Fax: 226 34 02 71
Electronic Mail: inera.direction@fasonet.bf

Affiliation: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique e Technologique (CNRST)

BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Contact person: Mme. Therese Hien
Electronic Mail: inera.direction@fasonet.bf

SUBJECTS COVERED: eaux douces/eaux interieures ; aquaculture ; gestion des pêches ; biologie des poissons ; aspects socio-économiques ; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: AGRIS ; FORET ; SIRAB

PUBLICATIONS: Library/Information Unit: Liste d'Acquisitions
BURKINA FASO
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Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD)
01 BP 182
Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso

Telephone: 226 - 971269
Fax: 226 - 970942
Electronic Mail: direction@ouaga.ird.bf
Homepage: http://www.ird.bf

Affiliation: France. Ministres chargés de la Recherche et de la Coopération.

CENTRE DE DOCUMENTATION

Contact person: Mme. M.M.Tankoano
Electronic Mail: tankoano@ouaga.orstom.bf
Library Homepage: http://www.ird.bf/DOCUMENT.html

SUBJECTS COVERED: océanographie ; eaux continentales ; sciences économiques et sociales ; nutrition

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 220; Serial Titles (Current): 61; Books: 5 581; Microfilms: oui; Electronic/Digital: CD ROM;

SERVICES:
Databases: Horifaso ; Horizon

PUBLICATIONS:
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Projêt Gestion de la Pêche dans le Sud-Ouest
B.P. 2937
Bobo-Dioulasso,
Burkina Faso

Telephone: 98 21 89
Fax: 98 10 24
Contact person: Mr. Sana Bouda, Chef du Projêt

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Environnement et de l'Eau

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêche artisanale ; formation

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Monographie
BURKINA FASO
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Université de Ouagadougou
03 BP 7021
Ouagadougou,
Burkina Faso

Telephone: 226 33 20 41
Fax: 226 30 72 42

FACULTÉ DES SCIENCES ET TECHNIQUES. BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Associations: Association of African Universities

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
Institut des Sciences Agronomiques du Burundi (Burundi Institute of Agricultural Sciences) (ISABU)
B.P 795
Avenue de la Cathedrale
Bujumbura,
Burundi

Telephone: 257 22 33 90
Telex: 5147 BDI
Fax: 257 22 57 98
Electronic Mail: isabu@cninf.com

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Agriculture et de l'Elevage
Date of Creation: 1962

Département des Études du Milieu et des Systèmes de Production.

Date of Creation: 1962
Contact person: Nkunzebose Janvier
Electronic Mail: isabu@cbinf.com

Subjects Covered: agriculture ; élevage ; protection des vegetaux ; économie rurale ; sciences du soi ; foresterie ; aquaculture

Collections:
Serial Titles (Total): 80; Books: 12 000; Reports: 1 000;
Atlases: 2;

Services:
Access: Chercheurs, étudiants, planificateurs, vulgarisateurs (1,200 par an)
Catalogues: 2; Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): non;
Photocopies: non; Manual Searches: oui; Automatic Searches (internal): non;
Automatic Searches (external): non

Publications: Rapports annuels ; Notes techniques ; Fiches techniques ; Études pedologiques ; Comptes rendues de Seminaires ; Library/Information
Unit: Liste de nouvelles acquisitions ; Les Resultats definitis de recherche sont presentés dans les notes techniques

Notes: La Bibliothèque n'a pas de budget depuis 1989 jusqu'aujourd'hui

Département des Eaux, Pêche et Pisciculture (Department of Water, Fisheries and Aquaculture)
B.P.1850
Bujumbura,
Burundi

Telephone: 257-226378
Fax: 257-229761
Electronic Mail: itrbdii@cbinf.com
BURUNDI

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Agriculture et de l'Elevage
Date of Creation: 1952

CENTRE DE DOCUMENTATION (LAKE TANGANYIKA FISHERIES MONITORING PROGRAMME)

Date of Creation: 1992
Contact person: Mme Ndahigeze Spes
Electronic Mail: itrbdi@cbinf.com

SUBJECTS COVERED: Eaux douces/eaux interieures ; aquaculture ; biologie de poissons ; évaluation des stocks ; aspects juridique ; gestion des pêches ; statistiques ; aspects socio-économiques ; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Access: Université du Burundi ; LTR stations de recherche
Software: Procite; Word; Excel
Databases: ABAFR (FIDI)
Network participation: LTR stations de recherche

PUBLICATIONS: Documents Techniques ; Manuels de Terrain; GCP/RAF/271/FIN documents
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Département des Forêts (Forestry Department)
B.P 631
Bujumbura,
Burundi

Telephone: 257-223109
Fax: 257-211080

Date of Creation: 1989

BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Date of Creation: 1989

SUBJECTS COVERED: foresterie ; agroforesterie ; pêche ; environnement

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): none; Serial Titles (Current): none;
Books: yes; Reports: yes; Atlases: yes; Archives: yes;

SERVICES:
Access: Technique de terrains, Étudiants, Professeurs et Consultants-Chercheurs
Catalogues: 1; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): no; Photocopies: no; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): no; Automatic Searches (external): no
Databases: none
Network participation: none
BURUNDI

PUBLICATIONS: none

NOTES: Demande d'aide appui externe
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Université du Burundi
B.P 1550
Bujumbura,
Burundi

Telephone: 257 222059
Fax: 257 223288
Electronic Mail: rectorat@cabinet.ub.edu.bi
Homepage: http://www.ub.edu.bi

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Education Nationale
Date of Creation: 1964

BIBLIOTHÈQUE CENTRALE DE L'UNIVERSITÉ DU BURUNDI

Date of Creation: 1964

Contact person: Celine Habonimana
Electronic Mail: celine@biblio.ub.edu.bi

SUBJECTS COVERED: Bibliothèque encyclopaedique

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 1 400 abon; Books: 20 000; Conferences: 2 000; Theses: 2 000; Atlases: 200; Microfiches: 1 000;

SERVICES:
Catalogues: oui; Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): non; Photocopies: oui; Manual Searches: oui; Automatic Searches (internal): non; Automatic Searches (external): non
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: uniquement en Medicine et Sciences de l'éducation (UNESCO)
Network participation: oui, jusqu'a 1993

PUBLICATIONS: La revue de l'Université (Sections Science et Litteraire)

NOTES: Les sujets pêche et pisciculture aux Faculté d'Agronomie et l'Institut Superior d'Agriculture
CAMEROON
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Centre National de Formation Zootechnique et Veterinaire de Foumban (CNFZVF)
BP 130
Foumban,
Cameroun

Telephone: 48.23.93
Date of Creation: 1974

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêcherie ; pisciculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Direction des Pêches (Fisheries Directorate)
Yaoundé,
Cameroun

Telephone: 237-31 60 49
Fax: 237-22 14 05
Electronic Mail: faodpec@sdncmr.undp.org

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Elevage, des Pêches et des Industries Animales (MINEPIA)
Date of Creation: 1970

SERVICE DE RECHERCHE APPLIQUÉE ET DE LA DOCUMENTATION

Date of Creation: 1970
Electronic Mail: faodpec@sdncmr.undp.org

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêche artisanale ; pêche industrielle ; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: ASFA (FIDI)

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: Recherche sur ASFA pour les stations de recherche de Limbé et Kribi. Bibliothèque au Limbé
CAMEROON
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Station de Recherche Halieutique et Océanographique de Limbé (SRHOL)
PMB 77
Limbé,
Cameroun

Fax: 237-33 26 94

Affiliation: Ministère de la Recherche Scientifique

BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Date of Creation: 1992
Contact person: Theodore Djama

SUBJECTS COVERED: milieu marin ; eaux douces/eaux intérieurs ; aquaculture ; gestion des pêches ; biologie des poissons ; statistiques ; évaluation des stocks ; aspects socio-économiques ; aspects juridiques ; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: ASFA (Yaoundé)
Network participation: RECOXIC - CEA

PUBLICATIONS:
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Station de Recherche Halieutique et Océanographique de Kribi (SRHOK)
B.P. 343
Kribi,
Cameroun

Affiliation: Ministère de la Recherche Scientifique
Date of Creation: 1992

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: milieu marin ; pêche artisanale ; aménagement des pêcheries artisanales ; évaluation des stocks

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: ASFA (Yaoundé)

PUBLICATIONS:
Station de Recherches Piscicoles de Foumban (SRPF)
PMB 255
Foumban,
Cameroun

Date of Creation: 1980

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pisciculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
CAPE VERDE
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Direction Générale des Pêches
BP 206
Praia,
Cabo Verde

Telephone: 238 61 03 20
Fax: 238 61 66 91

Affiliation: Ministère du Tourisme, des Transports et de la Mer (MTTM)

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aménagement des pêches

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Instituto Nacional de Desenvolvimento das Pescas (National Institute for Fisheries Development) (INDP)
C.P 132
S. Vicente,
Mindelo,
Cabo Verde

Telephone: 238 321373/4
Fax: 238 321616
Electronic Mail: nni00273@mail.cvtelecom.cv
Contact person: Jorge Nascimento  Service d'Informations

Affiliation: Ministère du Tourisme, des Transports et de la Mer (MTTM)
Date of Creation: 1992

INFORMATION, RELATIONS PUBLIQUES ET DOCUMENTATION

Date of Creation: 1995
Contact person: Dulce Maria FRAGOSO
Electronic Mail: nni00273@mail.cvtelecom.cv

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêche ; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 2;  Serial Titles (Current): 1;  Books: 1;
Reports: Plusieurs;  Conferences: Plusieurs;  Atlases: 2;
Maps & Charts: 2;  Electronic/Digital: non;
CAPE VERDE

SERVICES:
Access: Personnel de l'Institut et desidés specialistes (chercheurs)
Catalogues: 2; Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): oui; Photocopies: non; Manual Searches: non; Automatic Searches (internal): oui;
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: STATISTIQUES DisPectus ; ASFA (FIDI)
Network participation: REOSCIX - CEA

PUBLICATIONS: Pesca y Mercados ; Boletim Tecnico Cientifico ; Rapport INDP ; Noticias de INDP ; Library/Information Unit: Buletin Bibliografico ; Bulletin nouvelles acquisitions et des petits afiches informatives.

NOTES: Basé à l'INDP: FAO Projêt: Desenvolvimento das Pescas, Cape Verde, CVI/033/NET
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
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Centre Piscicole National
B.P. 830
Bangui,
République Centrafricaine

Telephone: 61 02 16

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pisciculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Institut Centrafricain de Recherches Agronomiques (ICRA)
BP 122
Bangui-Lou Kouanga,
République Centrafricaine

Fax: 236 61 66 37

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Université de Bangui
BP 1450
Bangui,
République Centrafricaine

Telephone: 236 61 20 00
Fax: 236 61 78 90

Date of Creation: 1969

BIBLIOTHÈQUE CENTRAL

Associations: Association of African Universities

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): 600; Books: 26 000 total vols.;
CHAD
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Ministère de l'Environnement et de l'Eau, Direction des Eaux-Pêches et l'Aquaculture (Ministry of the Environment and Water Resources) (DEPA)
BP 477
N'Djaména,
Tchad

Telephone: 235 52 22 47
Fax: 235 52 38 39

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêche ; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
Ministère de l'Environnement  (Ministry of the Environment)
BP 561
Moroni,
Comores

Telephone: 269-73 06 08

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine environment; coastal zone management

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
CONGO, DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
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Direction des Pêches
Kinshasa,
Congo, République Democratique du

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Environnement et Conservation de la Nature

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Institut de la Recherche Scientifique (IRS)
Kinshasa,
Congo, République Democratique du

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Université de Kisangani
B.P. 2012
Kisangani,
Congo, République Democratique du

Date of Creation: 1963

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: formation des biologistes de pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
CONGO, REPUBLIC
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Direction Générale de la Pêche et des Ressources Halieutiques
(Directorate for Fisheries and Aquatic Resources) (DGPRH)
B.P. 1650
Avenue Amilical Cabral
Brazzaville,
Congo, République du

Telephone: 242 81 41 39
Fax: 242 81 41 34

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Economie Forestière, chargé de la Pêche
et des Ressources Halieutiques (MEFPRH)
Date of Creation: 1981

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: ressources halieutiques

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): non; Serial Titles (Current): non;
Books: oui; Reports: oui; Reprints: oui; Conferences: oui;
Atlases: oui; Maps & Charts: non; Microfiches: non;
Microfilms: non; Archives: oui; Illustrations: non;
Electronic/Digital: non;

SERVICES:
Access: non pour la publique
Catalogues: oui; Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): non;
Photocopies: non; Manual Searches: oui; Automatic
Searches (internal): oui; Automatic Searches (external): non
Software: non
Network participation: non

PUBLICATIONS: Library/Information Unit: en cours
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Institut de Recherche pour le Développement. Centre de
Pointe-Noire (IRD)
B.P. 1286
Pointe-Noire,
Congo, République du

Telephone: 242-940238
Fax: 242-943981
Electronic Mail: geof10@calva.com

Affiliation: France. Ministres chargés de la Recherche et de la
Coopération.

DEPARTMENT:
CONGO, REPUBLIC

SERVICES:
Network participation: RECOSCIX - CEA

PUBLICATIONS: Institut Francais de Recherche Scientifique pour le Developpement en Cooperation. Centre de Pointe-Noire. Documents Scientifiques
CÔTE D'IVOIRE

Centre de Recherches Océanologiques (Centre for Oceanological Research) (CRO)
BP V18
29, Rue des Pêcheurs
Abidjan,
Côte d'Ivoire

Telephone: 225-35 50 14
Fax: 225-35 11 55

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Enseignement Supérieur de la Recherche Scientifique (MESRS)
Date of Creation: 1958

DÉPARTEMENT DE L'INFORMATION SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE

Date of Creation: 1960
Contact person: Mme. Ehui Diakite Sarata
Electronic Mail: ehui@cro.ird.ci ; sankare@cro.ird.ci
Associations: IAMSLIC

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêche industrielle et artisanale ; ichthyologie marine et lagunaire ; microbiologie ; océanographie ; planctonologie ; systématique ; physique ; informatique

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 800; Serial Titles (Current): 27; Books: 2 273; Reports: 121; Reprints: 2 500; Theses: 124; Atlases: 35; Maps & Charts: 150; Microfiches: 2 000; Archives: 556; Electronic/Digital: 4 CD;

SERVICES:
Access: internes et externes
Catalogues: 90; Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): oui; Photocopies: oui; Manual Searches: oui; Automatic Searches (internal): oui; Automatic Searches (external): non
Software: CDS-ISIS; WORD
Databases: 1 base de données de 2000 references
Network participation: REDACI (Réseau National de Documentation Agricole) ; RECOSCIX - CEA ; ASFA input centre

PUBLICATIONS: Journal Ivorien d'Océanologie et de Limnologie (JIOL) ; Archives Scientifique : Library/Information Unit: CRO documentation
CÔTE D'IVOIRE
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Centre National de Recherche Agronomique (CNRA)
01 BP 1740
Adiopodoum, km 17 route de Dabou
Abidjan,
Côte d'Ivoire

Telephone: 225 - 453116 / 454170
Fax: 225 - 453305
Electronic Mail: cnra@africaonline.co.ci
Contact person: Mme. Odille Tahouo, Agronome Documentaliste

Date of Creation: 1998

CNRA STATION DE RECHERCHE PISCICULTURE DE BOUAKÉ. BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Date of Creation: 1990
Contact person: Mr. Koffi Kouam,
Electronic Mail: cnrasp@africaonline.co.ci
Associations: IAALD

SUBJECTS COVERED: eaux douces/eaux interieures ; aquaculture ; gestion des pêches ; biologie des poissons ; statistiques ; évaluation des stocks ; aspects socio-économiques ; aspects juridiques ; technologie de la pêche ; limnologie ; ecologie ; pollution aquatiques ; organismes cultivés ; aquaria ; biotechnologie marins ; biologie des organismes aquatiques

COLLECTIONS:
Books: 400+; Reports: 900+; Reprints: 600+

SERVICES:
Access: Étudiants de l'École de Pisciculture
Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): oui;
Photocopies: non; Manual Searches: non; Automatic Searches (internal): oui; Automatic Searches (external): oui
Software: CDS/ISIS (BABINAT format)
Databases: CDS/ISIS (bases de données internes) ; REDACI ; Accès aux bases de données sur CD ROM a ADRAO/WARDA : AGRIS ; FISHBASE ; TROPAG ; CABI ; AGRICOLA ; CCOD ; ASFA (FIDI) ; SESAME ; TROPAG ; CCOD
Network participation: REDACI ; REOSCIX - CEA ; AGRIS ; SESAME

PUBLICATIONS: Rapport Annuel ; Notes Techniques ; Documents de Formation :
Library/Information Unit: Bulletin mensuel des publications (internes et externes)

NOTES: Prior to 1998 the Station Pisciculture was part of the Institute des Savanes (IDESSA), which was incorporated into CNRA.
CÔTE D'IVOIRE
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Direction de l'Aquaculture et des Pêches
B.P. V 19
Abidjan,
Côte d'Ivoire

Telephone: 225 - 35 61 69
Fax: 225 - 21 80 54

Date of Creation: 1953

DEPARTMENT: 

SUBJECTS COVERED: politique de l'aquaculture et des pêches

COLLECTIONS: 

SERVICES: 

PUBLICATIONS: 
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Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD)
BP V 18
Rue des Pêcheurs
Abidjan,
Zone 3,
Côte d'Ivoire

Telephone: 21 35 58 80
Fax: 21 35 11 55
Homepage: http://www.ird.ci/cro.html

Affiliation: France. Ministres chargés de la Recherche et de la Coopération.

DEPARTMENT: Basé au CRO

SUBJECTS COVERED: océanographie ; biologie marine ; environnement maritime et lagunaire ; aquaculture ; pêche du thon

COLLECTIONS:
Books: Voir la Bibliothèque du CRO;

SERVICES: 

PUBLICATIONS: 
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Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD)
BP 1434
Bouaké,
Côte d'Ivoire
Telephone: 31 63 95 43  
Fax: 31 63 27 38  
Electronic Mail: bouake@ird.ci  
Homepage: http://www.ird.ci/bouake.html

Affiliation: France. Ministres chargés de la Recherche et de la Coopération.

Date of creation: 1976

DEPARTMENT: Antenne IRD de Bouaké

SUBJECTS COVERED: ichthyologie

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ministère de l'Agriculture et des Ressources Animales  
(Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources) (MINARA)  
B.P. U 82  
Abidjan,  
Côte d'Ivoire

Telephone: 225-21 08 33  
Fax: 225-21 58 63

Date of creation: 1959

DIRECTION DES STATISTIQUES - DOCUMENTATION - INFORMATIQUE

Date of creation: 1964

Contact person: Mme. Konef Fatou Mata

SUBJECTS COVERED: agriculture; pêches; eau; forêt; production animale; sociologie rurale; agro-industrie

COLLECTIONS:

Serial Titles (Total): 23; Books: 1 775; Reports: 7 948; Theses: 89; Atlases: 88; Maps & Charts: 30; Microfiches: 650; Archives: 2 627 Dossiers Traites; Electronic/Digital: 4 CD-ROM;

SERVICES:

Access: ca. 980 personnel
Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): oui; Photocopies: non; Automatic Searches (internal): oui; Automatic Searches (external): oui
Software: CDS/ISIS; WORD
Databases: INTERNE; NATIONAL
Network participation: REDACI (Reseau National De Documentation Agricole); AGRIS (Centre National Correspondant)

PUBLICATIONS: Annuaire des Statistiques Agricoles de Côte d'Ivoire; Library/Information Unit: Echo du REDACI; Bibliographies; Bulletin des Textes de Lois Agricoles; D'autres produits secondaires
EGYPT
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Alexandria Fish Technology Centre
Aflaton St., El Chatby
Alexandria, 21511
Egypt

Telephone: 203 597 196
Telex: 54467 Univy UN
Fax: 203 5972780

Affiliation: University of Alexandria

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery products ; HACCP

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Arab Academy for Science, Technology and Maritime Transport
(AASTMT)
P.O.B. 1029 Miami
Alexandria,
Egypt

Telephone: 203 - 5601587
Fax: 203 - 5603362
Electronic Mail: asabet@aast.edu

Date of Creation: 1972

COLLEGE OF MARITIME TRANSPORT. FISHERIES DEPARTMENT. LIBRARY

Electronic Mail: library@aast.edu

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 13 500; Serial Titles (Current): 220;
Books: 33 000; Reports: 520; Conferences: 150; Theses: 400;
Atlases: 17; Microfilms: 80 periodicals;

SERVICES:
Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): no; Photocopies: yes;
Manual Searches: no; Automatic Searches (internal): yes;
Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: Windows 95; Library application package ; Netscape;
Microsoft Word ; Library System

PUBLICATIONS: Journal of Arab Academy for Science & Technology ; Maritime Technology ; Maritime Research Journal
EGYPT
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Egyptian National Agricultural Library (ENAL)
7 Nadi El-Said St.
Dokki,
Egypt

Telephone: 02 3351313
Fax: 02 3351302
Electronic Mail: web@nile.enal.sci.eg
Homepage: http://nile.enal.sci.eg/

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture and Land Reclamation (MALR)

Contact person: Mrs. Wafaa Thabit

SUBJECTS COVERED: agriculture; fisheries; aquaculture; nutrition; food science

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): 600 +; Books: 12 600 +; Theses: 12 000 +;
Microfiches: yes; Special collections: original manuscripts;
rare books

SERVICES:
Access: also for ICLARM, Egypt staff
Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes;
Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches
(internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: VTLS
Databases: 42 databases; AGRICOLA; ASFA; CAB
Network participation: Egyptian agricultural information network;
AGLINET

PUBLICATIONS: Egyptian Journal of Agricultural Research

NOTES: Mainly agricultural
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General Authority for Fish Resources Development (GAFRD)
4, Tayaran Street, 11759 Nasr City
Cairo,
Egypt

Telephone: 20-2-2620118/9
Fax: 20-2-2620117

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery resources; fishery statistics

SERVICES:
Network participation: SIPAM

PUBLICATIONS: Report on Fish Production
National Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries (NIOF)
101, Kars El-Aimy Street, Anfoushy
Alexandria,
Egypt

Telephone: 20 3 480 1553
Fax: 20 3 480 1174
Homepage: http://www.ciesm.org/resources/inst/Inst83.html

Date of Creation: 1931

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: oceanography ; fisheries ; aquaculture ; marine ecosystem

COLLECTIONS:
Reports: 12,000 total vols.; Others: Expeditions;

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Bulletin of the National Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries

Suez Canal University
Ismalia,
011 2064,
Egypt

Date of Creation: 1999

SUBJECTS COVERED: oceanography ; marine biology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

University of Alexandria
22 Al-Guish Ave., Moharrem Bay
Alexandria, 21511
Egypt

Telephone: 203 484 3171
Telex: 54467 Univy UN
Fax: 203 491 1794
Electronic Mail: agk@dataxprs.com.eg
EGYPT

Date of Creation: 1981

DEPARTMENT OF OCEANOGRAPHY. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: environmental science

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 2 500 vols.; Serial Titles (Current): 26;
Books: 1 200;

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: Other Libraries in: Faculty of Science and Institute of Graduate Studies and Research, Division of Environmental Sciences.
EQUATORIAL GUINEA
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Direction Generale des Pêches
Malabo,
Guinée Equatoriale

Telephone: 240-93449
Fax: 240-93408

Affiliation: Ministerio de Pesca y Forestal
Date of Creation: 1982

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: développement de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Universidad Nacional
Guinée Equatoriale

Date of Creation: 1999

DEPARTAMENTO DE PESCA. BIBLIOTHEQUE

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture ; ichthyology ; fishery technology ; legislation

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
ERITREA
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Ministry of Fisheries
P.O. Box 27
Massawa,
Eritrea

Telephone: 291 1 552935
Fax: 291 1 552971
Electronic Mail: marine@mof.gov.er

DOCUMENTATION CENTRE

Contact person: Tesfamariam Tewolde
Electronic Mail: fishdocm@mof.gov.er

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine environment; freshwater/inland; aquaculture; fisheries management; fish biology; statistics; stock assessment; socio-economic aspects; legal aspects; fishing technology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Software: CDS/ISIS; Windows 95; MS Office 97
Databases: ASFA (FIDI); AGRIS
Network participation: investigating RECOSCIX-WIO; AGRIS input centre

PUBLICATIONS: Fisheries News

NOTES: FAO TCP Project to strengthen Documentation Centre, 2000
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University of Asmara
P.O. Box 1220
Asmara,
Eritrea

Telephone: 291-1-161926
Telex: 42091
Fax: 291-1-162236
Electronic Mail: gimmy@marine.uoa.er

Date of Creation: 1958

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE BIOLOGY AND FISHERIES LIBRARY

Contact person: Ghirmay Sahle
Electronic Mail: marco@marine.uoa.er

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology; fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Software: Microsoft Excel; Word; Access
Databases: Database information version 1.0; ASFA (FIDI)

PUBLICATIONS:
ETHIOPIA
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Addis Ababa University (AAU)
P.O.Box 1176
Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia

Telephone: 251-1-550844
Date of Creation: 1950

KENNEDY MEMORIAL LIBRARY

Electronic Mail: univ@padis.gn.apc.org
SUBJECTS COVERED: natural sciences; biology
COLLECTIONS:
SERVICES:
PUBLICATIONS:
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Fisheries Resource Research and Training Centre. Gorgora Sub-Centre (FRRTC)
P.O.Box 968
Gondar,
North Gondar Zone,
Ethiopia

Contact person: Teferi Makonnen
Affiliation: Ethiopian Agricultural Research Organization (EARO)
Date of Creation: 1999

FISHERIES LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1999
SUBJECTS COVERED: stock assessment; experimental fishery;
exploratory fishery; limnology; benthic surveys; parasitology
COLLECTIONS:
Books: Yes; Illustrations: Photographs; posters;
SERVICES:
Access: Yes
Loans (Individual): Yes; Loans (Interlibrary): No; Photocopies: Yes;
Manual Searches: Yes; Automatic Searches (internal): No;
Automatic Searches (external): No
Software: Microsoft Word; Excel
PUBLICATIONS: None
NOTES: Total 19 staff
LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTATION SERVICE

Contact person: Mr. Abdusemed Mussa

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; agriculture

COLLECTIONS:
Books: 10 000 (all subjects); Reports: 40 000; Atlases: Yes; Maps & Charts: Yes; Microfiches: 6 000; Electronic/Digital: Yes

SERVICES:
Access: Internal and External users Catalogues: Yes; Loans (Individual): Yes; Loans (Interlibrary): Yes; Photocopies: Yes; Manual Searches: No; Automatic Searches (internal): Yes; Automatic Searches (external): Yes
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: ASFA (FIDI); AGRIS
Network participation: AGRIS

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: Total staff: 400
Centre National Anti-Pollution (CNAP)
BP 3241
Libreville,
Gabon

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

Network participation: RECSICX - CEA

PUBLICATIONS:

Direction des Pêches (Fisheries Directorate)
B.P 9498
Libreville,
Gabon

Telephone: 241-748992
Fax: 241-744602

Affiliation: Ministère des Eaux et Forêts et de la Pêche

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêches industrielles ; aquaculture ; réglementation ; contrôle et surveillance

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

Institut de Recherches Agronomiques et Forestières (IRAF)
B.P. 2246
Libreville,
Gabon

Telephone: 732375

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

PUBLICATIONS:
GAMBIA
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Fisheries Department
6 Muammar Ghadaffi Avenue
Banjul,
Gambia

Telephone: 220-28727
Telex: 2246JICA G.V
Fax: 220-224154
Electronic Mail: gamfish@gamtel.gm

Date of Creation: 1990

LIBRARY

Contact person: Basil Njai

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; marine environment; freshwater/inland; aquaculture; fisheries management; fish biology; statistics; stock assessment; socio-economic aspects; legal aspects; fishing technology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Fisheries Department Publication
GHANA
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Fisheries Department (FRUB)
P.O. Box B-62, Community 2
Tema,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-221-2346
Telex: 2124 SKISA GH
Fax: 233-221-2982
Electronic Mail: mfrd@africaonline.com.gh

Affiliation: Ministry of Food and Agriculture
Date of Creation: 1962

DEPARTMENT: Fishery Research and Utilization Branch

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology; oceanography; population dynamics;
stock assessment; planktonology; fishing gear and techniques;
fishery statistics

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

Network participation: REOSCIX - CEA

PUBLICATIONS:
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Fisheries Directorate
P.O Box 630
Accra,
Greater Accra,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-21-776071
Fax: 233-21-776005
Electronic Mail: fishdept@ghana.com
Contact person: Mr Addo, Director of Management

Affiliation: Ministry of Food and Agriculture (MOFA)
Date of Creation: 1946

LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1954
Electronic Mail: fishdept@ghana.com
Associations: none

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; fishery research; fishery technology

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 98; Serial Titles (Current): 40; Books: 56;
Reports: 206; Reprints: none; Conferences: 250;
Theses: 25; Atlases: 5; Maps & Charts: none; Microfiches: none;
Microfilms: none; Archives: yes; Illustrations: 42;
Electronic/Digital: nil;
GHANA

SERVICES:
Access: external users allowed
Catalogues: yes;
Software: none
Databases: none
Network participation: none

PUBLICATIONS: The Fisherman (1994-, 1-) : Library/Information Unit: none
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Food Research Institute (FRI)
P.O.Box M20
Accra,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-21-777330
Fax: 233-21-777647

Affiliation: Ministry of Science and Technology
Date of Creation: 1965

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery research ; fish utilization ; fish processing technologies ; quality control and inspection

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Institute of Aquatic Biology (IAB)
P.O. Box 38
Achimota,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-21-775511
Telex: 3047BTH24GH
Fax: 233-21-777655

Affiliation: Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
Date of Creation: 1965

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: Pure and applied research ; pollution monitoring ; inland waters ; estuaries ; lagoons ; parasitology ; microbiology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
Institute of Renewable Natural Resources (IRNR)
Kumasi,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-51-601370
Fax: 233-51-601370

Affiliation: University of Science and Technology
Date of Creation: 1982

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: natural resources management

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 58; Books: 1,317;

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

Kumasi Institute of Tropical Agriculture (KITA)
University Post Office, Box 293 UST
Kumasi,
Ghana

Telex: 3036GH
Fax: 233-51-4329

Date of Creation: 1984

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology
U.S.T. Post Office, Kumasi
Kumasi,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-512-535160

Date of Creation: 1953

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES. LIBRARY
GHANA

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery research; fisheries advisory services

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Programme for the Integrated Development of Artisanal Fisheries in West Africa (IDAF)
P.O.Box 4
Yeji,
Ghana

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: artisanal fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: Formerly a part of the FAO regional project, IDAF, based in Bénin
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University of Cape Coast
Private Mail Bag
Cape Coast,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-24 33 32 52

Date of Creation: 1962

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: zoology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
GHANA
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University of Ghana, Legon
P.O. Box 67
Legon,
Ghana

Telephone: 233-21-775381 Ext.8449
Telex: 2556 UGLGH

Date of Creation: 1989

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, OCEANOGRAPHY AND FISHERIES. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: oceanography; aquaculture; fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: FAO Depository Library
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Water Research Institute (WRI)
P.O. Box 38
Achimota,
Ghana

Telephone: 233 21 77 53 51/2
Fax: 233 21 777170
Electronic Mail: wri@ghana.com

Affiliation: Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
Date of Creation: 1996

LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1967
Contact person: Marian A.Jiagge (Mrs)
Electronic Mail: wri@ghana.com
Associations: Ghana Library Association; IAMSLIC

SUBJECTS COVERED: hydrology; environmental chemistry; water quality; groundwater/surface water

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 190; Serial Titles (Current): 100;
Books: 9 211; Reports: ca 1 050; Reprints: 50; Conferences: 100; Theses: 40; Atlases: 5; Maps & Charts: 5;
Microfiches: Groundwater articles;

SERVICES:
Catalogues: yes; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes;
Software: CDS/ISIS; WORDPERFECT; WORD; WINDOWS
Databases: GHABRI; WATLIB; ASFA (FIDI)
GHANA

**Network participation:** Ghana National Scientific and Technological Network

**PUBLICATIONS:** Technical Reports: Library/Information Unit: Documentation on the Hydrometeorological disasters (1990-1992); Bibliography of Water Resources in Ghana
GUINEA
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Centre de Recherche Oceanographique de Conakry-Rogbane (CERESCOR)
B.P. 1615
Conakry, Guinée

DEPARTMENT:
SUBJECTS COVERED:
COLLECTIONS:
SERVICES:
Network participation: RECOSCIX - CEA
PUBLICATIONS:
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Centre National de Surveillance et de Protection des Pêches (CNSP)
Conakry, Guinée

Telephone: 224 46 36 20
Fax: 224 46 39 22

Affiliation: Ministère de la Pêche et de l'Aquaculture
DEPARTMENT:
SUBJECTS COVERED:
COLLECTIONS:
SERVICES:
PUBLICATIONS:
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Direction Nationale de la Pêche et de l'Aquaculture (DNPA)
B.P 307
Conakry, Guinée

Affiliation: Ministère de la Pêche et de l'Aquaculture
DEPARTMENT:
SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology
COLLECTIONS:
GUINEA

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Centre National des Sciences Halieutiques de Boussoura (National Fisheries Sciences Centre of Boussoura) (CNSHB)
B.P.3738/39
Corniche sud; Boussoura Port
Conakry,
Guinée

Telephone: 224 46 44 91
Fax: 224 45 19 26
Electronic Mail: cnshb@leland-gn.org
Homepage: en projet

Affiliation: Ministère de la Pêche et de l'Aquaculture (MPA)
Date of Creation: 1988

SERVICE D'INFORMATION ET DE VALORISATION (S.I.VA)

Date of Creation: 1995
Contact person: KABA Fod' Karim (Mme.)
Electronic Mail: fkaba@caramail.com
Library Homepage: en projet
Associations: IAMSLIC ; ASIPA (Association des Specialistes de l'Information en Peche d'Afrique)

SUBJECTS COVERED: sciences halieutiques et aménagement des zones littorales ; milieu marin ; eaux douces/eaux interieures ; aquaculture ; gestion des pêches ; biologie des poissons ; statistiques ; évaluation des stocks ; aspects socio-économiques ; aspects juridiques ; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 42; Serial Titles (Current): 13; Books: 397; Reports: ca 1 500; Reprints: 611; Conferences: 21;
Others: 0; Theses: 47; Atlases: 7; Maps & Charts: 62;
Microfiches: 0; Microfilms: 0; Archives: n.a.;
Illustrations: 0; Electronic/Digital: 3 (CD-ROM thematique);

SERVICES:
Catalogues: 14; Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): oui; Photocopies: non; Manual Searches: oui; Automatic Searches (internal): oui; Automatic Searches (external): oui
Software: TEXTO/DOS ; ProCite ; les utilisateurs progiciels sous Windows
Databases: H-CNSHB (Base de donnees bibliographiques interne) ; Horizon (Base de donnees bibliographiques de l'ORSTOM) ; ASFA
Network participation: REDOCO (Reseau Documentaire de Conakry) ; RECOSCIX - CEA

PUBLICATIONS: Document Scientifique du CNSHB ; Bulletin Statistique des Pêches (annuel) ; Rapport scientifique et technique : Library/Information Unit: Liste des Publications du CNSHB
GUINEA
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Office de Développement de la Pêche Artisanale en Guinée
(ODEPAG)
Conakry,
Guinée

Affiliation: BAD-BADEA

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Office de la Promotion de la Pêche Artisanale (O.P.P.A.)
BP 307
Conakry,
Guinée

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery cooperatives

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Office de Promotion de la Pêche Industrielle (O.P.P.I.)
BP 848
Conakry,
Guinée

Telephone: 44 38 18

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: processing fishery products

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
GUINEA-BISSAU
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Centro de Investigacao Pesqueira Aplicada (Centre of Applied Fisheries Research) (CIPA)
C.P 102
Av. Amilcar Cabral
Bissau,
Guinée-Bissau

Telephone: 245-215789

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Agriculture, Pêches et Ressources Naturelles

LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: processing fishery products ; quality control

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Centro de Investigacao Pesqueira Aplicada. Documento Cientifico
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Direccao Nacional de Pescao (National Directorate of Fisheries)
C.P. 102
Bissau,
Guinée-Bissau

Telephone: 240 20 16 84
Fax: 240 20 16 84

Affiliation: Ministerio das Pescas
Date of Creation: 1986

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: biologie marine ; gestion des ressources halieutiques ; technologie du poisson ; droit maritime ; économie ; statistiques

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Network participation: RECOSCI X - CEA

PUBLICATIONS:
KENYA
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Coast Environment Research Station (CERS)
P.O.Box 710
Malindi,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-123-30093
Fax: 254-123-30173
Electronic Mail: cers@africaonline.co.ke

Affiliation: Moi University, School of Environmental Studies (MUSES)
Date of Creation: 1997

DEPARTMENT:
Electronic Mail: cers@africaonline.co.ke

SUBJECTS COVERED: coastal management; environmental management; mangroves

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 6; Serial Titles (Current): 3; Books: 200 +; Reports: ca. 200; Reprints: 300 +; Theses: 10; Atlases: 1; Maps & Charts: 1;

SERVICES:
Access: students and researchers

PUBLICATIONS: Coast Environment Research Priorities; CERS Annual Report and Development Plan
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Coral Reef Conservation Project (CRCP)
P.O.Box 99470
Mombasa,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-11-485570
Fax: 254-11-472215
Electronic Mail: crcp@africaonline.co.ke

Affiliation: The Wildlife Conservation Society
Date of Creation: 1986

DEPARTMENT:
Electronic Mail: crcp@africaonline.co.ke

SUBJECTS COVERED: coral reefs; reef fisheries; benthos; ecological zonation; fisheries; species diversity

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
KENYA
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Department of Fisheries
P.O. Box 58187
Nairobi,
Kenya

Electronic Mail: kingfish@africaonline.co.ke
Contact person: Mr. Pettet

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
Date of Creation: 1920

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine fisheries; freshwater fisheries; fishery policy; legislation

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
KENYA

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture Livestock and Rural Development (MNLRD)

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: freshwater fisheries; lake fisheries; Lake Victoria

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Fisheries Act
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Fisheries Department, Lake Turkana Station (FID)
P.O.Box 36
Kalokol,
Kenya

Contact person: George Owite Osure, Senior Fisheries Officer
Affiliation: Ministry of Natural Resources

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology (JKUAT)
P.O.Box 6200
Nairobi,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-151-52711
Fax: 254-151-52764
Electronic Mail: ku@ku.ac.ke
Homepage: http://www.jkuat.ac.ke/index.html

Date of Creation: 1985

DEPARTMENT: Department of Food Science and Postharvest Technology;
Department of Zoology

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquatic ecology; applied ecology; bio-anthropology; limnology; molecular biology; parasitology

COLLECTIONS:
KENYA

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI)
P.O. Box 81651
Mombasa,
Coast,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-11-475151
Fax: 254-11-475157
Electronic Mail: kmfri@recoscix.com
Homepage: http://www.recoscix.com

Affiliation: Ministry of Research Science and Technology (MRST)
Date of Creation: 1979

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Date of Creation: 1979
Contact person: Janet Mwobobia
Electronic Mail: jmwobobia@recoscix.com
Associations: Kenya Libraries Association

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; fisheries; limnology; oceanography;
environmental management; fishery products; marketing;
socio-economics; pollution studies; water quality

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 140; Serial Titles (Current): 40;
Books: 4 500; Reports: 300; Reprints: 6 000; Conferences:
yes; Theses: 25 (Msc. PhD.); Atlases: 5; Maps & Charts: 30;
Microfiches: no;

SERVICES:
Open: 0800 to 1630hrs on working days; Access: restricted to staff
and authorised persons
Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes;
Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches
(internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: CDS/ISIS; ASFISIS; Windows97; Filemaker
Databases: WIOLIB (RECOSCIX-WIO); WIODIR; ASFA (RECOSCIX)
Network participation: RECOSCIX - WIO; ASFA input centre

PUBLICATIONS: KMFRI Newsletter; KMFRI Annual Report; Conference
proceedings; Library/Information Unit: Pamphlet; Monthly acquisition list;
List of serials available

NOTES: In close collaboration with RECOSCIX-WIO integrated within the
service
KENYA
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Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute, Kisumu Centre (KMFRI)
Box 1881
Kisumu,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-35-21461
Fax: 254-35-21461
Electronic Mail: kmfkisu@net2000ke.com
Homepage: http://www.recoscix.com

Affiliation: Ministry of Research, Science and Technology (MRST)
Date of Creation: 1979

INFORMATION AND DATABASE DEPARTMENT

Date of Creation: 1979
Contact person: Raphael Okeyo

SUBJECTS COVERED: freshwater biology; aquaculture; ecology; fisheries biology; fish technology

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 15; Serial Titles (Current): 4; Books: 500; Reports: 150; Reprints: 1,600; Conferences: 20; Theses: 20; Atlases: 3; Maps & Charts: 9; Microfiches: n.a.; Microfilms: n.a.; Archives: n.a.; Illustrations: n.a.; Electronic/Digital: n.a.;

SERVICES:
Open: 8.00 to 1700; Access: Researchers, authorised personnel and university students Catalogues: 25; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): no; Photocopies: no; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): no Software: CDS/ISIS: ASFISIS
Network participation: RECOSCIX - WIO

PUBLICATIONS:
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Kenya Wetland Working Group (KWWG)
P.O.Box 44486
Nairobi,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-2-749957
Fax: 254-2-741049

Affiliation: East Africa Natural History Society (EANHS)
Date of Creation: 1990

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquatic ecology; ornithology; ecosystems and energetics
KENYA

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Kenya Wildlife Services; Marine Parks and Reserves (KWS-MPR)
P.O.Box 82144
State House Road
Mombasa,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-11-312744
Fax: 254-11-227774
Electronic Mail: kws@kws.org
Homepage: http://www.kenya-wildlife-service.org/marine.htm

Affiliation: Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife
Date of Creation: 1990

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: conservation; resource conservation;
environmental legislation; environmental management; marine parks

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Maseno University College
Private Mail Bag
Maseno,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-35-51008
Fax: 254-35-51221
Homepage: http://www.moiuniversity.ac.ke/maseno/masenol.htm

Affiliation: Moi University
Date of Creation: 1990

DEPARTMENT: Department of Zoology; Institute of Research and Postgraduate Studies; CSOLVE (Integrated Research on Lake Victoria)

SUBJECTS COVERED: limnology; aquaculture; hydrobiology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
KENYA
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Moi University
P.O.Box 3900
Eldoret, Kenya

Telephone: 254-321-43620
Fax: 254-321-43047
Electronic Mail: vcmu@irmmoi.com
Homepage: http://www.moiuniversity.ac.ke/

Date of Creation: 1984

DEPARTMENT: Faculty of Forest Resources and Wildlife Management; Department of Fisheries; Margaret Thatcher Library; School of Environmental Studies Documentation Centre (main campus)

Homepage: http://www.moiuniversity.ac.ke/library/mtl.htm

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; fish genetics; freshwater ecology

COLLECTIONS:
Books: 100 000 vols; Special collections: national collection (Kenyan); special collections; IDRC, World Bank and UN

SERVICES:
Databases: ABAFR (FIDI)

PUBLICATIONS:
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National Museums of Kenya (NMK)
P.O. Box 40658
Museum Hill
Nairobi, Kenya

Telephone: 254-2-742131-4
Fax: 254-2-741424
Electronic Mail: nmk@africaonline.co.ke
Homepage: http://www.museums.or.ke
Contact person: Dr. Luc de Vos

Affiliation: Office of the Vice-President and Ministry of Home Affairs, National Heritage and Sports
Date of Creation: 1929

ICHTHYOLOGY DEPARTMENT LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1997

SUBJECTS COVERED: palaeontology; aquaculture; fisheries; ecology; marine and freshwater biology; fish taxonomy; botany

COLLECTIONS:
Books: 200; Reprints: Several thousand
KENYA

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: Main Library of NMK covers a broader range of subjects
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University of Nairobi
P.O Box 30197
Nairobi,
Kenya

Telephone: 254-2-446141
Fax: 254-2-445763
Electronic Mail: webmaster@uonbi.ac.ke
Homepage: http://www.uonbi.ac.ke/
Date of Creation: 1958

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY LIBRARY

Contact person: Mrs. Inge Malo
Electronic Mail: loslibr@ken.healthnet.org

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine environment; freshwater/inland resources; aquaculture; fisheries management; fish biology; statistics; stock assessment; socio-economic aspects; legal aspects; fishing technology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: ASFA (FIDI)

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: ASFA Contact: Prof. Kenneth M. Mavuti VLIROUN@Africaonline.co.ke
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Fisheries Production Section
Private Bag A82
Maseru, 100
Lesotho

Telephone: 266-926-317784
Fax: 266-926-310171

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture
Date of Creation: 1964

DEPARTMENT: Department of Livestock Services

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries biology; fish culture

COLLECTIONS:
SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Lesotho Fisheries Project
P.B. 2024
Maseru West,
Lesotho

Telephone: 266-913120
Fax: 266-913008
Contact person: Mr. Tom Pike, Project Manager

Affiliation: Lesotho Highlands Development Authority

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:
SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
LIBERIA
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Fisheries Directorate
c/- FAOR Monrovia
Monrovia,
Liberia

Contact person: Mr. Isaac Flowers, Directorate of Fisheries

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRYA
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Marine Biology Research Centre (MBRC)
P.O. Box 30830
Sirt
Tajura,
Libyan Arab Jamahirya

Telephone: 218-21-3690001/3
Fax: 218-21-3690002
Electronic Mail: Drawatig@yahoo.com

Affiliation: The Secretariat of General People's Committee of Marine Wealth

OFFICE OF DOCUMENTATION AND INFORMATION

Date of Creation: 1981
Contact person: Mohamed Ben-Musa
Electronic Mail: Benmosa@hotmail.com
Associations: none

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology; aquaculture; marine environment

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 201; Serial Titles (Current): 33; Books: 2,532; Reports: 718; Conferences: 365; Others: none;
Theses: 14; Atlases: 4; Maps & Charts: 147; Microfiches: none; Microfilms: none; Archives: none; Illustrations: none;

SERVICES:
Access: Universities - Higher institutes
Catalogues: 43; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): no; Photocopies: no; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): no
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: CDS/ISIS
Network participation: none

PUBLICATIONS: Bulletin of the Marine Biology Research Centre
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Department des Recherches Forestiers et Piscicoles (DRFP)
BP 904
Antananarive, Madagascar

Telephone: 40321
Date of Creation: 1974

DEPARTMENT:
SUBJECTS COVERED: pisciculture; hydrobiologie

COLLECTIONS:
SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Direction des Ressources Halieutiques
B.P. 1699
Tana, Madagascar

DEPARTMENT:
SUBJECTS COVERED: pêche continentale; transformation des produits de la pêche; ressources halieutiques; produits de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:
SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Institut Halieutique et des Sciences Marines (IHSM)
B.P 141
Toliara, Madagascar

Fax: 261-9-415 00
Contact person: Harinaivo D.Rabesandratana (via IOC)

DEPARTMENT:
SUBJECTS COVERED:
COLLECTIONS:
SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
MADAGASCAR
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Ministère de la Pêche et des Ressources Halieutiques
(Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources)
BP 1699
Antananarivo,
Madagascar

Telephone: 261-20-40650
Fax: 261-20 41655
Electronic Mail: psp@simicro.mg

SERVICE DE LA DOCUMENTATION, INFORMATION ET COMMUNICATION

Contact person: Mme Claudine A Ramaherintsoa

SUBJECTS COVERED: milieu marin ; eaux douces/eaux interieures ;
aquaculture ; gestion des pêches ; statistiques ; évaluation des
stocks ; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: ASFA (FIDI)

PUBLICATIONS:
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Centre National de Recherche sur Environnement (National
Centre for Environmental Research) (CNRE)
P.O.Box 1739
Antananarivo,
Madagascar

Telephone: 261-2-23962
Telex: 22539 mg
Fax: 261-2-26469

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Centre National de Recherches Océanographiques (National
Centre for Oceanographic Research) (CNRO)
B.P. 68
Nosy-Bé, 207
Madagascar
MADAGASCAR

Affiliation: Ministère de la Recherche Appliqu, au Développement

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture ; aménagement des pêches ; pollution marine

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Université Nord Madagascar
BP O - MG 201
Diégo-Suarez,
Madagascar

Telephone: 261 20 82 211 37
Fax: 261 20 82 294 09
Electronic Mail: unm@dts.mg
Homepage: http://www.misa.mg/univ/antsiran/antsiran.htm

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Enseignement Supérieur
Date of Creation: 1976

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêcheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
Bunda College of Agriculture (BCA)
P.O. Box 219
Bunda, 30 Km off Lilongwe-Blantyre Road
Lilongwe,
Malawi

Telephone: 265-277222
Telex: 43622 Bunda MI
Fax: 265-277251
Electronic Mail: Bundalibrary@malawi.net
Homepage: http://chirunga.sdnp.org.mw/bunda/bunda.htm

Affiliation: University of Malawi
Date of Creation: 1966

LIBRARY ; DEPARTMENT OF AQUACULTURE AND FISH SCIENCES

Date of Creation: 1967
Contact person: Gray Lestern Nyali
Electronic Mail: Bundalibrary@malawi.net
Library Homepage: http://chirunga.sdnp.org.mw/bunda/Library.htm
Associations: Malawi Library Association

SUBJECTS COVERED: animal science ; aquaculture ; human nutrition ;
aricultural engineering ; rural sociology ; africultural economics

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 421; Serial Titles (Current): 130;
Books: 40 000; Reports: 5 017; Reprints: 1000 +;
Conferences: 227+; Theses: 142; Atlases: 31; Maps & Charts: 506;
Microfiches: 5 500; Microfilms: 20; Archives: yes;
Illustrations: yes; Electronic/Digital: 1 (Agrostat);

SERVICES:
Open: Mon-Fri (7:30 to 22:00hrs) Sat(7:30 to 12:00hrs) Sun (14:00 to
22:00hrs); Access: external users authorised with fee
Catalogues: 3 (1 on computer); Loans (Individual): yes; Loans
(Interlibrary): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes;
Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external):

Software: CDS/ISIS; GUIDE HYPERTEXT; several word processing and
spreadsheet software
Databases: ASFA ; FISH AND FISHERIES ; AGRIS ; FISHBASE ; FISHLIT;
POPLINE ; TROPAG ; AQUAREF2 ; CABI ; BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL
INDEX
Network participation: National Document Centre (NDC), Ministry of
Environment ; SAAINET (Southern Africa Agricultural Information
Network ; AGRIS ; SADC

PUBLICATIONS: University of Malawi Newsletter ; Malawi Journal of Science
and Technology : Library/Information Unit: Subject Bibliographies (women;
maize; beans; Malawi environment) and joint current contents of Journals in
Bunda College and Ministry of Agriculture (Chitedza) Libraries

NOTES: The library staff are active in consultancies
MALAWI
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Department of Fisheries
P.O.Box 593
Lilongwe,
Malawi

Telephone: 265-721766
Fax: 265-721117

Affiliation: Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Affairs

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery management; aquaculture; fisheries biology; limnology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Monkey Bay Fisheries Research Station
P.O. Box 27
Mangochi
Monkey Bay,
Malawi

Telephone: 265-587466
Fax: 265-587249

Date of Creation: 1962

LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: stock assessment; zoology; limnology; fish ecology/conservation

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: ABAFR

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: New Library facilities 1998. Collection re-catalogued in collaboration with SADC, Bunda College of Agriculture and ICLARM
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Mpwapwe College of Fisheries
Private Bag 7
Mangochi,
Malawi
MALAWI

Telephone: 265-584422

Date of Creation: 1966

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries education; gear technology; fishery management; fishery economics; fishery technology; food technology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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National Aquaculture Centre
P.O. Box 44
Domasi,
Malawi

Telephone: 265-531215

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; fisheries biology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
154
Direction Nationale des Eaux et Forêts
BP 275
Bamako,
Mali

Telephone: 223 22 58 50
Fax: 223 22 41 99

Date of Creation: 1990

DEPARTMENT: Centre de Formation Piscicole de Molodo

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: Le Centre a été construit du FAO Projet MLI/86/001
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Institut d'Économie Rurale (IER)
B.P. 258
Rue Mohammed V
Bamako,
Mali

Telephone: 223 - 222606
Fax: 223 - 223775
Electronic Mail: direction@ier-dir.ier.ml

Affiliation: Ministère du Développement Rural et de l'Environnement (MDRE)
Date of Creation: 1960

SERVICE DOCUMENTATION, INFORMATION, PUBLICATION

Date of Creation: 1960
Contact person: Mr. Oumar Dausogo

SUBJECTS COVERED: agriculture ; foresterie ; élevage ; pêche ; économie rurale ; gestion des ressources naturelles

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 189; Serial Titles (Current): 26; Books: 1 278; Reports: 7 498; Reprints: 1 230; Theses: 200; Microfiches: 8 550;

SERVICES:
Open: Lundi au Vendredi 7h 30 - 16 heures;
Catalogues: 688; Loans (Individual): non; Loans (Interlibrary): non; Photocopies: oui; Manual Searches: oui; Automatic Searches (internal): oui; Automatic Searches (external): oui
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: IERDOC (base locale) ; RESADOC ; REMADOC ; AFBIB (b.
MALI

ICRAF) ; EURISKO (b. UNESCO) ; AGROF (base Agroforesterie Nationale)

Network participation: national: REMADOC ; régional: RESADOC ;
international: AGRIS/CARIS, ICRAF

PUBLICATIONS: IERINFO ; Rapports des projects, d'études socio-économiques :
Library/Information Unit: Liste des nouvelles acquisitions (mensuelle) ;
liste de sommaires ; bibliographies thématiques ; DSI (pour très prochainement)
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Operation Pêche MOPTI (OPM)
BP 134
Mopti,
Mali

Affiliation: Ministère du Developpement Rural et de l'Environnement

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: freshwater fisheries ; river fisheries ;
aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Section de l'Aménagement et de la Gestion des Ressources Halieutiques
BP 8275
Bamako,
Mali

Telephone: 223 22 26 05
Fax: 223 22 11 34
Electronic Mail: dnaer@malinet.ml

Affiliation: Direction Nationale de l'Aménagement et de l'Equipement Rural

BIBLIOTHÈQUE

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery management ; inland fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Software: CDS/ISIS

Network participation: REMADOC (Mali national network)

PUBLICATIONS:
MAURITANIA
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Centre National de Recherches Océanographiques et des Pêches (CNROP)
B.P. 22
Nouadhibou Cansado,
Mauritanie

Telephone: 222-74 51 24
Fax: 222-74 50 81
Homepage: http://www.mauritania.mr/Francais/peche_cnrop_fr.htm

Affiliation: Ministère des Pêches et de l'Economie Maritime
Date of Creation: 1952

SERVICE DOCUMENTATION ET INFORMATION SCIENTIFIQUE

Contact person: Mr. Sow Amady
Associations: IAMSLIC

SUBJECTS COVERED: milieu marin; aquaculture; biologie des poissons;
; évaluation des stocks; aspects juridiques; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: BIBLIO ; BIBDOC ; ACQUIS ; ASFA
Network participation: RECOSCIX - CEA

PUBLICATIONS: Bulletins / CNROP ; Archives / CNROP ; Rapports Techniques /
CNROP ; Guides / CNROP ; Manuels / CNROP
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École National d'Enseignement Maritime et de Pêche (ENEMP)
B.P.28
Nouadhibou,
Mauritanie

Telephone: 222-49090/49084

Date of Creation: 1991

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery technology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
MAURITANIA
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Institut Superieur des Sciences et Techniques Halieutiques (ISSSTH)
BP 34
Nouadhibou,
Casando,
Mauritanie

Telephone: 222-249 047
Fax: 222-249 028

Date of Creation: 1988

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery technology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ministère des Pêches et de l'Economie Maritime (Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Economy)
B.P 137
Nouakchott,
Mauritanie

Telephone: 222-52476
Telex: 5595
Fax: 222-53146

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Université de Nouakchott
B.P. 5026
Nouakchott,
Mauritanie

Telephone: 222 2 5-13-82
Fax: 222 2 5-39-97
Electronic Mail: mvkebir@univ-nkc.mr
Homepage: http://www.univ-nkc.mr/
MAURITANIA

BIBLIOTHÈQUE UNIVERSITAIRE

Library Homepage: http://dns2.univ-nkc.mr/BU/

SUBJECTS COVERED: ecobiologie marine ; pollution marine ; espèces de poissons

COLLECTIONS:
Books: 13 186 titres + 6 883 titres en arabe

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
MAURITIUS

Albion Fisheries Research Centre (AFRC)
Albion
Petite Riviere,
Mauritius

Telephone: 230-2384 100
Fax: 230-2384 184
Electronic Mail: Fish@intnet.mu
Homepage: http://ncb.intnet.mu/fishco/afrc.htm

Affiliation: Ministry of Fisheries and Cooperatives
Date of Creation: 1982

INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION

Date of Creation: 1982
Contact person: Noel WAN SAI CHEONG

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture ; marine pollution ; stock assessment ; fishery statistics ; marine ecology ; oceanography ; fisheries ; marine resources

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 10,000; Serial Titles (Current): 5,000;
Books: 5000; Reports: 1 100; Reprints: 500; Conferences: 1000; Theses: 15; Atlases: 5; Maps & Charts: 2 000
bathymetric charts of Mauritius (on sale); Microfiches: nil;
Microfilms: nil; Archives: nil; Illustrations: 150 commercial fishes posters (on sale), 800 commercial fishes guides (on sale) and 2000 brochures, pamphlets and hand-outs (free distribution);
Electronic/Digital: 3 CD-ROM ; 10 diskettes;

SERVICES:
Access: External users allowed on request
Catalogues: 10; Loans (Individual): no; Loans (Interlibrary): no; Photocopies: no; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: Microsoft Access ; MS Word ; MS Excel
Databases: Library database ; ABAFR (?)

PUBLICATIONS: Fisheries Annual Reports ; Scientific Papers

Department of Environment
Ken Lee Tower
Port Louis,
Mauritius

Telephone: 230-212 43 85
Fax: 230-212 66 71

Affiliation: Ministry of the Environment and Quality of Life

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine environment ; coastal zone management
Mauritius

Collections:

Services:

Publications:
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Food and Allied Industries Ltd
Gentilly
Moka,
Mauritius

Telephone: 230-4334225
Telex: 4330
Fax: 230-4334145

Date of Creation: 1966

Department:

Subjects Covered: Food production; marketing; aquaculture; fishing; feed preparation; canning

Collections:

Services:

Publications:
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University of Mauritius
Reduit,
Mauritius

Telephone: 230-454-1041
Telex: 4621 UNM 1 W
Fax: 230-465-6928
Electronic Mail: wig@dove.uom.ac.mu
Homepage: http://www.uom.ac.mu/

Date of Creation: 1987

Department: Department of Biological Science
Library Homepage: http://www.uom.ac.mu/Faculty/FS/biology/index.html

Subjects Covered: Biology; chemistry; marine biology; environmental science

Collections:

Services:

Publications:
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Institut Agronomique et Vétérinaire Hassan II
Rabat, 6202
Maroc

Telephone: 212-7-771 758
Fax: 212-7-778110

Affiliation: Ministère des Pêches Maritimes

DEPARTMENT: Bibliothèque

SUBJECTS COVERED: produits de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ministère des Pêches Maritimes
B.P. 476 Agdal
Rue Mohammed Bel Hassan El Ouazzani
Rabat, Maroc

Telephone: 212-7-770144/54
Telex: 36 771
Fax: 212-7-778540
Electronic Mail: khatib@mp3m.gov.ma
Homepage: http://www.mp3m.gov.ma/
Contact person: Yassine Khatib, Chef, Division Etudes et de la Promotion Commerciale

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêche maritime ; produits de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Al Bahr 1996- ; Rapport d'Activités du Ministère ; La Mer en Chifres :
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Institut National de Recherche Halieutique (National Institute of Aquatic Research) (INRH)
B.P. 21
2, rue de Tiznit
Casablanca , 01
Maroc

Telephone: 212-2-268192
MOROCCO

Fax: 212-2-266967
Electronic Mail: inrh@inrh.org.ma

Affiliation: Ministère des Pêches
Date of Creation: 1947

CENTRE DE DOCUMENTATION

Date of Creation: 1947
Contact person: Mme Fettoma Zouhry
Electronic Mail: Bibliothèque@inrh.org.ma
Associations: IAMSLIC

SUBJECTS COVERED: milieu marin ; eaux douces/eaux interieures ;
aquaculture ; gestion des pêches ; biologie des poissons ;
statistiques ; évaluation des stocks ; aspects socio-économiques ;
aspects juridiques ; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 70; Books: 1 000; Reports: 100;
Theses: 50; Atlases: 3; Maps & Charts: oui;
Electronic/Digital: oui;

SERVICES:
Catalogues: oui;
Software: WORD ; Excel ; Dbase ; Programme maison ; CDS/ISIS est
prévu pour l'information du centre ; ASFISIS
Databases: INRH documents (depuis 1973) ; ASFA
Network participation: REOSCIX - CEA ; SIPAM ; ASFA input centre

PUBLICATIONS: Bulletin de l'INRH ; Travaux et Documents ; Notes
d'information : Library/Information Unit: Bulletins Signalétiques ; Listes
des nouvelles acquisitions ; Rapport sur les activités du centre

NOTES: Actuellement dans une phase de réorganisation, de
développement des collections et d'équipement en ressources humaines
et en équipement matériel et informatique. Ces données risque de
changer considérablement dans un futur proche.

Office National des Pêches (ONP)
B.P. 16243
15, rue du Lieutenant Mahroud
Casablanca , 20300
Maroc

Telephone: 212-2-24 05 51
Fax: 212-2-24 36 92
Electronic Mail: onp@marocnet.net.ma

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêches ; statistiques

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Organization: Bulletin Annuel des Statistiques de la
Pêche Cotière
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Comissao Nacional do Ambiente
P.O.Box 2020
Avenida Acordos de Lusaka
Maputo,
Mozambique

Telephone: 258-1 46 48 51
Fax: 258-1 46 58 49

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine environment ; coastal zone management

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Direccao Nacional de Pescao (National Directorate of Fisheries)
Cx. Postal 4628
Maputo,
Mozambique

Telephone: 258-1-431266
Fax: 258-1-425087
Electronic Mail: lima@pescas.uem.mz

Affiliation: Ministerio das Pescas

INFORMATION AND TRAINING CENTRE

Date of Creation: 1999
Contact person: Ms. Asgerdur Kjartansdottir
Electronic Mail: addy120@hotmail.com

SUBJECTS COVERED: mussel culture ; physiology ; fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: Project to establish Information and Training Centre funded by ICEIDA 1999-
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Instituto de Investigacao Pesqueira (Fisheries Research Institute) (IIP)
P.O. Box 4603
Maputo, Mozambique

Telephone: 258-1-492112
Fax: 258-1-492112

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries biology; fishery management; stock assessment; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: Fishbase (EU/ACP); ABAFR CD ROM
Network participation: EU/ACP Fishbase

PUBLICATIONS: Revista de Investigacao; Boletim de Divulgacao; Relatorio de cruzeiro
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Instituto Nacional de Hidrografie e Navegacao (National Institute of Hydrography and Navigation) (INAHINA)
CP. 2089
Av. Karl Marx N153 5-8 andares
Maputo, Mozambique

Telephone: 258-430186/8
Fax: 258-430185
Electronic Mail: inahina@inahina.uem.mz

Affiliation: Ministry of Transport and Communication (MTC)
Date of Creation: 1989

DEPARTMENT: Administration / Oceanography
Date of Creation: 1999
Contact person: None
Electronic Mail: Dzanga@inahina.uem.mz

SUBJECTS COVERED: hydrography; oceanography

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 26; Serial Titles (Current): 9; Books: 83; Reprints: 62; Conferences: yes; Maps & Charts: Nautical charts;

SERVICES:
Access: External users are allowed
Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes;
Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: none
PUBLICATIONS: Tide tables; Nautical Charts; Informative Bulletin:

NOTES: Most of the services above will be implemented after automation of the library.
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Universidade Eduardo Mondlane
CP 257
Maputo,
Mozambique

Telephone: 258-1 492-601
Fax: 258-1 491-557

Date of Creation: 1964

FACULTY OF BIOLOGY. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: taxonomic botany; zoology; animal physiology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
NAMIBIA
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Hardap Freshwater Fisheries Research Institute
Private Bag 2020
Mariental,
Namibia

Telephone: 264-661-3612
Fax: 264-661-3612

Date of Creation: 1970

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: zoology ; freshwater fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Luderitz Research Centre
P.O. Box 394
Luderitz,
Namibia

Telephone: 264-6331-2415
Fax: 264-6331-2495

Date of Creation: 1960

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine resources

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources (MFMR)
Private Bag 13355
Metje Behnse Building
Windhoek,
Namibia

Telephone: 264-61-2053911
Fax: 264-61-240412

Date of Creation: 1991
NAMIBIA

DEPARTMENT: Library of the SADC Marine Fisheries and Resources Sector Coordination Unit

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery resources

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources (MFMR)
P.O. Box 912
Strand Street
Swakopmund,
Namibia

Telephone: 264-64-405744
Fax: 264-64-404385

Date of Creation: 1989

NATIONAL MARINE INFORMATION AND RESEARCH CENTRE (NATMIRC)

Contact person: Naomi Coetzee
Electronic Mail: ncoetzee@mfmr.gov.na
Associations: Alliance for Marine Remote Sensing; IAMSLIC; American Fisheries Society; SASAQS; Freshwater Biological Association
IAMSLIC Member: Ms. N. Coetzee

SUBJECTS COVERED: inland fisheries; stock assessment; fishery resources; mariculture; seabirds; aquatic mammals; oceanography; legislation; environmental impact assessment

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): 117; Books: 2 076; Reports: 766;
Reprints: 7 284; Others: newspaper cutting collection;
Illustrations: slides, photos, posters;

SERVICES:
Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes;
Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: CDS/ISISWindows 95
Databases: ABAFR; FishBase; ASFA; Fish and Fisheries Worldwide; Water Resources Worldwide
Network participation: ACP-EU Training Program on Fisheries and Biodiversity Management. Regional Node for Southern Africa (Namibia);
Southern African Interlibrary System (SAIS)

PUBLICATIONS:
Organization: MFMR Annual Research Meeting; Reports of Activities and State of the Fisheries Sector; Namibia Brief (Special Issues)
FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES. LIBRARY

Contact person: Ms. M.E. Ngwira
Electronic Mail: mengwira@unam.na
Library Homepage: http://www.unam.na/fanrlib.htm

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; marine resources

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): 50;

SERVICES:
Databases: ABAFR; URICA

PUBLICATIONS:
NIGER
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Aménagement des Pêches
BP 721
Niamey,
Niger

Telephone: 227 73 40 69
Fax: 227 73 27 84
Electronic Mail: faune@intnet.ne

Affiliation: Direction de la Faune, Pêche et Pisciculture

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: pisciculture ; aménagement des pêches

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Institut de Recherche pour le Développement. Centre de Niamey (IRD)
B.P. 11416
Niamey,
Niger

Telephone: 227 - 752610
Fax: 227 - 752054
Electronic Mail: webmaster@ird.ne
Homepage: http://www.ird.ne

Affiliation: France. Ministres chargés de la Recherche et de la Coopération.

CENTRE DE DOCUMENTATION

Date of Creation: 1991
Contact person: Mr Tahirou AMADOU
Electronic Mail: amadou@orstom.ne
Library Homepage: http://www.ird.ne/appui/doc/Text97/centredoc.html

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: HORINIG

PUBLICATIONS:
183

Université de Niamey
BP 10662
Niamey,
Niger

Telephone: 73 35 19

Date of Creation: 1987

DEPARTMENT: Facultédes Sciences

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ahmadou Bello University
P.M.B. 1013 Samaru
Zaria,
Kaduna State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-69-50581
Date of Creation: 1962
DEPARTMENT: Department of Biological Sciences, Fishery Unit
SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries
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Bayero University
P.M.B 3011
Kano,
Kano State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-64-621280
Telex: 77189 Uninayero
Date of Creation: 1975
DEPARTMENT: Department of Biological Sciences
SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; parasitology; microbiology; fish nutrition
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Delta State University
Abraka,
Delta State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-54-66009
Date of Creation: 1990
NIGERIA

DEPARTMENT: Department of Zoology and Fisheries, Forestry and Wildlife

SUBJECTS COVERED: zoology ; fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Edo State University
P.M.B. 14
Ekpoma,
Edo State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-55-98448

Date of Creation: 1982

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: zoology ; fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Federal College of Fisheries and Marine Technology (FCFMT)
P.M.B 80063, Victoria Island
Lagos,
Lagos State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-1-613820
Fax: 234-1-619517

Date of Creation: 1969

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: Nautical science ; applied sciences ; fisheries;
aquaculture ; marine engineering

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
NIGERIA
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Federal College of Freshwater Fisheries Technology (FCFFT)
P.M.B 12
Kukawa,
Borno State,
Nigeria

Date of Creation: 1978

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: freshwater fisheries ; fishery technology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Federal College of Freshwater Fisheries Technology, Kainji
(FCFFT)
PMB 6006
New Bussa,
Niger State,
Nigeria

Date of Creation: 1978

DEPARTMENT: Library of NIFFR

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Federal University of Technology
P.M.B 2076
Yola,
Adamawa State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-75-25532

Date of Creation: 1988

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries ; zoology
NIGERIA

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Federal University of Technology
P.M.B 1526
Owerri,
Imo State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-83-230974

Date of Creation: 1980

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: maritime management; fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Federal University of Technology Minna
P.M.B. 65
Minna , 222887
Nigeria

Telephone: 222304

DEPARTMENT: Department of Fisheries Technology

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery technology; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: ABAFR

PUBLICATIONS:
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Fisheries Society of Nigeria (FISON)
P.O.Box 71228
Victoria Island
Lagos,
Nigeria
NIGERIA

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Annual Conference Proceedings; Fish Network (Newsletter)
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Ibrahim Babangida College of Agriculture
PMB 102
Ovonum-Obubra,
Nigeria

Date of Creation: 1972

DEPARTMENT: School of Fisheries Technology
LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1995
Contact person: Richard Mgobo

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery technology; animal health production technology

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 158; Serial Titles (Current): 122;
Books: 5; Reports: 1; Conferences: 1; Theses: 7; Atlases: 15; Maps & Charts: 3;

SERVICES:
Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): no; Photocopies: no;

PUBLICATIONS:
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Lagos State University
P.M.B.1087
Apapa, Badagry Express Way, Ojo
Lagos,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-1-884043
Fax: 234-01-884121

Date of Creation: 1984

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND ZOOLOGY. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; fisheries biology
NIGERIA

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ministry of Fisheries
PMB 135
Carki Area
Abuja,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234 31 44 662
Fax: 234 31 44 665

Affiliation: Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
Date of Creation: 1963

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery management; legislation

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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National Institute for Freshwater Fisheries Research (NIFFR)
PMB 6006
New Bussa,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-31-670444

Affiliation: Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Date of Creation: 1968

LIBRARY INFORMATION SERVICES

Date of Creation: 1968
Contact person: Dr. M.O. Ibeun

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; aquaculture; fish biology; limnology;
aquatic pollution; fish diseases; fish genetics; socio-economics;
extension and training

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 200; Serial Titles (Current): 63; Books:
5 290 +; Reports: 1 400; Reprints: 2 000 +; Conferences: 1
500 +; Theses: 82; Atlases: 2; Microfiches: 112;
NIGERIA

SERVICES:
Catalogues: 2 (1 on computer); Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes

Software: CDS/ISIS ; AGRIN ; Word

Databases: ASFA ; AGRIS

Network participation: AGRIS input centre

PUBLICATIONS: NIFFR Annual Report ; NIFFR Technical Report ; NIFFR Newsletter ; Library/Information Unit: Nigerian Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences Abstracts (an annual publication) ; Bibliography compilation
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Nigerian Association for Aquatic Sciences
Department of Zoology, University of Jos
Jos,
Nigeria

Electronic Mail: moregie@unijos.edu.ng
Contact person: Dr. E. Omoregie, Editor-in-Chief

Date of Creation: 1984

DEPARTMENT: See: University of Jos Library

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquatic sciences ; fisheries ; hydrobiology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Journal of Aquatic Sciences
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Nigerian Institute for Oceanography and Marine Research (NIOMR)
P.M.B. 12729 Victoria Island
Lagos,
Lagos State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-1-619517
Fax: 234-1-2617530

Affiliation: Federal Ministry of Agriculture
Date of Creation: 1975

INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION

Contact person: Mrs. T.O. Soyombo (Chief Librarian)
Electronic Mail: niomr@hyperia.com ; niomr@linkserve.com.ng

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine environment ; aquaculture ; fishery management ; fish biology ; fishery statistics ; stock assessment ; socio-economic aspects ; fishing technology ; oceanography ; marine geochemistry
NIGERIA

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Software: CDS/ISIS
Databases: ASFA (FIDI)
Network participation: REOSCIX - CEA

PUBLICATIONS: NIOMR Annual Report; NIOMR Occasional Papers; NIOMR Proceedings; Library/Information Unit: Accession lists; Content tables; Selected subject bibliographies
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Nnamdi Azikiwe University
P.M.B 5025
Awka,
Anambra,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-46-550281
Date of Creation: 1990

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED BIOLOGY. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: applied biology; fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Obafemi Awolowo University
Ile-Ife,
Osun State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-36-230290/9
Telex: 34261 OAU IFENG

Date of Creation: 1962

DEPARTMENT: Department of Zoology. Library

SUBJECTS COVERED: limnology; fisheries biology; fish nutrition

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
NIGERIA
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Ondo State University
P.M.B 5363
Ado Ekiti,
Ondo State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-30-240370
Date of Creation: 1982

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: limnology; fisheries; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Rivers State University of Science and Technology
P.M.B 5080
Port Harcourt,
Rivers State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 23-84-300360
Date of Creation: 1980

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES. LIBRARY; MARINE BIOLOGY UNIT. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: oceanography; hydrobiology; aquaculture; benthic ecology; marine biology; fish bacteriology; environmental pollution

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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University of Agriculture, Makurdi
P.M.B. 2373
Makurdi,
Benue State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-44-33204
Telex: 24676 UNAAB NG
Date of Creation: 1981
NIGERIA

COLLEGE OF ANIMAL SCIENCE AND FISHERIES. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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University of Benin
P.M.B. 1154
Benin City,
Edo State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-52-200250-89 (40 lines)
Telex: 41365 UNIBEN NG

Date of Creation: 1970

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES. LIBRARY ; DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries ; ichthyology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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University of Calabar
P.M.B. 1115
Calabar,
Cross River State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-87-222790
Telex: 65103 UNICAL NG

Date of Creation: 1975

DEPARTMENT: Institute of Oceanography ; Department of Biological Sciences

INSTITUTE OF AQUATIC SCIENCES. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: oceanography ; fisheries ; marine pollution ; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
NIGERIA
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University of Ibadan
P.O. Box 22376 U1 Post office
Ibadan,
Oyo State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-2-8102921
Fax: 234-2-8102921
Homepage: http://www.ui.edu.ng

Date of Creation: 1948

KENNETH DIKE LIBRARY

Contact person: Mrs. Tamuno
Electronic Mail: library@kdl.ui.edu.ng
Associations: Association of Nigerian Libraries

SUBJECTS COVERED: basic sciences; agriculture; forestry; veterinary medicine; medicine; technology; law; arts; social sciences; fisheries; aquaculture; fish biology

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): ca. 6 000; Books: 1 million; Theses: ca. 3 000; Illustrations: no;

SERVICES:
Open: 0800 to 1630hrs on working days; Access: University staff, students and researchers
Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes;
Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: TINLIB
Databases: Internal in preparation; AGRIS; CABI; TROPAG and RURAL
Network participation: Nigerian University Libraries; AAAS project for 7 countries

PUBLICATIONS: several; Library/Information Unit: none

NOTES: Specialized library in faculty of Agriculture/Forestry, Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Management with less than 5 percent documents on aquaculture

(209: duplicate)

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (FISHERIES UNIT). LIBRARY
NIGERIA

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; fisheries; fish nutrition; biology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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University of Jos
P.M.B 2084
Jos,
Plateau State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-73-53274
Telex: 81136 UNIJOS NG
Electronic Mail: omoregie@unijos.edu.ng
Contact person: Dr. E. Omorogie, Editor: Journal of Aquatic Sciences

Date of Creation: 1975

FISHERIES RESEARCH UNIT. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; toxicology; water quality

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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University of Maiduguri
P.M.B.1069
Maiduguri,
Borno State,
Nigeria

Telephone: 234-76-232053
Telex: 81136 UNIJOS NG

Date of Creation: 1975

DEPARTMENT: Department of Food Science and Technology

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: zoology; fisheries; fishery products

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
213 University of Nigeria
Nsukka,
Enugu State,
Nigeria
Telephone: 234-42-771911
Electronic Mail: missun@aol.com
Date of Creation: 1975

DEPARTMENT: Department of Food Science and Technology ; Department of Zoology

SUBJECTS COVERED: processing fishery products ; food science

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

Network participation: FAO Network on Fish Technology

PUBLICATIONS:

214 University of Port Harcourt
P.M.B 5203
Port Harcourt,
Rivers State,
Nigeria
Telephone: 234-84-334400
Telex: UNIPORT
Date of Creation: 1976

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, HYDROBIOLOGY AND FISHERIES. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries ; ecology ; hydrobiology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

215 University of Uyo
P.M.B.1017
Uyo,
Akwa Ibom State,
Nigeria
Telephone: 234-85-202695
NIGERIA

Date of Creation: 1983

DEPARTMENT: Department of Fisheries and Zoology

SUBJECTS COVERED: zoology; fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
RWANDA
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Direction de la Production Animale
B.P. 621
Kigali,
Rwanda

Telephone: 250-75324

Affiliation: Ministère d'Agriculture, Elevage, Forêts

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
SAO TOMÉ AND PRINCIPIÉ
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Council of Fisheries
Sao Tomé,
Sao Tomé et Principé

Telephone: 239 12 22 091
Fax: 239 12 21 790

Affiliation: Ministry of Economy

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ministère de l'Agriculture et des Pêches
CP 47
Avda 12 de Julho
Sao Tomé,
Sao Tomé et Principé

Telephone: 239-12-22890
Fax: 239-12-22347

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aménagement des pêches

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
**SÉNÉGAL**
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Centre de Recherche Océanographiques de Dakar – Thiaroye (CRODT)  
B.P. 2441  
Km 10, 5, Route de Rufisque  
Dakar,  
Sénégal  

Telephone: 221 834 80 41  
Fax: 221 834 2792  
Electronic Mail: crodt@isra.sn ; acpcro@telecomplus.sn  

Affiliation: Institut Sénégalais de Recherches Agricoles (ISRA)  
Date of Creation: 1956  

**CENTRE DE DOCUMENTATION DU CRODT**  
Date of Creation: 1972  
Contact person: Coumba SONKO-Cheikh NDIAYE  
Electronic Mail: psdiouf@crodt.isra.sn  
Associations: IAMSLIC  

SUBJECTS COVERED: océanographie ; environnement ; milieu marin ; eaux douces/interieurs ; aquaculture ; gestion des pêches ; biologie des poissons ; statistiques ; évaluation des stocks ; aspects socio-économiques ; technologie de la pêche  

COLLECTIONS:  
Serial Titles (Total): 74;  Books: 450;  

SERVICES:  
Access: chercheurs et techniciens internes, élèves, étudiants  
Loans (Individual): oui;  Loans (Interlibrary): non;  
Photocopies: non;  Manual Searches: non;  Automatic Searches (internal): oui;  Automatic Searches (external): non  
Software: CDS/ISIS  
Databases: ASFA ; Base locale  
Network participation: RECOSCIX - CEA ; ACP-EU Training Program on Fisheries and Biodiversity Management. Centre Régional de Coordination pour l' Afrique de l'Ouest et du Centre (Sénégal)  

PUBLICATIONS: Documents Scientifiques du CRODT ; Archives du CRODT ; Library/Information Unit: Repertoire des Documents Scientifiques du CRODT ; Bibliographies thématiques  


---
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Direction de l'Océanographie et des Pêches Maritimes (Directorate of Oceanography and Marine Fisheries) (DOPM)  
B.P 289  
1, rue Joris  
Dakar,  
Sénégal  

Telephone: 221 821 65 78  
Fax: 221 821 47 58
SÉNÉGAL

Electronic Mail: DOPM@metissacana.com

Affiliation: Ministère de la Pêche et des Transports Maritimes (MPTM)
Date of Creation: 1983

DIVISION ÉTUDE ET STATISTIQUES. BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Date of Creation: 1980
Contact person: Mme. Arame Ndiaye Keita
Electronic Mail: oeps@syfed.refer.sn
Associations: IAMSLIC

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêches maritime ; aquaculture ; environnement marin ; statistiques

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Access: decideurs/planificateurs, étudiants, chercheurs, operateurs économiques
Databases: ASFA (FIDI)

PUBLICATIONS: Annuaire Statistiques des Pêches ; Rapports d'activités
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École National de Formation Maritime
B.P 1225
Km R Route de Rufisque
Dakar,
Sénégal

Telephone: 221-210911

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD)
B.P. 1386
Route des Pères Maristes
Dakar,
Sénégal

Telephone: 221 - 8493535
Fax: 221 - 8324307
Electronic Mail: info@ird.sn
Homepage: http://www.ird.sn
**SÉNÉGAL**

**Contact person:** Mr. Alain Caveriviere (caveriv@ird.sn)

**Affiliation:** France. Ministres chargés de la Recherche et de la Coopération.

**CENTRE RÉGIONAL DE DOCUMENTATION (CRD)**

**Contact person:** Maurice Ndong  
**Electronic Mail:** crd@ird.sn  
**Library Homepage:** http://www.ird.sn/docu/

**SUBJECTS COVERED:** sciences économiques et sociales ; océanographie

**COLLECTIONS:**
- Serial Titles (Total): 450;  Serial Titles (Current): 40;  Books: 12 475;  Theses: 475 travaux académiques;  Atlases: 10;  Maps & Charts: 120;  Microfiches: 120;

**SERVICES:**
- Open: 8h-16h;  Access: 1200 par ané dont 86 per cent étudiants 2eme cycle
- Catalogues: 60;  Loans (Individual): oui;  Loans (Interlibrary): oui;  Photocopies: oui;  Manual Searches: oui;  Automatic Searches (internal): oui;  Automatic Searches (external): oui
- Software: Winword ; Texto ; Filemaker Pro
- Databases: Horizon ; Horisen ; Sésame ; CD-Theses
- Network participation: non

**PUBLICATIONS:** Rapport d’activité de l’IRD au Sénégal : Library/Information Unit: Rapport d’activit, ; Listes des publications annuelles des chercheurs de l’IRD au Sénégal

**NOTES:** Aucun des reseaux mis en place ne fonctionne effectivement

---
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**Institute Fondamental d’Afrique Noire. Laboratoire de Biologie Marine (IFAN)**  
B.P.206  
Dakar,  
Sénégal

**Telephone:** 221-825 0090  
**Fax:** 221-824 4918  
**Electronic Mail:** bifan@telecomplus.sn  
**Homepage:** http://www.refer.sn/sngal_ct/rec/ifan/accueil.htm

**Affiliation:** Université Cheikh Anta Diop de Dakar (UCAD)  
**Date of Creation:** 1936

**DEPARTMENT:** Departement Information Scientifique  
**Date of Creation:** 1936  
**Contact person:** Gora Dia  
**Electronic Mail:** bifan@telecomplus.sn  
**Associations:** Association Sénégalaise de Bibliothécaires, Archivists et Documentalistes (ASBAD)

**SUBJECTS COVERED:** la gestion des ressources marines et aquatiques ; environnement marin
SÉNÉGAL

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 3 000;    Serial Titles (Current): 62;
Books: 60 000;    Maps & Charts: 6 000;

SERVICES:
Loans (Individual): oui;    Loans (Interlibrary): oui;
Photocopies: oui;    Manual Searches: oui;    Automatic Searches (internal): oui;
Software: CDS/ISIS ; Internet Explorer ; Outlook Express

Network participation: Service commun des bibliothèques universitaires

PUBLICATIONS: Bulletin de l'IFAN serie A ; serie B ; Notes Africaines—
publications non periodiques ; Lettre de IFAN : Library/Information Unit:
Liste de nouvelles acquisitions des monographs ; Liste des articles disponibles
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Centre de Recherches pour le Développement des Technologies
Intermédiaires de Pêche (Research Centre for the Development
of Appropriate Fishing Technologies) (CREDETIP)
B.P. 3916
Dakar,
Sénégal

Telephone: 221-821-9462
Fax: 221-821-9463
Electronic Mail: credetip@sonatel.senet.net

Date of Creation: 1989

DEPARTMENT:
Contact person: Oumar Kane

SUBJECTS COVERED: pêche artisanal ; pisciculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: [NGO - seeking funding for establishment of the library]
SEYCHELLES
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Seychelles Fishing Authority (SFA)
P.O Box 449
Fishing Port
Victoria,
Seychelles

Telephone: 248-224597/224521
Electronic Mail: sfasez@seychelles.net

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture and Marine Resources (MAMR)
Date of Creation: 1984

DOCUMENTATION CENTRE

Date of Creation: 1950
Contact person: Josette Confait
Electronic Mail: jconfait@hotmail.com
Associations: IAMSLIC
IAMSLIC Member: J. Confait

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine fisheries; aquaculture; tuna fisheries;
artisanal fisheries; Southwest Indian Ocean

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 90; Serial Titles (Current): 60; Books:
1000; Reports: 2000; Reprints: yes; Conferences: yes;
Theses: few; Atlases: yes; Maps & Charts: yes; Microfiches:
no; Microfilms: no; Archives: no; Illustrations: no;
Electronic/Digital: CD-ROM's

SERVICES:
Access: External users allowed
Catalogues: yes; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary):
yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic
Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: CDS/ISIS; ASFISIS; FOXPRO
Databases: ASFA CD-ROM (from IOC); FISHBASE; WIOBASE
Network participation: Informal: Dept Environment/ Dept Agriculture
; RECOSCIX - WIO

PUBLICATIONS: SFA Annual Report; Seychelles Tuna Bulletin; Technical
Report; Fisheries Monthly Bulletin; Library/Information Unit: Seychelles
Fisheries Bibliography

NOTES: SFA also hosts an office of IRD (formerly ORSTOM) which has a
small library
SIERRA LEONE
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Department of Marine Resources
Marine House, Fi/100
Freetown,
Sierra Leone

Telephone: 232 24 04 85
Fax: 232 241242

Affiliation: Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine fisheries; fishery resources

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Institute of Marine Biology and Oceanography (IMBO)
Private Mail Bag
Freetown,
Sierra Leone

Affiliation: University of Sierra Leone, Fourah Bay College
Date of Creation: 1968

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology; oceanography

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Bulletin of the Institute of Marine Biology and Oceanography

NOTES: Assistance requested in 1999 to try and re-establish Library
SOMALIA
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Maritime and Fisheries Institute
Abdul Aziz District
Mogadishu,
Somalia

Electronic Mail: somali-fisheries@mailcity.com
Homepage: http://somali-fisheries.homepage.com

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources
Mogadishu,
Somalia

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery management ; legislation

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS: Annual Report
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School of Seamanship and Fishing
Mogadishu,
Somalia

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

NOTES: ca. 170 students
SOMALIA
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Somali Fisheries Society (SFS)
PO Box 2941
Jeddah, 21461
Saudi Arabia

Electronic Mail: somali-fisheries@mailcity.com
Homepage: http://somali-fisheries.homepage.com
Contact person: SFS Secretariat

Affiliation: Non-governmental Organisation

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishermen; fishery development

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Somali National University
POB 15
Mogadishu,
Somalia

Telephone: 80404

Date of Creation: 1954

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
SOUTH AFRICA

CSIR (CSIR)
P.O. Box 320
Stellenbosch,
South Africa

Telephone: 27-21-888 2530
Fax: 27-21-888 2683
Homepage: http://www.csir.co.za

Date of Creation: 1945

INFORMATION CENTRE

Date of Creation: 1980
Contact person: Ms. Annemarie Aldrich
Electronic Mail: aaldrich@csir.co.za
Associations: LIASA

SUBJECTS COVERED: coastal development; water quality (marine and freshwater); clean technology (sewage and sludge treatment); waste processing; environmental management

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 150; Serial Titles (Current): 80; Books: 6 000; Reports: 10 000; Reprints: 2 000; Theses: 100;

SERVICES:
Access: yes
Loans (Individual): no; Loans (Interlibrary): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: Wordperfect; Inmagic
Databases: Inmagic internal database
Network participation: SABINET

PUBLICATIONS:

CSIR Division of Food Science and Technology (CSIR Foodtek FIRI)
15 Lower Hope Street
Rosebank,
South Africa

Telephone: 27 21 6899341
Fax: 27 21 6866116
Electronic Mail: food@csir.co.za
Homepage: http://www.foodtek-int.co.za/firi.htm

LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1947
Contact person: Ms. Yvonne Wood
Electronic Mail: ywood@csir.co.za
Library Homepage:
http://www.foodtek-int.co.za/firicontent/library.htm
SOUTH AFRICA

Associations: IAMSLIC
IAMSLIC Member: Ms. Y. Wood

SUBJECTS COVERED: analytical chemistry; microbiology; engineering; food processing; fishery products

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): 31;   Electronic/Digital: 2;

SERVICES:
Access: yes
Loans (Individual): yes;   Loans (Interlibrary): yes;
Photocopies: yes;   Manual Searches: yes;   Automatic Searches (internal): yes;   Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: Erudite (CSIR); Word Perfect; Inmagic
Databases: FIRST SEARCH search via Internet; ABAFR on CD-ROM; FSTA
Network participation: SABINET

PUBLICATIONS: FIRI Progress Reports; Technbriefs
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JLB Smith Institute of Ichthyology
Private Bag 1015
Somerset Street
Grahamstown,
South Africa

Telephone: 27 46 6361002
Fax: 27 46 622 2403
Electronic Mail: rusi@ru.ac.za
Homepage: http://www.ru.ac.za

Affiliation: Rhodes University
Date of Creation: 1946

DEPARTMENT: Library
Date of Creation: 1946
Contact person: Victor Clarke
Electronic Mail: v.clarke@ru.ac.za
Associations: SAILIS; IAMSLIC
IAMSLIC Member: V. Clarke

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; fisheries science; marine/freshwater; estuarine; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 2 670;   Serial Titles (Current): 430;
Books: 4 399;   Reports: 326;   Reprints: 33 000;   Conferences: 58;
Theses: 86;   Atlases: 30;   Maps & Charts: 300;
Microfiches: 100;   Microfilms: 98;   Archives: 200;

SERVICES:
Open: 8.00-13.00 and 14.00-17.00;   Access: Open to Public
Software: Advanced Pick; SCO Unix; System Builder Plus (FISHLIT); URICA (books-main library)
Databases: Fishbase; FISHLIT; URICA (books); ASFA (part 1); AGRIS; CAB; Fish and Fisheries Worldwide; Water Resources Worldwide
SOUTH AFRICA

(WATERLIT, AQUAREF, DELFT HYDRO)

Network participation: PISAL (Periodicals in SA Libraries); SABINET; IAMSLIC

PUBLICATIONS: Ichthyological Bulletin (irr); Special Publications; ICHTHOS Quartely; Annual Report; Investigation and Occasional Reports; Newsletter:
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Kwazulu-Natal Nature Conservation Service
P.O.Box 13053
Pietermaritzburg, 3202
South Africa

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: african fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Marine and Coastal Management (MCM)
Private Bag X2
Forestrust House, Martin Hammeschlag Road
Rogge Bay, 8012
Cape Town, South Africa

Telephone: 27-21-4022911
Fax: 27-21-4217406

Affiliation: Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEA and T)
Date of Creation: 1938

GILCHRIST LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1950
Contact person: Ben Wessels
Electronic Mail: library@sfri.wcape.gov.za
Library Homepage: none
Associations: IAMSLIC
IAMSLIC Member: Mr. B. Wessels

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; oceanography; marine pollution

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 1 500; Serial Titles (Current): 1 050;
Books: 5 800; Reports: 2 000; Reprints: 20 200; Conferences: as books;
Theses: as books; Atlases: as books; Maps &
SOUTH AFRICA

Charts: 320; Microfiches: 240 titles; Microfilms: 2 titles; Archives: 200; Illustrations: none; Electronic/Digital: 0;

SERVICES:
Access: limited
Catalogues: as books; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: no; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: BD/Textworks (INMAGIC)
Databases: Locally generated electronic monograph catalogue; MOFR; ABAFR; Fishbase
Network participation: SABINET

PUBLICATIONS: Organization: South Africa Journal of Marine Science; Research Highlights; South African Commercial Fisheries Review; Library/Information Unit: none

NOTES: Formerly the Sea Fisheries Research Institute (SFRI) until 1998
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Marine Resource Assessment and Management Group. Department of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics (MARAM)
Rondebosch , 7701
South Africa

Affiliation: University of Cape Town

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery resources; stock assessment

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Oceanographic Research Institute (ORI)
PO Box 10712
Marine Parade
Durban, 4056
KwaZulu Natal,
South Africa

Telephone: 27-31-3373536
Fax: 27-31-3372132
Electronic Mail: seaworld@neptune.lia.co.za

Date of Creation: 1959
SOUTH AFRICA

LIBRARY

Contact person: Ms. Monica Moodley

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology; oceanography; microbial ecology; stock assessment

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: ABAFR
Network participation: SABINET

PUBLICATIONS: Special Publication; Investigational Report; South African Association for Marine Biological Research (SAAMBR) Bulletin
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Rhodes University
PO Box 94
University Campus
Grahamstown,
Eastern Cape,
South Africa

Telephone: 27 461 318436
Fax: 27 461 25049
Homepage: http://www.ru.ac.za

Date of Creation: 1904

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1904
Contact person: Felix Ubogu
Electronic Mail: lbsec@giraffe.ru.ac.za
Library Homepage: http://www.ru.ac.za/departments/lib
Associations: SAILIS

SUBJECTS COVERED: ichthyology; fisheries science

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Current): 163; Books: 18 000 +; Theses: 80 +;

SERVICES:
Access: 6 days a week 8.30-18.00; 19.30-22.30
Loans (Individual): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: URICA library system
Databases: DIALOG; OCLC (USA); SABINET (online); Business Periodicals Index; Social Sciences Index; Biological Abstracts; General Science Index; Water Resources Worldwide; ABAFR
Network participation: UNINET; SABINET

PUBLICATIONS: RHODOS (newsletter)

NOTES: Ichthyology and Fisheries Science Department
SOUTH AFRICA
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SAAMBR/SEAWORLD/ORI
P.O BOX 10712
Marine Parade
Durban , 4056
Kwazulu-Natal,
South Africa

Electronic Mail: seaworld@dbn.lia.net

Date of Creation: 1958

OCEANOGRAPHIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology ; oceanography ; resource management

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: SABINET

PUBLICATIONS:
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South African Museum
P.O. Box 61
25 Queen Victoria Street, Gardens
Cape Town , 8000
South Africa

Telephone: 27-21-243330
Homepage: http://www.museums.org.za/

Date of Creation: 1825

LIBRARY

Contact person: R. Krynauw
Electronic Mail: rkrynauw@samuseum.ac.za

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology ; entomology ; mammalogy ; geology

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 4 000; Serial Titles (Current): 860;
Books: 10 000; Reprints: 43 000;

SERVICES:
Access: General public, researchers, students
Catalogues: yes; Photocopies: yes;

PUBLICATIONS:
SOUTH AFRICA
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University of Cape Town
Private Bag
Rondebosch, 7700
South Africa

Telephone: 27-21-6503603
Fax: 27-21-650 3736
Homepage: http://www.uct.ac.za

Date of Creation: 1916

IMMELMAN LIBRARY; ZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Contact person: Mrs. Amanda Barratt

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology; limnology; zoology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: ABAFR

PUBLICATIONS:
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University of Natal
4041 King George Drive
Durban,
South Africa

Telephone: 27-31-260 1111
Fax: 27-31-260 2317
Homepage: http://www.und.ac.za/

Date of Creation: 1910

E.G. MALHERBE LIBRARY; ZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Library Homepage: http://www.und.ac.za/und/library/

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology

COLLECTIONS:
Microfiches: yes; Microfilms: yes; Electronic/Digital: CD-ROMS

SERVICES:
Open: 08.00 to 23.00; Access: students, lecturers, reseachers, scientists
Databases: ERIC; Current Contents

PUBLICATIONS:
SOUTH AFRICA

245

University of Port Elizabeth
Box 1600
Port Elizabeth, 6000
South Africa

Telephone: 27-41-504 2111
Fax: 27-41-504 2280
Electronic Mail: libenq@upe.ac.za
Homepage: http://www.upe.ac.za

Date of Creation: 1965

ALBERTUS DELPORT LIBRARY. ZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Electronic Mail: libenq@upe.ac.za

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology

COLLECTIONS:
Theses: 2 000 +;

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

246

University of the North
P.B. X1106
Sovenga,
Northern Province,
South Africa

Telephone: 27 15 268 2294
Fax: 27 15 268 2295
Electronic Mail: andys@unin.unorth.ac.za
Contact person: Mr. Andy Scholtz Senior Technician

DEPARTMENT: Aquaculture Research Unit

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Water Research Commission
PO Box 824
Pretoria, 0001
South Africa

Telephone: 012-330 0340
SOUTH AFRICA

Fax: 012-331 2565
Homepage: http://www.wrc.org.za

LIBRARY

Contact person: Martha Pretorius
Electronic Mail: mpretorius@wrc.org.za
Associations: IAMSLIC
IAMSLIC Member: Martha Pretorius (IAMSLIC Africa Regional Group Co-ordinator)

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
SUDAN
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Fisheries Administration
P.O. Box 12
Al-Shagara,
Sudan

Telephone: 249-11-440209

Date of Creation: 1949

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery management; fishery policy; legislation

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Fisheries Research Centre
P.O. Box 1489
Khartoum,
Sudan

Telephone: 249-11-43870

Date of Creation: 1947

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED:

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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University of Juba
P.O. Box 82
Juba,
Sudan

Telephone: 2113

Date of Creation: 1977

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES. LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
SWAZILAND
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Fisheries Section
POB 162
Mbabane,
Swaziland

Telephone: 268-42731
Telex: 2343
Fax: 268-4700

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture and Co-operatives
Date of Creation: 1972

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery management

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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University of Swaziland
Private Bag 4
Kwaluseni, M201
Swaziland

Fax: 268-85276
Homepage: http://www.uniswa.sz/index.html

LIBRARY

Library Homepage: http://library.uniswa.sz/

SUBJECTS COVERED: zoology; aquatic biology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Open: Mon - Fri: 8:30 am - 11:00 pm
Catalogues: OPAC
Software: URICA

PUBLICATIONS:
TANZANIA

253

Department of Fisheries
P.O. Box 2462
Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania

Telephone: 255-51-21241
Telex: 41725 NARETO
Electronic Mail: fisheries@twiga.com

Affiliation: Ministry of Tourism and Natural Resources
Date of Creation: 1964

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries biology; fisheries management; refrigeration engineering; marine engineering; food technology; fishing gear technology; boat-building; statistics; fish aquaculture; fisheries economics

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

254

Institute of Marine Sciences (IMS)
P.O. Box 668
Mizingani Road
Zanzibar,
Tanzania

Telephone: 255-54-230741
Fax: 255-54-233050
Electronic Mail: ims@zims.udsm.ac.tz
Homepage: http://www.udsm.ac.tz/marine/super.html

Affiliation: University of Dar es Salaam (UDSM)
Date of Creation: 1979

LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1979
Contact person: Ms. Edna Nyika
Electronic Mail: enyika@zims.udsm.ac.tz
Associations: IAMSLIC
IAMSLIC Member: Ms. Edna Nyika

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine fisheries; physical oceanography; aquaculture; chemical oceanography; ship technology

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 225; Serial Titles (Current): 4; Books: 2 000 +; Reports: 2 500 +; Reprints: 3 000 +; Conferences: 900 +; Theses: 15 +; Atlases: 3; Maps & Charts: 23;
TANZANIA

SERVICES:
Open: 8.00 to 1700;  Access: Researchers, University students
Catalogues: WIOLIB;  Loans (Individual): yes;  Loans
(Interlibrary): yes;  Photocopies: yes;  Manual Searches: yes;
Automatic Searches (internal): yes;  Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: CDS/ISIS;  ASFISIS;  WORD;  FILEMAKER
Databases: WIOLIB;  ASFA
Network participation: RECOSCIX - WIO

PUBLICATIONS:  Organization: Annual Report:
NOTES:  IMR produces videos in all marine fields

255  Kunduchi Marine Fisheries Research and Training Institute
     (KMFRTI)
     P. O. Box 60091
     Dar es Salaam,
     Tanzania
Telephone: 255-51-650011
Affiliation: Ministry of Tourism and Natural Resources (MTN)
Date of Creation: 1967
DEPARTMENT:
Associations: none
SUBJECTS COVERED:  nautical science; marine engineering; fisheries
biology; food technology; fishery management
COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 2 000 +;  Serial Titles (Current): 10;
Conferences: 50;  Theses: 5;
SERVICES:
Access: External users
Catalogues: none;  Loans (Individual): yes;  Loans
(Interlibrary): yes;  Photocopies: yes;  Automatic Searches
(internal): no;  Automatic Searches (external): no
Software: none
Databases: none
Network participation: none
PUBLICATIONS:  Library/Information Unit: none

256  Mbegani Fisheries Development Centre (MFDC)
     P. O. Box 38
     Bagamoyo,
     Tanzania
Telephone: 255-51-21241
Telex: C/O 41221 NORAMB
TANZANIA

Affiliation: Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism
Date of Creation: 1981

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; extension and training

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Nyegeze Freshwater Fisheries Institute
P. O. Box 1213
Mwanza,
Tanzania

Telephone: 255-68-2894

Affiliation: Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism
Date of Creation: 1970

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fish utilization technology; fish quality control;
fisheries biology; aquaculture; resource management

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute; Dar es Salaam Centre
(TAFIRI)
P. O. Box 9750
Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania

Telephone: 255-51-650045
Telex: 23244 ardhi
Fax: 255-51-650043
Electronic Mail: tafiri@africaonline.co.tz
Homepage: http://www.isp.msu.edu/AFRICANSTUDIES/PLEA/TAFIRI.HTM

Affiliation: Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism
Date of Creation: 1980

LIBRARY

Contact person: Samwel Katunzi Kamugisha
TANZANIA

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries; fishery management; pollution monitoring

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Network participation: RECOSCIK - WIO

PUBLICATIONS: TAFIRI Bulletin
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Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute, Kigoma Centre (TAFIRI)
P.O. Box 90
Kigoma,
Tanzania

Telephone: 255-695-3625
Fax: 255-695-4458
Electronic Mail: ltfmp-kgm@africaonline.co.tz

Affiliation: Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery biology; freshwater fisheries; sociological aspects; stock assessment; fishery statistics; fishery management; Lake Tanganyika

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Network participation: Lake Tanganyika Research Project

PUBLICATIONS:
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Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute; Kyela Centre (TAFIRI)
P.O. BOX 98
Kyela,
Tanzania

Affiliation: Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery biology; fishery management; fishery statistics; aquaculture; fishery technology; quality control; marketing

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
TANZANIA

261  
Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute; Mwanza Centre (TAFIRI)  
P.O. Box 475  
Mwanza,  
Tanzania  

Telephone: 255-68-42398  
Fax: 255-68-42398  

Affiliation: Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism  

DEPARTMENT:  

SUBJECTS COVERED:  

COLLECTIONS:  

SERVICES:  

PUBLICATIONS:  

262  
University of Dar es Salaam  
P.O. Box 35064  
Dar es Salaam,  
Tanzania  

Telephone: 255-51-49058  
Fax: 255-51-49058  
Homepage: http://www.udsm.ac.tz/  

Date of Creation: 1965  

DEPARTMENT: Department of Zoology and Marine Biology  

SUBJECTS COVERED: marine biology ; zoology  

COLLECTIONS:  

SERVICES:  

PUBLICATIONS:
263

Division des Pêches
B.P. 4041
Lomé, Togo

Telephone: 228-213470
Fax: 228-217120

Affiliation: Ministère de l'Agriculture, de l'Elevage et de la Pêche
Date of Creation: 1991

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: politiques de la pêche ; Développement de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

264

Université du Bénin (University of Benin)
B. P. 1515
Lomé, Togo

Telephone: 228-213027
Fax: 228-218595

Date of Creation: 1992

DEPARTMENT: École Superieure d'Agronomie

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Network participation: RECOSIX - CEA

PUBLICATIONS:
TUNISIA
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Centre National d’Aquaculture de Monastir (CNA)
Route de Khniss
Monastir,
Tunisie

Telephone: -3-62867
Date of Creation: 1985

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Direction Générale de la Pêche et de l’Aquaculture
32 rue Alain Savary
Tunis, 1002
Tunisie

Affiliation: Ministère de l’Agriculture

DEPARTMENT: Centre National du SIPAM
Contact person: Mme. Olfa Trabelsi, Documentaiste
Electronic Mail: sipam.med@sipam.intl.tn

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture ; aménagement des pêches

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Software: CDS/ISIS ; ASFISIS
Databases: ASFA (FIDI)
Network participation: SIPAM : Information System for the Promotion of Aquaculture in the Mediterranean ; ASFA input centre

PUBLICATIONS:
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Institut National des Sciences et Technologies de la Mer (INSTM)
B.P 2025
28, Rue 2 mars 1934
Salammbó,
Tunisie

Telephone: 216 1 730420
Fax: 216 1 732622
Electronic Mail: amor.elabed@instm.rnrtn.tn
TUNISIA

Homepage: http://www.refer.fr/tunis_ct/rec/centrec/instm.htm

Affiliation: Secretariat d'Etat à la Recherche Scientifique et à la Technologie (SERST)
Date of Creation: 1924

BIBLIOTHÈQUE

Contact person: Chiraz Ben Mahmoud
Electronic Mail: amor.elabed@cnstm.mrt.tn

SUBJECTS COVERED: ressources marines ; aquaculture ; technologie de la pêche

COLLECTIONS:
Reports: Total 40 000 volumes; Conferences: oui; Maps & Charts: oui; Archives: oui;

SERVICES:
Access: Public, étudiants ,lŠves
Catalogues: oui; Loans (Individual): oui; Loans (Interlibrary): non;
Photocopies: oui; Manual Searches: oui; Automatic Searches (internal): oui
Automatic Searches (external): oui
Software: Word ; CDS/ISIS

PUBLICATIONS: Institut National des Sciences et Technologies de la Mer. Bulletin
UGANDA
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FIRI Aquaculture Research Station, Kajansi
P.O.Box 530
Kampala,
Uganda

Telephone: 256-42-20341
Fax: 256-42-21070

Affiliation: National Agriculture Research Organization
Date of Creation: 1953

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture ; taxonomy ; fisheries biology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

269
Fish Technology Laboratory
P.O.Box 168
Entebbe,
Uganda

Telephone: 256-42-220512
Fax: 256-42-21047 AGRI

Date of Creation: 1967

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery technology ; fishery management

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Fisheries Department
P.O Box 4
Entebbe,
Uganda

Telephone: 256-42-320578

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries
Date of Creation: 1961
UGANDA
LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries ; fishery technology ; aquaculture ;
fishery statistics

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 1 000 vols.; Serial Titles (Current): none;
Books: none; Reports: few; Theses: none; Maps & Charts: 10;
Microfiches: none; Microfilms: none; Archives: none;
Illustrations: none; Electronic/Digital: none

SERVICES:
Catalogues: 1; Loans (Individual): no; Loans (Interlibrary): yes;
Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: no; Automatic Searches (internal): no;
Automatic Searches (external): no
Software: none
Databases: none
Network participation: no

PUBLICATIONS: Occasional Papers ; Annual Reports

NOTES: This library now has obsolete books, a few FAO publications
and catalogues which come in occasionally
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Fisheries Research Institute (FIRI)
P.O. Box 343
Jinja,
Uganda

Telephone: 256-43-120484
Telex: 60551
Fax: 256-43-121322
Electronic Mail: firi@infocom.co.ug

Affiliation: National Agriculture Research Organization (NARO)
Date of Creation: 1948

FIRI LIBRARY

Contact person: Ms Connie Tumwine
Electronic Mail: t Connie@yahoo.com

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries ; limnology ; hydrobiology ; aquatic
pollution ; aquaculture ; fish biology ; fishery statistics ; stock
assessment ; socio-economic aspects ; fishery legislation ; fishing
gear technology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Databases: ASFA (FIDI)

PUBLICATIONS: Annual reports
UGANDA

272

Fisheries Training Institute (FTI)
P.O.Box 124
Entebbe,
Uganda

Telephone: 256-42-20606
Telex: 61287
Fax: 256-42-21047

Date of Creation: 1968

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery management; fishery technology; zoology; environmental sciences; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Food Science and Technology Research Institute (FOSRI)
P.O.Box 7852
Kampala,
Uganda

Telephone: 256-41-222657
Telex: 61287
Fax: 256-41-222657
Electronic Mail: fossri@imul.com

Date of Creation: 1992

LIBRARY

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery technology; fishery management

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

274

Makerere University
P.O.Box 7062
Kampala,
Uganda

Telephone: 256-41-532752
Fax: 256-41-533040
Homepage: http://www.muk.ac.ug
UGANDA

Date of Creation: 1922

MAIN LIBRARY

also serves Department of Zoology
Electronic Mail: mmlib@starcom.co.ug

SUBJECTS COVERED: natural sciences; limnology; fisheries biology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

275
National Agriculture Research Organisation (NARO)
P.O. Box 102
Entebbe,
Uganda

Telephone: 256-42-20512
Fax: 256-42-21047
Electronic Mail: narohq@imul.com

Date of Creation: 1992

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: biochemistry; fish nutrition; marine biology; fisheries; aquaculture

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
ZAMBIA
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Central Fisheries Research Institute
P.O. Box 350100
Chilanga,
Zambia

Telephone: 260 1 278 344
Fax: 260 1 278 457
Electronic Mail: piscator@zamnet.zm
Contact person: Mr. Timothy Zulu

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fishery resources; freshwater fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

277

Department of Fisheries
P.O. Box 30055
Lusaka,
Zambia

Affiliation: Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: fisheries

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

278

National Aquaculture Research and Development Centre (NARDC)
Mwekera,
Zambia

Electronic Mail: dirvine@zm.peacecorps.gov
Contact person: Mr. Dan Irvine, US Peace Corps

Affiliation: Department of Fisheries

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: aquaculture; tilapia culture

COLLECTIONS:
Books: Training and extension books;
ZIMBABWE

279

Department of National Parks and Wildlife Management (DNPWM)
P.O Box CY140
140 Causeway
Harare,
Zimbabwe

Telephone: 263-4-792782
Fax: 263-4-724914
Electronic Mail: research@gta.gov.zw ; nationalparks@gta.gov.zw

Affiliation: Ministry of Environment and Tourism
Date of Creation: 1963

LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1963
Contact person: Ms. M. Muchengeti
Associations: PISAL

SUBJECTS COVERED: ecology ; resource management and utilization ; fisheries ; aquaculture ; sociology ; wildlife resources

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 412; Serial Titles (Current): 117;
Books: 5 673; Reports: with monos or reprints; Reprints: 15
Conferences: various; Theses: 215; Atlases: 23; Maps & Charts: 17; Microfiches: 615; Microfilms: various;
Archives: various; Illustrations: various; Electronic/Digital: nil; Special collections: tapes (cassettes)

SERVICES:
Open: Mon-Fri 7:45 to 16:45; Access: Staff and public
Catalogues: 2; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes; Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes; Automatic Searches (external): yes
Software: MS Word 95 ; Procite
Databases: PROCITE 2
Network participation: SABINET ; SADC

PUBLICATIONS: various : Library/Information Unit: various

NOTES: List of serials in computer; monographs and reprints on database
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Lake Kariba Fisheries Research Institute
P.B. 2075
Kariba,
Zimbabwe

Telephone: 263-61-2936
Fax: 263-61-2938
Electronic Mail: lkfri@id.co.zw
ZIMBABWE

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: freshwater fisheries; Lake Kariba

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:

281

Lake Kariba Research Station (LKRS)
P.O.Box 48
Harare,
Zimbabwe

Telephone: 263-1-61-22312
Fax: 263-1-61-2707

Affiliation: University of Zimbabwe

DEPARTMENT:

SUBJECTS COVERED: freshwater fisheries; Lake Kariba

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:

PUBLICATIONS:
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Ministry of Lands and Agriculture (MOLA)
P.B.7701, Causeway
Ngungunyana Building, 1 Borrowdale Road
Harare,
Zimbabwe

Telephone: 263 4 706081
Telex: 22455 AGRIC ZW
Fax: 263 4 734646

CENTRAL LIBRARY

Date of Creation: 1915
Contact person: Arthur Mangau
Associations: Zimbabwe Library Association; ZIMISIS user group

SUBJECTS COVERED: agriculture; aquaculture; economics; business management

COLLECTIONS:
Serial Titles (Total): 1 500; Serial Titles (Current): 262;
Books: 12 700; Reprints: 19 000; Conferences: 1 650; Theses: 61;
Atlases: 15; Maps & Charts: 10; Microfiches: 5 000;
Archives: (sent to national archives)
ZIMBABWE

SERVICES:
Open: Mon-fri 7:45 to 16:30 hrs; Access: unlimited
Catalogues: 1; Loans (Individual): yes; Loans (Interlibrary): yes;
Photocopies: yes; Manual Searches: yes; Automatic Searches (internal): yes;
Automatic Searches (external): no
Software: CDS/ISIS; AGRIN; SPIRS
Databases: AGRIS; TROPAG; AGRICOLA; CABI; CAB PEST CD
Network participation: ZIMAGRINET(proposed not functional); SAIS
(interlending schemes southern Africa; AGRIS (input centre)

PUBLICATIONS: Zimbabwe Journal of Agriculture Research; Zimbabwe Agricultural Journal (stopped since 1987 but due to restart); Kirkia
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University of Zimbabwe
P.O.Box 167, Mount Pleasant
Harare,
Zimbabwe

Telephone: 263-4-303211
Telex: 26580 UNIV ZW
Fax: 263-4-732828

Date of Creation: 1957

DEPARTMENT: Department of Biological Sciences

SUBJECTS COVERED: hydrobiology; fish ecology; fish culture;
tropical ecology; ichthyology

COLLECTIONS:

SERVICES:
Access: Researchers and students

PUBLICATIONS:
3. REGIONAL INFORMATION NETWORKS AND PROGRAMMES

This section includes details of some of the networks, products and programmes which were reported in the completed questionnaires.

3.1 FISHBASE and the ACP-EU Training Program on Fisheries and Biodiversity Management

FishBase is now available on the web. Users can search for information on a species by scientific name or common name. The search covers over 20,000 species, 40,000 synonyms and 60,000 common names. Work is underway to also make accessible on the Internet the entire 15,000+ pictures in FishBase. Users can also search the FishBase glossary for definitions of terms used in FishBase. Future plans for the FishBase web pages include enhanced accessibility and remote data entry so that collaborators can add and modify the information of their respective countries or areas of expertise. FishBase can be accessed at http://www.fishbase.org/

EC-funded Project “Strengthening Fisheries and Biodiversity Management in ACP Countries”. The training program has its own web page at http://www.fishbase.org/training/.

The ACP-EU Fisheries and Biodiversity Project has established five regional nodes in countries in Africa, the Caribbean, and the Pacific (ACP countries). Each regional node is staffed by one or two Regional Coordinators. The nodes are provided with travel budgets, computer hardware, and Internet access. The role of the coordinators in their respective region is to follow up on training activities of the project and lend support to fisheries scientists and managers in respect to information retrieval and exchange.

The Regional nodes in Africa are:

Regional Node for Western and Central Africa (Senegal) / Centre Régional de Coordination pour l’ Afrique de l'Ouest et du Centre (Sénégal)

Centre de Recherches Océanographiques Dakar Thiaroye (CRODT). E-mail: acpcro@telecomplus.sn

Regional Node for Southern Africa (Namibia)

National Marine Information and Research Center, Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources. E-mail: newhites@iafrica.com.na

Regional Node for East and Central Africa (Kenya)

National Museums of Kenya. E-mail: biofish@africaonline.co.ke

3.2 International Commission for the Scientific Exploration of the Mediterranean Sea (CIESM)

Launched in 1910, CIESM is one of the oldest and most enduring scientific intergovernmental organisations in the world. The Commission is currently funded by 22 Member States which support the work of a large scientific network - some 500 institutes and over 2500 researchers - united by a commitment to promote marine science for the lasting protection of the Mediterranean Sea and for the well-being of its coastal populations.

Headquarters:
16, bd. de Suisse MC 98000 Monaco.
tel +377 93 30 38 79. fax +377 92 16 11 95.
Email: comments@ciesm.org
http://www.ciesm.org/index.html

CIESM GUIDE OF MARINE RESEARCH INSTITUTES
http://www.ciesm.org/resources/marin.html
This directory offers practical information on the facilities (equipment, library, courses, etc.) available in some 70 marine research institutes of the Mediterranean and Black Sea coasts. It is restricted to institutes with full laboratory and/or oceanographic capacity, which are located on the shore or very near. Institutions in the following African countries are included in the Directory: Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia.

3.3 National Inquiry Service Centre (NISC South Africa)

Contact information: http://www.nisc.co.za/
Margaret Crampton
PO Box 377
Grahamstown
6140
South Africa
Tel: +27 (0) 46 - 6229698
Fax: +27 (0) 46 - 6229550
Email: info@nisc.co.za

The mission of NISC South Africa is to provide local and global information for Africa, about Africa and by Africans. By combining our African resources with those of the rest of the world, NISC provides sophisticated information sources relevant to Africa's needs.

**Aquatic Biology, Aquaculture & Fisheries Resources (1971+) (ABFR)**

This two disc set has 680,000 references from the world's premier aquatic databases; Automated ASFA thesaurus; Monitoring List of indexed ASFA journals; ASFA Geographic Authority List; NODC and FISHLIT taxonomic codes automate access to scientific names: species, genus, family ... to subkingdom.

ABFR combines complete (ASFA 1) Aquatic Sciences & Fisheries Abstracts Part 1 (1978 - present) with Fisheries Review (1971 - present) and FISHLIT(1985-present); Fisheries and Aquaculture subsets from AGRIS (FAO) and CABI; Fish & Wildlife Reference Service (1960 - present), AQUACULTURE (1970 - 84), Fish Health News (1978 - 85), and Castell's Nutrition References(1970-present). New in 1989 is the Database of the Fishing Industry Research Institute (FIRI) in Cape Town (25,000 new records) and fish disease and human health subset from Medline (22,000 new records); These major database collections together provide unrivaled access to information on the science and management of aquatic organisms, environments and their explanation.

>>CD-ROM and BiblioLine - Quarterly Updates

**Fish & Fisheries Worldwide (1971 and earlier - present) (FFW)**

Published by NISC South Africa. Over 180,000 citations are drawn from Fisheries Review, formerly compiled by the US National Biological Service and now compiled by NISC SA; the Fish & Wildlife Reference Service file; FISHLIT compiled by NISC SA in collaboration with the JLB Smith Institute of Ichthyology, South Africa; NOAA's Aquaculture; Fish Health News abstracts; and Castell's Nutrition References. New in 1998: the database of the Fishing Industry Research Institute, CSIR, South Africa expanding the coverage of fish processing and quality control in fish products; the fish subset of Medline, which offers information on fish diseases and the effect of a fish diet on human health.

Leading files cover the world's literature on fisheries, aquaculture and ichthyology of Africa, Europe, North America and the rest of the world. Unsurpassed access through scientific and species names, this disc features the FISHLIT & Fisheries Review taxonomic and geographic identifiers.

>> CD-ROM and BiblioLine - Quarterly Updates

**Marine, Oceanographic & Freshwater Resources (1964+) (MOFR)**

The enhanced ASFA offers more than 885,000 references from 14 databases. This two disc set (1960 - 1984) & (1985 - current) provides an exclusive collection of the world's premier databases on marine, oceanographic, and freshwater resources. MOFR combines: Aquatic Sciences & Fisheries Abstracts Part 2 (Ocean technology, policy and non-living resources) & Part 3 (Aquatic Pollution and Environmental Quality) (1978 - present); Oceanic Abstracts (1964 - present); Institute of Oceanographic Sciences Deacon Laboratory/Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory (1983 - 1996), continued as Oceans (1997 - current) from the Southampton Oceanography Centre and BIDLIB
This unprecedented combination of major databases provides comprehensive coverage of international marine and oceanic information, as well as substantial coverage of estuarine, brackish water, and freshwater environments. Automated searching with the ASFA thesaurus is provided. Also includes the ASFA Monitoring List of publications indexed in ASFA and the ASFA Geographic Authority List.

>>Cd-rom and BiblioLine - Quarterly Updates

**Water Resources Worldwide (1970 - present) (WRW)**

*More than half a million references*

Global, regional, national, and local coverage is provided by WATERLIT (1975-present) from the Water Research Commission in South Africa, with unequaled information for Africa: AQUAREF (1970-1992) from the Inland Waters Directorate of Environment, Canada; and DELFT HYDRO (1977-87) from the Delft Hydraulics Laboratory of the Netherlands. Coverage of water in arid lands, engineering projects, water quality, water treatment and international water-related topics is particularly strong. WRW provides roughly 390,000 citations and abstracts and features the WATERLIT thesaurus. Holding libraries in South Africa are indicated and WATERLIT offers document delivery from the CSIR, South Africa. Excellent African coverage as well as other countries. NEW: Aquatic subset of CAB Abstracts (1984 -current), compiled by CAB International, UK

>>Cd-rom and BiblioLine - Quarterly Updates

**FISHLIT (1985 - present)**

NISC SA compiles this database in association with the JLB Smith Institute of Ichthyology, Rhodes Univ., South Africa. FISHLIT now covers all areas of world fish and fisheries literature, providing over 100,000 fully indexed citations, with some coverage dating back to the 1800s. More than 3,000 sources include journals, monographs, proceedings of conferences and symposia, government reports, grey literature, books, theses, and dissertations. Many are not indexed by other databases. Coverage of tropical areas and African freshwater fish in particular is comprehensive, and there is much information that is essential for developing countries. About 24,000 records are added per year

### 3.4 Regional Cooperation in Scientific Information Exchange in the Western Indian Ocean Region (RESCOSCI-WIO)

RESCOSCI-WIO is an information project working towards establishing a lasting network of marine and aquatic institutes in the Western Indian Ocean (WIO) region with the Regional Dispatch Centre (RDC) in Mombasa Kenya as its central node. Through its information services to the scientific community, the project aims at promoting the scientific capabilities of the region.

In 1989 the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of Unesco (IOC) started the pilot phase of the RESCOSCI-WIO project with the assistance of Belgium. IOC’s Marine Information Management (MIM) programme activities are developed within the wide framework of the International Oceanographic Data and Information Exchange programme (IODE).

RESCOSCI-WIO is based on a network of co-operating institution (CIs) and co-operating libraries (CLs). Furthermore, there is a pool of contacts spread throughout the world. The Regional Dispatch Centre (RDC), based at the Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI) acts as a traffic controller, linking the different components of the system.

The following information systems are produced or contributed to by RESCOSCI-WIO:
3.5 Regional Network for Marine Information Exchange in the Central Eastern Atlantic (RECOSCIX-CEA)

Based on the same principles and arrangement of the RECOSCIX-WIO network, the following information was distributed by RECOSCIX-CEA in 1998.

The Documentation Centre of the Centre de Recherches Océanologiques of Abidjan (CRO-Abidjan) with the collaboration of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of Unesco (IOC-UNESCO) has set up a documentary network named Regional Co-operation in Scientific Information Exchange in the central Eastern Atlantic (RECOSCIX-CEA). This network is composed of 15 countries and 16 Documentation Centres.

This network will be made of all the documentation centres and libraries in Africa coastal member countries of IOC located between Morocco and Angola, whose activities are concentrated on marine sciences.

Objectives of the Project

- Establish a self sustained marine information exchange and dissemination network for Central Eastern Atlantic region
- Develop an integrated information management for marine information
- Develop national and regional strategies and policies for the long term management of marine information.
- Provide marine scientists in the region with the necessary scientific information to enable them to do their work
- Enhance the use of scientific information available in the region
- Promote and facilitate communication within and between national, regional and international scientific communities
- Produce and distribute various information products relevant to marine scientists

Expected Services of this Project

- Information retrieval service. A bibliographic search service through which scientists are able to get information on scientific literature on given topics or fields in aquatic sciences. The searches will be done on an ASFA CD, Current Contents and institutions databases. Each active documentation centre within the network will receive an ASFA subscription.
- Document delivery service. This service, thanks to national, regional and international libraries collaboration will provide copies of documents.
4. CURRENT AFRICAN FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE PERIODICALS

The periodicals listed below are those currently held by FAO Fisheries Library for the years given. An important function of FAO Library is to collect and make available the published work of institutions and organizations in developing countries, within the subject areas of expertise of FAO. This function is encapsulated in the first paragraph of the Constitution of FAO:

"1. The Organization shall collect, analyse, interpret and disseminate information relating to nutrition, food and agriculture. In this Constitution, the term "agriculture" and its derivatives include fisheries, marine products, forestry and primary forestry products."

Many of the following periodical titles fall within the category "grey literature" which means that they are often not easy to obtain. But the information contained within them is often unique, not available via other means and it is essential that the results of research from African institutions is disseminated - not only to FAO Staff but to as wide an audience as possible.

FAO ensures that these periodicals are indexed and included in the Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts (ASFA) database, thereby reaching the international fisheries community. Some of the most recent issues are old enough for the periodical normally to be transferred to the non current category. In these particular cases, either we have been informed that funds are being sought in order to publish a current issue or the country publishes almost no other fisheries information and we try to keep at least one title "current".

The Internet offers enormous potential for fisheries and aquaculture institutions in Africa to be able to publish and disseminate their information and research results via this means. However, there is some way to go before this technology is available and affordable by many of the institutions in question.

In the meantime, FAO Fisheries Library will continue to collect, make available and archive this literature and would welcome details of gaps in our collection to the address given in the Preface.

**African Journal of Tropical Hydrobiology and Fisheries**
Jinja (Uganda) : Fisheries Research Institute
1971-
Most recent in FAO: 1997

**Annuaire des Statistiques des Pêches en Tunisie**
Tunis (Tunisia) : Ministry of Agriculture
1988-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

**Aquaculture Association of Southern Africa. Proceedings**
Grahamstown (South Africa) : Aquaculture Association of Southern Africa
1993-
Most recent in FAO: 1996

**Bulletin Statistique des Pêches**
Conakry (Guinée) : Centre National des Sciences Halieutiques de Boussoura
1995-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

**Centre National de Recherches Oceanographiques. Archives**
Nosy-Bé (Madagascar) : CNRO
1986-
Most recent in FAO: 1990

**Centre National de Recherches Oceanographiques. Document**
Nosy-Bé (Madagascar) : CNRO
1978-
Most recent in FAO: 1994
Centre National de Recherches Oceanographiques et des Pêches. Bulletin
Nouhadibou (Mauritania) : CNROP
1972-
Most recent in FAO: 1994

Centre National de Recherches Oceanographiques et des Pêches. Rapport d’Activité
Nouhadibou (Mauritania) : CNROP
1989/1990-
Most recent in FAO: 1991

Centre National des Sciences Halieutiques de Boussoura. Document Scientifique
Conakry (Guinea) : CNSHB
1988-
Most recent in FAO: 1995

Centre de Recherches Océanologiques. Archives Scientifiques
Abidjan (Cote d’Ivoire) : CRO
1978-
Most recent in FAO: 1990

Centre de Recherches Oceanographiques de Dakar-Thiaroye. Document Scientifique
Dakar (Sénégal) : CRODT
1968-
Most recent in FAO: 1993

Centro de Investigacao Pesqueira Aplicada. Documento Científico
Bissau (Guinea Bissau) : CIPA
1994-
Most recent in FAO: 1994

Collected Reports on Fisheries Research in Malawi: Occasional Papers
London (U.K.) : Department for International Development
1990-
Most recent in FAO: 1990

Document Technique Sur Les Pêches
Dakar (Sénégal) : Programme d’Assistance à la Pêche Artisanale au Sénégal; Composante ATEPAS: Amélioration des Techniques de Peche Artisanale au Sénégal
1990-
Most recent in FAO: 1993

East African Regional Seas Technical Report Series
Split (Croatia) : UNEP MAP Regional Centre
1996-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

Echos de la C.S.R.P
Dakar (Sénégal) : Commission Sous-Regionale des Pêches
1999-
Most recent in FAO: 2000

FAO Committee for Inland Fisheries of Africa. Occasional Paper
Accra (Ghana) : FAO Regional Office for Africa
1974-
Most recent in FAO: 1998
FAO Committee for Inland Fisheries of Africa. Technical Paper
Accra (Ghana) : FAO Regional Office for Africa
1972-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

FAO Newsletter on Fisheries for the Sahel / FAO Bulletin des Pêches du Sahel
Accra (Ghana) : FAO Regional Office for Africa
1997-
Most recent in FAO: 1997

Fisheries Society of Nigeria. Annual Conference Proceedings
Lagos (Nigeria) : Fisheries Society of Nigeria
1982-
Most recent in FAO: 1992

Fisheries Statistical Bulletin
Nairobi (Kenya) : Fisheries Department
1982-
Most recent in FAO: 1988

Fisheries Statistics
Chilanga (Zambia) : Zambia Department of Fisheries
1991-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

Fisherman, The
Accra (Ghana) : Ministry of Food & Agriculture Fisheries Department
1994-
Most recent in FAO: 1996

Fishing Industry Handbook: South Africa, Namibia and Mocambique
Stellenbosch (South Africa) : Marine Information CC
1995-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

Gambia Fisheries Department. Publication
Banjul (Gambia) : Fisheries Department
1972-
Most recent in FAO: 1985

Golfinho : Revista Trimestral do Ministério das Pescas e Ambiente
Luanda (Angola) : Ministério das Pescas e Ambiente
2000-

Ichthos
Grahamstown (South Africa) : Friends of the JLB Smith Institute of Ichthyology
1982
Most recent in FAO: 1999

Indian Ocean Tuna News
Victoria (Seychelles) : Indian Ocean Tuna Commission
1999-
Most recent in FAO: 2000

Institut Francais de Recherche Scientifique pour le Developpement en Cooperation. Centre De Pointe-Noire. Documents Scientifiques
Pointe-Noire (République du Congo) : IRD Pointe-Noire
1969-
Most recent in FAO: 1999
Institut National des Sciences et Technologies de la Mer. Bulletin
Tunis (Tunisia) : INSTM
1929-
Most recent in FAO: 1997

Institut Scientifique des Peches Maritimes. Travaux et Documents
Casablanca (Morocco) : ISPM
1973-
Most recent in FAO: 1994

Institute of Marine Biology and Oceanography. Bulletin
Freetown (Sierra Leone) : IMBO
1976-
Most recent in FAO: 1993

Instituto Canario de Ciencias Marinas. Informes Tecnicos
Telde (Canary Islands) : ICCM
1995-
Most recent in FAO: 1999

Instituto de Investigacao Pesqueira. Boletim de Divulgacao
Maputo (Mozambique) : IIP
1983-
Most recent in FAO: 1990

Integrated Development of Artisanal Fisheries in West Africa. IDAF Newsletter
Cotonou (Bénin) : FAO / IDAF
1985-
Most recent in FAO: 1999 (Project terminated)

Journal of Aquatic Sciences
Jos (Nigeria) : Nigerian Association for Aquatic Sciences
1987-
Most recent in FAO: 2000

Journal Ivoirien d'Océanologie et de Limnologie
Abidjan (Côte d'Ivoire) : Centre de Recherches Oceanologiques
1991-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

Journal of West African Fisheries
Ibadan (Nigeria) : Department of Agriculture Economics, University of Ibadan, Nigeria
1986-
Most recent in FAO: 1989

Kenya Aquatica
Mombasa (Kenya) : Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute
1983-
Most recent in FAO: 1986

Lake Kariba Fisheries Research Institute. Project Report
Kariba (Zimbabwe) : LKFRI
1979-
Most recent in FAO: June 1999
Lake Tanganyika Research. LTR Newsletter
Bujumbura (Burundi) : FAO/Finnida Research for the Management of the
Fisheries on Lake Tanganyika
1992-
Most recent in FAO: 2000

Lake Victoria Bulletin
Kisumu (Kenya) : Osienala
1996-
Most recent in FAO: 1997

Lake Victoria Fisheries Research Project. Technical Document
Jinja (Uganda) : LVFRP
1999-
Most recent in FAO: 2000

Marine Biology Research Centre. Bulletin
Tripoli (Libya) : MBRC
1981-
Most recent in FAO: 1997

Mer en Chiffres
Rabat (Morocco) : Ministere des Peches Maritimes et de la Marine
Marchande
1994-
Most recent in FAO: 1995

Morocco. Ministère des Pêches et de la Marine Marchande. Rapport
d’Activité
Rabat (Morocco) : Ministere des Peches Maritimes et de la Marine
Marchande
1994-
Most recent in FAO: 1994

Namibia Brief
Windhoek : Namibia Foundation
1994-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

National Institute for Freshwater Fisheries Research. Annual Report
New Bussa (Nigeria) : NIFFR
1975/76-
Most recent in FAO: 1995

National Institute for Freshwater Fisheries Research. Technical Report Series
New Bussa (Nigeria) : NIFFR
1978-
Most recent in FAO: 1990

National Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries. Bulletin
Cairo (Egypt) : NIOF
1970-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

Nigerian Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences Abstracts
New Bussa (Nigeria) : National Institute for Freshwater Fisheries Research
1988
Most recent in FAO: 1996
**Nigerian-German Kainji Lake Fisheries Promotion Project. Technical Report Series**  
New Bussa (Nigeria) : Nigerian-German (Gtz) Kainji Lake Fisheries Promotion Project  
1994-  
Most recent in FAO: 1996

**Nigerian Institute for Oceanography and Marine Research. Annual Report**  
Lagos (Nigeria) : NIOMR  
1975-  
Most recent in FAO: 1996

**Nigerian Institute for Oceanography and Marine Research & African Regional Aquaculture Centre. NIOMR Technical Paper**  
Lagos (Nigeria) : NIOMR & ARAC  
1987-  
Most recent in FAO: 1996

**Oceanographic Research Institute. Investigational Report**  
Durban (South Africa) : ORI  
1961-  
Most recent in FAO: 1997

**Oceanographic Research Institute. Special Publication**  
Durban (South Africa) : ORI  
1991-  
Most recent in FAO: 1999

**Pelagos**  
Alger (Algeria) : Institut des Sciences de la Mer et de l'Aménagement du Littoral  
1963-  
Most recent in FAO: 1993

**Regional Cooperation in Scientific Information Exchange in the Western Indian Ocean Region. RECOSCIX-WIO Annual Report**  
Mombasa (Kenya) : RECOSCIX-WIO  
1994-  
Most recent in FAO: 1998

**Relatório Annual de Actividades do Sector**  
Luanda (Angola) : Ministerio das Pescas  
1996-  
Most recent in FAO: 1998

**Report of Activities and State of the Fisheries Sector**  
Windhoek : Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources  
1995  
Most recent in FAO: 1997

**Report On Fish Production**  
Cairo (Egypt) : General Authority for Fish Resources Development  
1988-  
Most recent in FAO: 1998

**Resultats Generaux de la Pêche Maritime Sénégalaise**  
Dakar (Sénégal) : Direction de l'Océanographie et des Pêches Maritimes  
1971-  
Most recent in FAO: 1998
Revista de Investigacao Pesqueira  
Maputo (Mozambique) : Instituto de Investigacao Pesqueira  
1980-  
Most recent in FAO: 1995

SADC Inland Fisheries News  
Lilongwe (Malawi) : SADC Inland Fisheries Sector Technical Co-ordination Unit  
1999-  
Most recent in FAO: 1999

Sea Fisheries Research Institute. Investigational Report  
Cape Town (South Africa) : now Marine & Coastal Management  
1935-  
Most recent in FAO: 1990

Sea Fisheries Research Institute. Research Highlights  
Cape Town (South Africa) : now Marine & Coastal Management  
1996-  
Most recent in FAO: 1999

Serie de Rapports Techniques des Mers Regionales de l'Afrique de l'Ouest  
Split (Croatia) : UNEP MAP Regional Centre  
1999-  
Most recent in FAO: 1999

Seychelles Fishing Authority. Annual Report  
Victoria (Seychelles) : SFA  
1989-  
Most recent in FAO: 1998

Seychelles Fishing Authority. Technical Report  
Victoria (Seychelles) : SFA  
1986-  
Most recent in FAO: 1998

Seychelles Tuna Bulletin  
Victoria (Seychelles) : Seychelles Fishing Authority  
1986-  
Most recent in FAO: 1997

Smith (J.L.B.) Institute of Ichthyology. Ichthyological Bulletin  
Grahamstown (South Africa) : Rhodes University. Department of Ichthyology  
1956-  
Most recent in FAO: 1998

Smith (J.L.B.) Institute of Ichthyology. Special Publication  
Grahamstown (South Africa) : Rhodes University. Department of Ichthyology  
1967-  
Most recent in FAO: 1998

South African Association for Marine Biological Research. Bulletin  
Durban (South Africa) : SAAMBR  
1960-  
Most recent in FAO 1998

South African Commercial Fisheries Review  
Cape Town (South Africa) : Chief Directorate Sea Fisheries  
1991-  
Most recent in FAO: 1994
South African Journal of Marine Science
Cape Town (South Africa) : Marine and Coastal Management
1983-
Most recent in FAO: 1999

South African Shipping News and Fishing Industry Review
Capetown (South Africa) : Primedia Publishers
1995-
Most recent in FAO: 1999

Southern African Journal of Aquatic Sciences
Cape Town (South Africa) : Southern African Society of Aquatic Scientists
1975-
Most recent in FAO: 1997

Statistiques Pêche Cotiere
Casablanca (Morocco) : Office National des Pêches
1981-
Most recent in FAO: 1998

Tanzania. Fisheries Division. Annual Statistics Report
Dar es Salaam (Tanzania : Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism
1990-
Most recent in FAO: 1994

Tropical Freshwater Biology
Benin City (Nigeria) : IDODO Umen Publishers Ltd.
1988-
Most recent in FAO: 1995

United Nations Environment Programme. UNEP Regional Seas Reports and Studies
Nairobi (Kenya) : UNEP
1982-
Most recent in FAO: 1995

Window
Mombasa (Kenya) : RECOSCIX-WIO
1990-
Most recent in FAO: 1999

Zambia. Department of Fisheries. Annual Report
Chilanga (Zambia) : Department of Fisheries
1974-
Most recent in FAO: 1980
5. DIRECTORY OF FISHERIES, AQUACULTURE AND RELATED INTERNET SITES

The following list of Internet sites is an extract of a broader Directory maintained by FAO Fisheries Library for the benefit of FAO staff and Library users. The Directory is available on the FAO Homepage at http://www.fao.org/fi/library/Links.htm.

Maintaining and updating the links is a time-consuming job and notification of any corrections or omissions would be welcome.

The brief abstract added in this list is taken directly from the specific Homepages.

AFRICA

- GENERAL AND REGIONAL
- REGIONAL LAKES AND RIVERS
- INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES

GENERAL AND REGIONAL

African Academy of Sciences
http://www.oneworld.org/aas/

The AAS has developed a vigorous programme of activities that include Networking, Publication, Policy, Research and Capacity Building in Science and Technology. These programmes are provided under five broad programme areas.

AfricaNews
http://www.africanews.org/

Africa News Service has been a leading source of reporting on Africa for U.S. media and a large North American audience, generating public and policy attention to the least-covered continent. Africa News has made Africa coverage more frequent, more substantive and more accurate.

African Studies (University of Pennsylvania)
http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies/AS.html

The African Studies Center at Penn is an interdisciplinary program that offers undergraduate students an opportunity to explore the historic and cultural diversity of sub-Saharan African peoples. The major and minor courses of study provide an understanding of the dynamics of the continent's social, political and economic systems.

African Universities Online
http://www.aaas.org/international/ssa/univs.shtml

A directory of sites maintained by the American Association for the Advancement of Science. The Africa Program was inaugurated in 1987 as a component of the AAAS Directorate for International Programs. To date activities, developed and implemented in partnership with African institutions, have centered on improving access for African researchers to scientific and technical information, on encouraging other aspects of scientific capacity-building, on articulating research and policy agendas for critical issues facing African science and society, and on promoting productive collaborative ties between US and African scientists and their institutions.

Coastal Resources Center, East and South Africa
http://www.crc.uri.edu/field/esa/index.html

Throughout eastern Africa, the coastal resource base is being degraded at an ever-accelerating rate. This has caused economic hardship to the millions of residents whose livelihoods are directly dependent upon these resources and the loss of substantial national development opportunities and undocumented, but significant, loss in biodiversity. The University of Rhode Island's Coastal Resources Center (CRC) began working in East Africa in 1994 to turn integrated coastal management
(ICM) principles into practice in Kenya and Zanzibar. Today CRC continues to work with its partners in Kenya, Tanzania and South Africa to promote ICM in the region.

**Coral Reef Degradation in the Indian Ocean (CORDIO)**
http://www.cordio.org/index.html

CORDIO is a program created to respond to the degradation of coral reefs throughout the Indian Ocean. The program was initiated by the extensive bleaching and mortality of corals that occurred during 1998. CORDIO is supported by Sida (Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency), the World Bank, FRN (Swedish Council for Planning and Coordination of Research), MISTRA (Foundation for Strategic Environmental Research) and WWF (Worldwide Fund for Nature). Activities within the program are conducted in Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique, Madagascar, Seychelles, Reunion, Comoros, Mauritius, Maldives, India and Sri Lanka and co-ordinated from sub regional secretariats in Kenya, Sri Lanka and Reunion.

**Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA)**
http://www.comesa.int/

COMESA exists 'as an organisation of free independent sovereign states which have agreed to co-operate in developing their natural and human resources for the good of all their people'. With its 21 member states and population of 385 million it forms a major integrated trading block.

**East Africa : Coastal Resources Database and Atlas (UNEP)**
http://www.unep.org/eaatlas/

The Eastern African Database and Atlas Project was initiated in 1993 by UNEP and its goal is to produce an atlas of the coastal resources of Eastern Africa, and to develop a GIS based database of the Coastal zone of Eastern Africa, including Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique, Comoros and Seychelles. The database covers the land-sea interaction area, approximately 50 Km of the land and 50Km of the ocean.

**Eastern African Action Plan : UNEP Regional Seas Programme**
http://www.unep.org/unep/program/natres/water/regseas/eaf/eaf.htm

Covers the Convention for the protection, management and development of the marine and coastal environment of the Eastern Africa Regions: Comoros, France (La Réunion), Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Seychelles, Somalia and the United Republic of Tanzania.

**Ena-Tiers Monde (environnement et développement du tiers-monde)**
http://www.enda.sn/

L'organisation internationale enda tiers-monde est constituée, au Sénégal, d'un ensemble d'équipes et de programmes en synergie. Mais enda tiers-monde, c'est aussi un réseau d'antennes décentralisées.

**EU-ACP Cooperation : African Countries**
http://europa.eu.int/comm/development/country/afri_en.htm

**EU-ACP Cooperation : Fisheries Cooperation with developing countries**
http://europa.eu.int/comm/development/sector/fish.htm

Fisheries was introduced into the EC development cooperation from the very beginning, albeit at very modest levels. Initial work concentrated on infrastructure improvements, mainly targetting industrial operations. During the eighties, support to the artisanal subsector grew in significance as both countries and donors realized that industrialisation was neither an easily achievable nor always desirable objective in fisheries and that the predominant characteristics of ACP fisheries were small to medium scale in nature.
Farmesa : Farm-level Applied Research Methods for East and Southern Africa
http://www.farmesa.co.zw/

The Farm-level Applied Research Methods Programme for East and Southern Africa is a regional collaborative initiative of Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe, in collaboration with Botswana, Malawi, Mozambique and South Africa. FARMESA is executed by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) with financial support from Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida). The FARMESA Programme contributes towards sustained improvement in productivity, and real incomes and welfare of the small holder farming communities in Eastern and Southern Africa, focusing on poverty eradication, sustainable natural resource management, human and institutional development and regional collaboration through systems oriented, participatory, gender sensitive approaches with special emphasis on ownership and empowerment.

Index on Africa (Norwegian Council for Africa)
http://www.africanindex.africainfo.no/

Comprehensive guide to the continent of Africa.

Indian Ocean : Oceanography & Climatology Virtual Centre
http://www.iprolink.fr/~tranthao/index.htm

This site is the meeting point for all of you interested in the oceanography and the climatology of the Indian Ocean. It proposes a historical and bibliographical guided tour of the research in the Indian Ocean region as well as some of my personal results...and many relevant links!

Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD) en Afrique

L'Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD) est l'héritier de L'ORSTOM, établissement public français de recherche qui, depuis plus de cinquante ans , travaille à la connaissance scientifique des régions tropicales. L'ORSTOM a été présent en Côte d'Ivoire dès 1946. Le changement d'identité correspond à la volonté de l'Institut d'impulser une nouvelle dynamique à son activité de recherche pour le développement, de promouvoir sa capacité d'expertise collégiale en réponse aux questions des décideurs du développement, et de contribuer à la formation des cadres scientifiques et techniques des pays partenaires .

Melissa : Managing the Environment Locally in Sub-Saharan Africa
http://www.melissa.org/

The MELISSA Program (Managing the Environment Locally in Sub Saharan Africa) has the goal of supporting and facilitating the improvement of the local environment through partnership development and knowledge management. In this way, the Program contributes to finding the balance between social equity, economic advancement and sustainable development to ensure improved living conditions and a better quality of life for urban, peri-urban and rural citizens.

Network for Environment and Sustainable Development in Africa (NESDA)
http://www.nesda.org/nesda1/indexg.html

NESDA is a regional non-governmental and non-profit organisation concerned with identifying capacity building needs that promote environmentally sustainable development in Africa and developing, implementing and evaluating methods and programs to meet those needs through co-ordinated advisory services, technical support, advocacy and networking

Organization of African Unity
http://www.oau-oau.org

Its purposes are to promote the unity and solidarity of the African States; defend the sovereignty of members; eradicate all forms of colonialism; promote international cooperation having due regard for the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration of Human Rights; coordinate and harmonize Member States economic, diplomatic, educational, health, welfare, scientific and defense policies.
The harmful consequences of the phenomena of environmental pollution are felt in all the West African area and are at the origin of increasing concerns as well decision makers as of the populations. This site has information on these concerns.

Pan African Information Development System (PADIS)

PADIS is a co-operative regional development information system created in January 1980 under the aegis of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) in Addis, Ababa, Ethiopia. The Pan African Documentation Centre Network (PADISNET) is a project to link 34 countries into a network of participating development planning centres which exchange databases and information. [Latest update 1995?]

Regional Cooperation in Scientific Information Exchange - Western Indian Ocean Region (RECOSCIX)
http://www.recoscix.org/introduction.htm

RECOSCIX-WIO is an information project working towards establishing a lasting network of marine and aquatic institutes in the Western Indian Ocean (WIO) region with the Regional Dispatch Centre (RDC) in Mombasa Kenya as its central node. Through its information services to the scientific community, the project aims at promoting the scientific capabilities of the region.

Secretariat for Eastern African Coastal Area Management (SEACAM)
http://www.seacam.mz/

In August 1997, the Secretariat for Eastern African Coastal Area Management (SEACAM) was launched in Maputo, Mozambique. The Reference Group of country representatives from the ten Eastern African countries officially opened the Secretariat in October 1997. The Secretariat springs from the desire of the Eastern African countries to accelerate implementation of integrated coastal zone management (ICZM) in the region as put forth in the Arusha Resolution (1993) and Seychelles Statement (1996) on ICZM.

Southern African Development Community (SADC)
http://www.sadc.int/

Originally known as the Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC), the Organisation was formed in Lusaka, Zambia, on April 1, 1980, following the adoption of the Lusaka Declaration - Southern Africa: Towards Economic Liberation by the nine founding member states. The Declaration and Treaty establishing the Southern African Development Community (SADC), which has replaced the Coordination Conference, was signed on August 17, 1992 in Windhoek, Namibia.

Southern African Environment Project
http://www.saep.org/

Gateway to environment and sustainable development information in Southern Africa. (SAEP) is an environmental non-governmental organisation with offices in Cape Town and Port Elizabeth. SAEP works with a variety of South African government departments, educational institutions, environmental non-governmental organisations, and community-based organisations. Its educational programmes run the gamut from workshops and conferences to a rapidly growing internship programme. Its initial focus has been on South Africa, but it is expanding into Lesotho and other SADC countries as opportunities and funding permit.
United Nations. Economic Commission for Africa

ECA is the regional arm of the United Nations, mandated to support the economic and social development of its 53 member States, foster regional integration, and promote international cooperation for Africa’s development. Established in 1958 and based in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, ECA The Pan African Development Information System (PADIS)

University of Rhode Island. Coastal Resources Center. East and South Africa Program
http://www.crc.uri.edu/field/esa/index.html

Throughout eastern Africa, the coastal resource base is being degraded at an ever-accelerating rate. This has caused economic hardship to the millions of residents whose livelihoods are directly dependent upon these resources and the loss of substantial national development opportunities and undocumented, but significant, loss in biodiversity. The University of Rhode Island's Coastal Resources Center (CRC) began working in East Africa in 1994 to turn integrated coastal management (ICM) principles into practice in Kenya and Zanzibar. Today CRC continues to work with its partners in Kenya, Tanzania and South Africa to promote ICM in the region.

West and Central Africa Action Plan : UNEP Regional Seas Programme
http://www.unep.org/unep/program/natres/water/rgseas/wacaf.htm

Covers the Action Plan, which was adopted in 1981 as the Abidjan Convention, and the Protocol concerning Cooperation in Combating Pollution in Cases of Emergency

Western Indian Ocean Marine Science Association (WIOMSA)
http://pages.intnet.mu/ams/wiomsa.htm

The Western Indian Ocean Marine Science Association (WIOMSA), is a non-governmental and non-profit regional organization for promoting the educational, scientific and technological development of all aspects of marine sciences throughout the Western Indian Ocean (WIO) region. The Association gathers and disseminates marine science information; it holds all types of meetings to foster marine science development and information exchange; and enhances better communication among the marine scientists and other professionals involved in the advancement of marine science research and development on the WIO region.

World Conservation Union. Eastern African Regional Office
http://iucn.org/places/earo.html

Addresses regional conservation needs through theme components involving capacity building, networking and practical conservation projects. A Regional Advisory Council, membership meetings and frequent scientific and technical conservation fora promote collaboration between the office, membership and partners.

REGIONAL LAKES AND RIVERS

Cichlid Fishes of Lake Malawi
http://www.connix.com/~mko/mwfishes.htm

A scientifically oriented, noncommercial site devoted to a fascinating trove of tropical biodiversity, both the largest lake-fish fauna and the largest vertebrate species flock on earth, the cichlids of southeastern Africa's Lake Malawi. (It is Lake Nyasa or Niassa to the people of Tanzania and Mozambique, who share this giant rift lake with Malawi.)
Data on African Lakes (ILEC)
http://www.ilec.or.jp/database/map/regional/africa.html

International Lake Environment Committee Foundation (ILEC) in co-operation with the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), established a data collection project entitled “Survey of the State of World Lakes” in 1986. The aim of this project is to gather basic and important environmental information on natural and artificial lakes and its dissemination for their best use especially in developing countries and countries with economies in transition.

Environmental Aspects of the African Great Lakes Region (UNEP/USGS/NASA)
http://grid2.cr.usgs.gov/greatlakes/

Provides information on the African Great Lakes region which is composed of a variety of ecosystems with significant biodiversity.

Global Lake & Catchment Conservation Database (UNEP)
http://wwwcpg.mssl.ucl.ac.uk/orgs/un/glaccd/html/home.html

The aim of this database is to contribute new global environmental data and information for large lakes (greater than 100km² in area) thus supporting the monitoring and management of both inland water resources and biological resources.

International Decade for East African Lakes (IDEAL)
http://lrc.geo.umn.edu/IDEAL/

Information provided on various East African Lakes, part of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP).

Lake Tanganyika Biodiversity Project
http://www.ltbp.org/

The aim of the Lake Tanganyika Biodiversity Project is to help the riparian states produce an effective and sustainable system for managing and conserving the biodiversity of Lake Tanganyika into the foreseeable future.

Lake Tanganyika Nyanza Project (Arizona University)
http://www.geo.arizona.edu/nyanza/

Information on a research opportunity for outstanding undergraduates interested in tropical lakes. The Nyanza Project is sponsored by the U.S. National Science Foundation and the Lake Tanganyika Biodiversity Project. The project is run by The University of Arizona for the International Decade of East African Lakes (IDEAL), an organisation that promotes research and training on African lakes.

Lake Tanganyika Research

Following recommendations adopted at the 1st Session of the Committee for Inland Fisheries of Africa (CIFA), Sub-Committee for Lake Tanganyika, convened in 1978, the Lake Tanganyika Research (LTR) Project ‘Research for the Management of the Fisheries on Lake Tanganyika’ - (GCP/RAF/271/FIN) became operational in January 1992. The project is regional in scope, being shared by the four lake basin States of Burundi, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Tanzania and Zambia.

Lake Victoria Research (University of Michigan, USA)
http://www.biology.lsa.umich.edu/~gwk/research/victoria.html

Provides information on the proposed work in Lake Victoria and offers several unique opportunities for moving to this next level, and for testing and extending the generality of established limnological wisdom. Lake Victoria serves as the basic food and economic resource for millions of people.
PLEA is a research, training, and service program of the African Studies Center of Michigan State University in collaboration with the fisheries research institutes of Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania, and Uganda. PLEA does research on Lakes Victoria and Malawi on the Anthropology and Sociology of fisheries management and development, women and gender, environmental policy, the socio-economic impacts of species introductions, and relations of production. PLEA trains African and international scholars in fisheries socio-economics and provides bibliographic databases, conferences, and consultancies.

**INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES**

Particularly for countries where specific fisheries and aquaculture Homepages are not found, a more general government or news agency site may be included.

**ANGOLA**

Angola Links (SAEP)
http://www.saeep.org/sadc/country/angola/angolal.html

A site devoted to links revolving around Angola. Includes information on basic facts, news, and information on development and the economy.

Republic of Angola. Government
http://www.angola.org/

Includes information on news, politics, business and economics, reference and arts and culture.

**BENIN**

African Studies : Benin General
http://www.sas.upenn.edu/African_Studies/Country_Specific/Benin.html

Includes various information and links revolving around Benin.

Centre Songhai
http://idf.ext.jussieu.fr/drought/songhai.htm

Centre Songhai is an agrobiologique centre of formation, production, transformation, research and development. Its ambition is to raise the level of life of the populations by a rational use of the local resources, in partnership with all the other actors of the development.

**BURKINA FASO**

Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD)
http://ird.bf/index.html

Dynamique et usages des ressources en eau et des milieux aquatiques

**CAMEROON**

Lake Nyos and Lake Monoun
http://www.biology.lsa.umich.edu/~gwk/research/nyos.html

Describes the gas disasters in Lakes Nyos and Monoun on 26 August 1986, when an enormous volume of carbon dioxide (CO₂) was released from Lake Nyos that killed about 1700 people. Two years earlier in Lake Monoun there was a smaller release of CO₂ that killed 37 people. Two possible explanations for these events were originally proposed, and were centered around a limnologic hypothesis (limnology is the study of lakes and streams) and a volcanic eruption hypothesis. This rare
natural disaster is complex, little understood, and difficult to study. Below and in the accompanying articles it is shown that these events were essentially limnological in origin, and that volcanic activity at the time of the events was absent.

COMOROS ISLANDS

Comoros Islands Government Web Site
http://www.ksu.edu/sasw/comoros/comoros.html

Included information on all aspects of the Comoro Islands including language, climate, population, economy, news, political organisations, etc.

CONGO, DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

Democratic Republic of Congo. Government

CONGO, REPUBLIC

Pointe-Noire News
http://www.pointenoire.com/

Information on Pointe-Noire, Congo such as economy, language, weather, travel, accommodations and entertainment.

CÔTE D'IVOIRE

Centre de Recherches Oceanologiques (CRO)

Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD) en Côte d'Ivoire
http://www.ird.ci/

Actuellement, l'IRD mène en Côte d'Ivoire des recherches en partenariat avec différents organismes ivoiriens dans le domaine de la santé, des sciences sociales et économiques de l'environnement et des ressources vivantes. Il participe à la formation du personnel de la recherche de Côte d'Ivoire et apporte une base de connaissances du milieu tropical, un réseau de compétences et de relations scientifiques et techniques utiles au développement.

GHANA

Government of Ghana.
http://www.ghana.gov.gh/

Includes details of some government agencies.

University of Ghana
http://www.ug.edu.gh/

Provides information on all aspects of the University of Ghana including admissions, programs, courses, faculties, libraries and resources and student societies.

Volta River Authority
http://www.vra.com/

A wholly owned Ghanaian statutory public institution created by an Act of Parliament in 1961 to take over from the then Volta River Project Preparatory Commission primarily to develop the Akosombo Hydroelectric Dam and also see to a multi-faceted development of the Volta River Basin. Primary interest is to generate, transmit and (in the northern half of Ghana) distribute electricity. In addition, we have other responsibilities and activities we engage in furtherance of our corporate mandate. These include lake transportation and maritime administration of the Volta Lake, Lakeside health, Management of Akosombo Township among others.
GUINÉE, République

Ministere de la Peche et de l’ Aquaculture
http://www.fis-net.com/guinea/

Provides information on the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquaculture for the Republic of Guinée.

KENYA

Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute
http://www.recoscix.org/toc1.htm

Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI) was born out of the East Africa Marine Fisheries Research Organisation (EAMFRO) and the East African Freshwater Fisheries Research Organisation (EAFFRO).

National Museums of Kenya. Ichthyology Department
http://www.museums.or.ke/resicht.html

This department focuses on the study of fish, both freshwater and marine. The main aim of the department is the development of an ichthyology research unit for the East African region for documentation, information and conservation of the existing fish diversity and fish resources of the region.

MALAWI

Cichlid Fishes of Lake Malawi
http://www.connix.com/~mko/mwfishes.htm

A scientifically oriented, noncommercial site devoted to a fascinating trove of tropical biodiversity, both the largest lake-fish fauna and the largest vertebrate species flock on earth, the cichlids of southeastern Africa’s Lake Malawi. (It is Lake Nyasa or Niassa to the people of Tanzania and Mozambique, who share this giant rift lake with Malawi.)

MAURITIUS

Ministry of Agriculture, Food Technology & Natural Resources
http://ncb.intnet.mu/moa/index.htm

The domain of activity of the Ministry includes agriculture in general, sugar and non sugar activities, livestock, central services to the agricultural sector, food technology and natural resources. The structure of the Ministry evolves around three poles of activities, namely sugar and food technology, non sugar activities and central services and livestock and natural resources.

Ministry of Fisheries & Cooperatives
http://ncb.intnet.mu/fishco/index.htm

The Ministry of Fisheries and Cooperatives acts as a facilitator in providing the necessary support to the development of the fishing industry and the cooperatives sector. For fisheries, the Ministry ensures that the fisheries resources are managed and exploited at sustainable level so that optimum socio-economic benefits are derived while protecting the marine environment. As for the cooperatives sector, the Ministry assists in its consolidation, promotion and development.

MOROCCO

Ministry of Fisheries
http://www.mp3m.gov.ma/
NAMIBIA

Benguela Environment Fisheries Interaction & Training Programme (BENEFIT)
http://www.benefit.org.na/

BENEFIT is a regional partnership between Namibia, Angola and South Africa focused on fisheries and the marine resources of the Benguela current ecosystem off southwest Africa.

National Archives of Namibia (with Links)
http://witbooi.natarch.mec.gov.na/

The National Archives of Namibia will provide a national information service by preserving and making publicly accessible the collective memory of the nation and of the Government of Namibia. It will contribute to the protection of the rights of all Namibians, and enhance a sense of their national identity by acquiring, conserving and providing access to private and public records in all formats and media of national significance; and by guiding the management of central, regional and local Government records.

NIGER

Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD) au Niger
http://www.ird.ne/

RÉUNION

Université de la Réunion
http://www.univ-reunion.fr/sommaire1.htm

Includes all aspects about the university.

SÉNÉGAL

Centre de Recherches Oceanographiques Dakar-Thiaroye (C.R.O.D.T)
http://www.orst.edu/dept/oird/temp/irn/senegal/Crodt.htm

Collectif National des Pêcheurs artisans Sénégalais (CNPS)
http://www.gmt2000.co.uk/apoints/cnps/english/program.htm

Its activities include documenting and taking action on the outstanding claims of fishworkers. CNPS represents some 35,000 fishworkers (men and women), predominantly drawn from Muslim fishermen and their wives (90%). It has however played an important role in promoting religious tolerance and mutual understanding within different sections of the Senegalese artisanal fishworkers community.

Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD) Sénégal
http://www.ird.sn/

L’identification des stratégies d'acteurs compatibles avec le développement durable serait certainement d’une grande utilité en matière de politique des pêches. On s'intéresse aux différences techniques dans la pêche artisanale (changements d'engins, innovations, répartitions, mobilités, etc.). Celles-ci sont d'abord vues comme des changements organisationnels, et seront ensuite interprétées en termes de changement social (“fonctions”) et écologique (“adaptations”), puis enfin en termes de dynamique d'ensemble.

Institut Fondamental d’Afrique Noire Cheikh Anta Diop
http://www.refer.sn/sngal_ct/rec/ifan/accueil.htm

Describes the institute’s purpose and activities
SOMALIA

Somali Fisheries Society
http://somali-fisheries.homepage.com/

Somali Fisheries Society (SFS) is a professional non-governmental organisation representing both Somalia’s marine and fisheries scientists. SFS has no lineage with any political party or factions and it is committed to remain so. It hopes to offer important platforms for fisheries and marine scientists in useful mechanism for people to collaborate on issues of fundamental importance.

SOUTH AFRICA

CSIR Foodtek-FIRI
http://www.foodtek-int.co.za/firi.htm

On 1 April 1995, FIRI was incorporated into the CSIR’s Division of Food Science and Technology (Foodtek) as the Firi Programme. Since 1995, FIRI has expanded to meet the needs of the non-fish food sector of the market while still retaining our expertise in fish and fish products.

Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism

Covers marine and coastal management, biodiversity, environmental quality and protection.

JLB Smith Institute of Ichthyology
http://www.rhodes.ac.za/affiliates/jlb/

A National Facility of dedicated scientists, environmental educationalists and skilled support staff, committed to the development and care of the national fish collection; to the search for and dissemination of ichthyological knowledge and the conservation of fishes, and to the training of young African scientists for the benefit and upliftment of present and future generations.

Marine and Coastal Management (formerly Sea Fisheries Research Institute)

MCM’s mission is to provide responsible custodianship of South Africa’s marine and coastal resources and ecosystems for the benefit of current and future generations of South Africans. This is achieved by the conservation of such resources and ecosystems through the control of, and the orderly, fair, and equitable access to, their optimum sustainable utilisation. Activities are undertaken in accordance with national and international norms.

University of Cape Town. Centre for Marine Studies
http://emma.sea.uct.ac.za/cms/index.html

University of Cape Town's centre of marine expertise, controlled by a Board and a Steering Committee and run by a full-time manager. Provides a consultancy service which draws on the resource of highly skilled specialists in marine and coastal sciences amongst its teaching and research staff to provide multidisciplinary marine expertise to the broader community. Co-ordinator and facilitator of inter-disciplinary and inter-departmental networking among marine researchers. Promoter of marine, maritime and coastal studies and job creation in southern Africa.

University of Cape Town. Department of Oceanography
http://emma.sea.uct.ac.za/

TANZANIA

Tanzania Coastal Management Partnership
http://www.epiq.or.tz/page2.html
The Tanzania Coastal Management Partnership (TCMP) is a co-operative initiative among the government of Tanzania, the United States Agency for International Development and the University of Rhode Island’s Coastal Resource Centre. The goal of the TCMP is to establish a foundation for effective coastal governance by working closely with intersectoral working groups, the network of existing Integrated Coastal Management (ICM) programs, external technical support and the private sector.

Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute (TAFIRI)
http://www.isp.msu.edu/AFRICANSTUDIES/PLEA/TAFIRI.HTM

Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute (TAFIRI) is a parastatal organisation established in 1980 to cater for fisheries research in the country. The Institute comprises five centers: Mwanza and Soti on Lake Victoria, Kigoma on Lake Tanganyika, Kyela on Lake Nyasa (Malawi) and Dar es Salaam on the Indian Ocean. The last is also the Institute’s headquarters.

University of Dar-es-Salaam. Institute of Marine Sciences
http://www.udsm.ac.tz/marine/super.html

The Institute of Marine Sciences (IMS) of the University of Dar es Salaam was established on July 1st, 1979. It is based in Zanzibar on the premises of the former East African Marine Fisheries Research Organization (EAMFRO). IMS supports a wide ranging interest in marine science and coastal research on a theoretical laboratory and field basis.

TUNISIA

Institut National des Sciences et Technologies de la Mer
http://www.refer.fr/tunis_ct/rec/centrec/instm.htm

Describes the Institute's purpose and studies it conducts.

ZIMBABWE

ALCOM Aquatic Resource Management for Local Communities
http://www.zamnet.zm/zamnet/alcom/alcom.htm

ALCOM is a regional community-based aquatic resource management program, executed by the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO). Programme activities began in Zambia in 1987 under the “Aquaculture for Local Communities Development Programme”. Today ALCOM collaborates with all SADC member-countries and has pilot projects in four. ALCOMs objective is to enhance outputs from smallholder farming systems and economies through improved management of aquatic resources. In order to reflect this broadened scope, the name of the programme has changed to “ALCOM, Aquatic Resource Management for Local Communities.”
6. QUESTIONNAIRES

The following explanatory letter was sent out in 1999 together with the questionnaires.

**Subject: Directory of Fisheries and Aquaculture Information Resources in Africa**

The Fisheries Department of FAO in collaboration with the Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute is in the process of compiling the above Directory. The Directory will include details of specialised libraries, information centres, databases, internet resources and other information resources on fisheries and aquaculture in Africa.

The Directory will be of benefit to the information dissemination activities of FAO and will be used to encourage and enhance resource sharing activities between institutions within the Region. It is also intended as a reference tool to assist other international organizations and to foster North-South collaboration between fisheries and aquaculture libraries and information centres.

We are gathering as much information as possible via our contacts in FAO and national institutions with the help of the enclosed questionnaire. I would be most grateful if your librarian / documentalist could provide the relevant details and return the form to either of the below addresses. All entries will receive a copy of the Directory as soon as it is available.

A longer period of time than was expected has elapsed and apologies are due to those who responded quickly with the relevant data.

Copies of the questionnaire can be requested via Email, either for new entries or for updating existing information. Please request from fi-library@fao.org
DIRECTORY OF FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE
INFORMATION RESOURCES IN AFRICA

ORGANIZATION

Organization: .....................................................................................................................................................
Organization (in English): .....................................................................................................................................
Acronym: ............................................................................................................................................................
Affiliation: ..........................................................................................................................................................
Acronym: ............................................................................................................................................................
Address: ............................................................................................................................................................
Postal address: ...................................................................................................................................................
Town/City: .........................................................................................................................................................
County/State/Province: ......................................................................................................................................
Postal code: .......................................................................................................................................................
Country: .............................................................................................................................................................
Internet (www): ................................................................................................................................................
Fax: ..................................................................................................................................................................
E-mail: ..............................................................................................................................................................
Telephone: ........................................................................................................................................................
Year of creation: .............................................................................................................................................
Total No. of staff: ..............................................................................................................................................

LIBRARY

Department: .......................................................................................................................................................
E-mail: .............................................................................................................................................................
Telephone: ......................................................................................................................................................
Internet (www): ..............................................................................................................................................
Fax: ..................................................................................................................................................................
Year of creation: ...............................................................................................................................................
Subjects covered: ................................................................................................................................................
Budget: ..............................................................................................................................................................

external funding: ..............................................................................................................................................
work for other organization: ...........................................................................................................................
Infrastructure:

type of building: .............................................................................................................................................
no- rooms: ......................................................................................................................................................
sizes: ...............................................................................................................................................................

telecom. access (e.g Internet): ..........................................................................................................................
printer: .............................................................................................................................................................
CD-ROM reader: ...............................................................................................................................................]
scanner: ...........................................................................................................................................................

equipment: computers (type, HD, memory capacity): ....................................................................................... 

telecom. access (e.g Internet): ..........................................................................................................................
printer: .............................................................................................................................................................
CD-ROM reader: ...............................................................................................................................................]
scanner: ...........................................................................................................................................................

Staff:

Professional librarian
	name: ...........................................................................................................................................................
years experience: ............................................................................................................................................... 

Para-professional librarian: number: ....................................................................................................................

qualities: ...........................................................................................................................................................
Support staff (specify): ......................................................................................................................................

Association membership: .....................................................................................................................................
Access for external users: ....................................................................................................................................
Contacts with other external libraries: ................................................................................................................

186
COLLECTIONS

Serial titles (total): ..........................................................  Electronic source: ......................................................
Serial titles (current): ......................................................  Maps: ........................................................................
Monographs: ..................................................................  Illustrations: .........................................................
Reports: ...........................................................................  Microfiches: ...........................................................
  published ......................................................................  Microfilms: ..............................................................
  grey literature: ............................................................  Archives: ................................................................
Theses: ..........................................................................  Catalogues: ............................................................
Reprints: ..........................................................................  Audio-visuals: ......................................................
Conferences/Meetings: ...................................................  Others: .....................................................................
Atlases: ..........................................................................  Microfilms: ..............................................................

SERVICES

Databases: ........................................................................

Loans (individual): yes/no  Searches (manual): yes/no
Loans (interlibrary): yes/no  Searches (automatic, internal): yes/no
Photocopies: yes/no  Searches (automatic, external): yes/no

Networking (which networks):....................................................
  national: ........................................................................
  regional: ........................................................................
  internat.: .........................................................................
Training: ...........................................................................
  facilities: ........................................................................
  level: .............................................................................
  internal/external: ............................................................
  national/international: .....................................................

Other services: ....................................................................

Software used: ....................................................................

Work for other info services: .................................................

Notes: .................................................................................

PUBLICATIONS

Publications of organization: ................................................

Publications of library: ........................................................
ANNUAIRE DES RESSOURCES D'INFORMATION
DES PÊCHES ET DE L'AQUACULTURE EN AFRIQUE

ORGANISME

Organisme: ...........................................................................................................................................
Organisme (en anglais): ............................................................................................................................
Acronyme: .............................................................................................................................................
Affiliation: .............................................................................................................................................
Acronyme: .............................................................................................................................................
Adresse: ..................................................................................................................................................
Adresse postale: ......................................................................................................................................
Ville: .......................................................................................................................................................
Dépt./Etat/Province: .................................................................................................................................
Code postal: .............................................................................................................................................
Pays: ........................................................................................................................................................
Année de création: ................................................................................................................................
E-mail: ....................................................................................................................................................
Telephone: ...............................................................................................................................................
Fax: ...........................................................................................................................................................
Internet (www): .....................................................................................................................................

BIBLIOTHEQUE

Département: ...........................................................................................................................................
E-mail: ....................................................................................................................................................
Telephone: ............................................................................................................................................... 
Internet (www): .....................................................................................................................................
Fax: ...........................................................................................................................................................
Année de création: ................................................................................................................................
Domaines couverts: ...................................................................................................................................

Budget: .....................................................................................................................................................
financement ext.: .......................................................................................................................................
travail pour autre organisme: ...................................................................................................................

Infrastructure: .......................................................................................................................................... 
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